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At 109 Exchange

CO.,

Franklta Family School
Tops.Iiam, Me,
Rt. Rfv. H. A. Neely, I>. D., Visitor. Oscar L
Billings, B. A., Rector. Send for circular. odOtf
Bemoved to

St., Foktland.

Terms: Eight 1)( liars a Year in advance.
mail ■iilwcriliera Seven Dollars a Year if paid in

To
ad-

Yauce.

llr.

THF MAINE STATE TRESS
is published every Thursday Morning
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

at$2.5o'a

apply

BUSINESS

J. H. HOOPER,

UPHO LSTERER

admitted at any time when there
STUDENTS
vacancies. All parties interested
iuvited to
examine into its

are

are

merits.
informotiou address
au27dlm&w3ui L, A. GRAY, A.M., Principal.
For full

MANUFACTURER of

Parlor

Suits, Lounges, Spring;
Beds, Mattresses,
fllcbeuough Patent Red Lonugen, Enameled Chaim, Ac.
OF*AII kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

for louug
Boarding
Day
and Children Sept. 17th. Sv per ior advantages.
ladies and ten gentlemen are attached to the Institution. No pains are spared to improve pupils in Arts
and Sciences.
j.v31d2$m

Dentist, comer of Congress and Brown streets with
agf>eod&wtf !

MARKS

Book, Card & Job Printer
109 EXCHANGE ST.,

DB.

Office hours

islwlif

COMMEBCIAL STREET.

ed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Bailroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
mar23

dtf

AT

COUNSELLOR

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CORS

PORTLAND

VIACHI NETWORKS

THIS

Ever Offered

STATIONARY AND PORTA-

Agents for It. Ball’s Wood W’orking Machinery, and Blanchard’s Patent Boiler.
SIS COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOB SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

power, built to order.
apll

tt

Merrill,

0.

F. WOODFORD,
myl9

P.

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE

PORTLAND,

promptly attended

to

LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

by E. A.

80 MIDDLE ST.

dtf

mj9

E. J. MORRELL & CO.,
House and Ship Painters and Graincrs.
Office al 11 DanCorth St., Up Stairs.
Order Slato at WHIPPLE & CO.’S, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken

LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINES

of the Broad or 5 feet 6 inches Gauge.
These Locomotives are suitable for Train Service,
or at a moderate cost can be made available for
sup-

plying
Motive Power to Saw Mills, Machine .Shops, Mines, &c.
And, if desired, Boilers will be sold separate from
Machinery, to suit purchasers.
Samples of Engines fitted for Machinery and Heating purposes can be seen at any time on application
at the office of Mr. H. Wallis, the Company’s Mechanical Superintendent at Point St. Charles, Montreal.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
Secretary and Treasurer.
1874.
se21eodot

Montreal, September 17,

SODfETIIINO
Self-Folding Tucker
The most

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 883 CONGRESS STREET,
MAY

6

RESIDENCE

STREET.

Portland. Me.
**

jyn

T. P. McGOWAW,

Ml CONCRESS STREET,
Under Cougmo Hall.
Dibits Sold on Instalments.
j>2if

HAERIGAN,
DEALERS

McGONAGLE &

IK

AKD

thickness of goods, from
The Hemmer attached will

any

Ijact to Broadcloth,
hem any desired width lrom one fourth to two and a
fourth iuches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
Reduced Price #2.50,

Room

ju30tf

purposes, viz:
let. To hear the report of the Directors.
2nd. To see if the stockholders will amend the ByLaws of the Corporal ion so far as to increase the
nulffber of Directors to a number not exceeding thirteen.
3d. To elect Directors for the ensuing year.
4th. To see what action the Stockholders will take
on the agreement or contract recently made between
the Directors and the City of Portland.
5th. To transact any other business that may legally come before them.
Per order of the Directors.

Office Furniture !
No. 120, old No. 252, Congress St.,
dtt

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

96 EXCHANGE

STREET,

the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds. Mattrasses,
Book Cases, <&c.
Looking Glasses,
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.
Where

Baker & Co.

LIVINGSTONE & COMPANY.
10 PINE ST., New York,

Conservatively Organized (free

from

_«»y

J. B. MATHEWS A

CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

State of Maine

Tlie yacht “Ethel,” length 63
feet
16 8-12 feet baani, depth 5 9-12, tonnage
31 62-100. Has superior accommodations,
M
and ill every way titted for a pleasure crafl.
Will be sold low, or cnartereu on favorable
terms to pleasure parties. Apply to

J. S. WINSLOW & CO,
JulS

FORGET

Children’s
MADE

Clothing!

TO
—

A.T

DORMAK.

JAMES

L.

jn9dtt

W. C.
103

CLARK,

FEDERAL STREET,

3 Doors Ku»t of Temple Hi.,

GAS

AND

WATER

PIPING.

dtf

Valuable School

Property

Locust

PLKASATLY

Eider Barrels
For Sale.
best quality, in good order.
IIKNKY T. CARTER, ISS Fore Ml.
ol

tf

—

Wliile Oak & Hard Wnod Flank & Wedges

FOR

SALE BY

&

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

CASH PRICES

L*
TAYLOR,
ITS COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

ICE*!

dtt

ausdt f

POINTER DOCfc liver color and white.

A

cottar maraeu

r

jj21dtf

rsan-

<3-00IDS I

se23dlw

Lost.
Carlton street, Sept. 17.
OverLOST
coat, The tinder will be rewarded by leaving it
at D. W. CLARK &
Market
on

Pino

or

au

St.

CO.S’,

se!8dlw*

Lost!

H.TALBOT &C0.

GOLD BRACELET, probably between Firs
Parish Church on Congress Street, and India
Street. The finder will be rewarded on leaving it at
the Press Office.
aulldtf

are now

A

opening tlieir

new

Fall and Winter

POCKET BOOK containing about four hundred dollars and private papers, among which
is a receipt from Alexander Edmond’s, for fifty dollars. Tlie finder will receive $100.00 reward on
leaving it at the City Marshal’s Office.

|

A

ISAAC F.

TRIMMINGS

QUIMBY.

—
_

A#* D

—

BOARD.

Ladies’

Furnishing

TABLE BOARD
se23tf

Suil of Rooms

Tho best assortment of Trimmings
this market.

Goods.
ever

offered in

Grand Trunk Railway Co. is prepared to receive tenders for Sawing Fire Wood on the district between boundary line and Gorham. Fornj^ of
Tender ind all particulars can be obtained on application to the undersigned at any ot the principal sta-

THE

to

or

McTAGGART,

L*.

Fuel Agent, Montreal.
lenders endorsed “Tender for Sawing Fire
Wood,” will be received up to THURSDAY, the 15th
of October, 1874, addressed to
JOSEPH HICKSON,
Secretary and Treasurer G, T. R., Montreal.
sel8
eod5t

Maine General Hospital.
of Directors

announce

THEthat theaudeastern
pavillion
will be

Terms

reasonable.

One front
PLEASANT,

se23tf

Belts and Ornaments,
Ball and

se?3d3t*__30

OAK

they may

feel able to give:
Cotton Cloth, bleached and unbleached,
and
yard,
2£ yards wide.
Crash, Russian aud American.
Huckabuck.
Bird’s eye towelirg.
Table linen, unbleached and colored.

Winter

ST.

TWO

Ticking.

Board.
Gentlemen

A full

Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Boom8 at No. 20 Brown Street.
my!9dtt

TWO

or a

line of tlie celebrated

GARIBALDI KID GLOVES !
XREFOUSSE KIDS,

UhlLUnbN

CORSETS, DIAMOND.
YAK AND HERCULES,
TRIMMING BRAIDS,

a

UNDERWEAR!

DRESS

i'ANClt BUTTONS,

Worsted and Worsted Goods !

ABOVE

It

per Yard.

A

All the

the janitor, at the Portland Fraternity Rooms. Congress Street, or will be
called for, if notice ot their locality is given. The

donor’s name and statement of contents should be
attached to each package. Public acknowledgment
of all gifts will be made.
It is requested that donations be made as soon as
possible, as the need is immediate.
By order ot the Directors,
FREDERIC HENRY GERRISH,

Job Lot

just received

Extremely Low Prices

Carriages!
LOCKHART,

BELTING BY THE

Soused

9 CASCO STREET,

&

and

Light

Stylish

Phaetons,

Peach

Wagons. &c.
and for sale at low prices.
built to order and repairing in all
its branches.
On hand

Specialty work

25_

aug

tf

SOMERS^

to your WHOLESALE GROCERS or to the
MANCFAC rCBEBS.
Some people think that non*ed Tripe will not
keep in the summer which is a great mistake; we
warrant our Soused Tripe as well in the summer
as at any other season of the year, if kept in a cool
place and kept under the pickle. We sell
HUNDREDS of BARRELS
of it in the Summer. Please send in your orders.

Sewing Machine

THE PEERLESS.

293 Fore St.. «F. F. MERRILL,
Bear of No. lO Cron* St.

343

A.

any Machine
this market.

Bebnell’s Hat Stobe.)

MIDDLE

ana

PORTLAND, MA!NE.

sel8dlw

■

..

We have just bought in New York
a large variety of

LADIES’,

MISSES & CHILDREN’S

Worsted

Berlin

Dress &

AT

examine lor

Wc have the best

T.adips’ TTndprvpst
in tlie city for

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

are

YOUday of

LUMBER

Send fur

a

circular.

Special

attention

Southern

paid

to

September,
I.

Pine
AND

Lumber

—

delivered.

fur mailed to

order.

No. 1 1-3 UNION WHARF
aut8

PORTLAND, MAINE,

islwttf

HILLMAN & MOKRILL
would respectfully inform the trade, they have on
hand and are constantly adding to, a desirable liue ot
MILLINERY nu.l MTKAW GOODS, tor
the season, also in the BLEACHEKY DEPARTMENT all the leading shapes and prepared to do Millinery and Transient Woik,

promptly, to compare favorably with new goods.
251 MIDDLE, STREET.
Hopkins’ Block,

sets

STAGE

Windham, Raymond, South Casco,
STAGE
Naples aud Bridgton will hereafter leave the
office of the Eastern Express
at
for

Co, daily

aI

IJ. S

7

o’clock

Hotel and Ex pros*
se23dlw*

a

Job wagon 69.

selOdtw

WHARF,
Ahont

for sale
to let
Containing
selSdlw
or

on

new
..

75.000 Mqnnre Feel,
Loug Island. Inquire of
J. F. STURDIVANT,

OCR

regulations

T.

in regard to Consular lees will tako effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:

OF TUB BEST GRADES.

Vessels with Cargo:
Manifest. $15.00

ill of Health.„.
SCTtitying

4.00—$19.00

For Vessels without Cargo:
Certifying M anii**st.$7.00
Bill n£ Health.'.
4.00—$11.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
se2dtf
Spanish Consul.

DRY FOOD,
—

RICH

SLABS AND EDGINGS,
FOB BALE

BY

inii26PORT!, AltD.eodim

EXHIBITION !

keep constantly on hand all

Quincy Halls,

eod3w

Six Per Cent. Bonds*
the Bangor City Loan, to aid the construction

of the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, maturing October, 1874, may now be exchanged for the
Maine Central Seven Per Cent. Consolidated

dollars for

urer.

Mortgage

Bonds.

hundred at the office of the TreasJ. S. CUSHING, Treasurer,
Maine Central Railroad Company.

W. II. Doble, Esq., Trainer of DEXTEBj
Fashion Course, L. I.,
To G. F. Whitney & Co., 1732 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.:
Gentlemen—We have been using Whitney’s Neat’s
Foot Harness Soap, and have found it all it is warranted to be; that it will keep Harnesses nice and
limbe.*, ami give them a line finish. We lecommend
it to all who would keep their Harnesses in good orNours

respectfully,

BUDD DOBLE.
au28dlm
CSr’Send stamp for our Waverley.

DOLLAR2

NELSON & CO.,
297

<12m

aul2_

Cheapest Bookstore
In The World.

119

Exchange

Old and

new

by the pound.
now on

Street.

books bought and sold by the piece or
Over one hundred thousand volumes

hand.

Just

the Preble

sel»

MOOREl
1

We shall offer the
stock consisting of

*

balance of CorcII & Co.’s old

BLACK SILKS,
BLACK
MILK

ALPACAS,
POPLINS,
WOOL CASHMERES,
VANCY HRESS GOOD,,

ALL

HIIAWLS,

FLANNELS,
LINENS,

Publisher nnd Bonb«ellrr.

WHITE

VESSEL FOR SALE.
Brig “JULIA F. CARNEY,” 333
tons register hi. M., now lying in this
port. Carries cargo all under deck.
k\Vas built in 1866, and is in good orQcr
_and well found.
For further particulars enquire of

J.V31

in order to close them out at once and make
a full line of Ladies’

which

Cider Barrels For Sale.
8

Market St ..Portland,

for

room

Gloves, Hosier 7, Trimmings, &c.,
wo

intend to

OWEN

ee3d&wlm

ROODS

At Greatly Reduced Prices

CIIAS. II. CHASE & CO.

Cider.
WILL exchange forE. D.ectPETTENGILL,

House.
<11 w

OWEN &

ALBERT COLBY Jk SONS,
ag5tf

Congress St.,

above

open for the Fall Trade.

&llOORi:,

Congress Street,
fi'S

LOSS

OF

cor.

of Brown,

Corell Ac Co.’, Old Stand.

Losses

PROPERTY

THE

ONLY

LASTING

of all sorts, some too closely perWe lose our
ready recognition.
memory, our temper, our head; we lose our
good looks, all at once or by installments;

tf

are

lose our credit or our influence.
These
more or less sertous, but they do
not necessarily make an impression on the
loser. They may happen to us without 'our
being vividly aware of them. The losses we
are now concerned with are those which make
a distinct
impression, and these are material
losses outside ourselves—losses of property.
Every loss of property, however small, that is
painfully realized at the lime, secures for itself a niche in the memory.
We never forget the losses of our childhood; the toy, the
sixpence, the trumpery ornament, if its loss
ouce cost us a pang, is one of time’s most
durable landmarks.
What a sense of groping wonder overshadowed the first mysterious
of
one
of those valuables bedisappearance
fore we became accustomed to the idea of loss
in the abstract! How strange to have it and
then to miss it forever—no human agency
traceable! Where did that purse, prophetic
of future wealth, that glittering gewgaw, go
to, that we saw it no more ?
What a value
still attaches to these vanished treasures.
Such losses become the lasting possessions of
juvenile memory. For loss, like early death,
imparts a sanctity to things commonplace in
themselves. Loss is instant promotion. The
lost watch beats all its successors. The umbrellas we lose were superior articles to the
faithful slaves that wear themselves to ribwe

losses are all

bons in

our service.
The sticks had a roabout them akin to that lost slick of
the Antiquary’s cut in the classic woods of
Hawlhornden. No knife, seal or pencil-case
mance

scale?

BEATS THEM ALE.

kinds of

HARD AND SOFT WOOD.

a

Augusta, Julyl 15. 1874.JylSptilloe

der.

the best

COAL,

ADMISSION .NO CENTS.
sel7

ONE

P. PRINCE & SON

FOOT OF FILMOT ST., BACK COVE.

3XT o wOpen

at 98

COAL J

which they offer for sale at the lowest market prices.
They aleo always keep on baud

—

BOSTON.

OF

—

FOR

Corset

—

1 IS Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,

“MECHANICS^
Fancuil and

“Champion”

& JUDKINS,

COAL, !

AT

ALSO

—

From

good express wagon, horse and harness,
J the buyer can have the privilege of driving it a
few days before buying it. THOMAS C, COOPER,
Kuigttsville, Cape Elizabeth.

C'HJEAP,

.A

03w

NOTICE^

A. M.

the

--A

C E 1ST T S 1

and after the first

For

ries, Railroads, &c.,
or

1874.

on

Spam

furnishing

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto-

sel7d&wtt

PKINT1NR of every description neatly
executed at this oUice.

JOB

hereby notified that

1...

Commission Merchants.

7 5

To merchants and Shipmasters.

[From the London Saturday Review.]

cise of imagination. We magnify the denarted; we do not in our heart want the lost
treasure to turn up for the purpose of verifying our description. Loss, so long as it confines itself to our humbler belongings,- imparts a tenderness aud dignity to our familiar
past which it would be unwise to exchange
for testoration and possession.
But if trifles lost make an indelible impression, what shall we say of losses on a grander

jy21d3m

1874.

The train was
stopped, and baby recovered, amidst the
hearty cheers of the people on the platform
and the passengers; and while the young
mother laughed and cried and hugged her
little one, she tried to explain how the
baby
was such a new one that she hadn’t
got used
to it.

that we can handle equals the lost one that
hopelessly disappeared into space. We are
half conscious in all this of a pleasing exer-

yourselves.

S. W. EATOJS.
Portland, July 21,

Zephyrs,
Cloak Trimmings,
Buttons, &c., &c.

to

ottered in

Embroideries,

Jacket Yarn,
Balmoral Yarn,

13 Free Street

PORTLAND, ME.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Superior
ever

CALL

STREET

CEJr’All kinds of repairing, such as making over
Old Hats in the Latest
Style. Blocking, Ironing,Ac.
done at short notice, with neatness and dispatch.

ST,
dtf

■ — —— ■ —

poses,

Warranted

(Ovee E.

CO.,

OPPOSITE OLD CITY HALL.

For Family, or light
Mannfacluriug pur-

MAA CFACTUBEB,

..1_
—liLIXj

--

sonal for

Kid Gloves,

SILK HAT

and Best Assortment in the State,
called
the latest Improvements,

Malta Yak and Thread in Black.

Underwear,
Hosiery.
Corsets,
C. W. Belknap & Co.
set9
dlw

New

44_

7

I’ve left my baby!”

AFFLICTION.

From New York!

our

Steam Refined Soused Tripe

Rear of Mechanic Building.

(n all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity* Ease of mann^»H‘ui. uiiraoimy, urynfiw inu ruruy
of Air aud ECONOivIY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE 1N ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

Tripe!

train!

Losses.

sets

Sleighs,

I-J

good stock of

II. TALBOT &

subject,

of

A curious incident recently occurred on a
Western train.
As the cars were moving
away from the Terre Haute depot, a pretty
young woman came from the ladies’ car, and,
rushing into the smoking car, frantically appealed to everybody to stop the train. Catching sight of the conductor, she exclaimed,

YARD.

SVMEBNA, Ac.

»

Bat great losses
sense

A poetical fashion-writer says, “The ‘invisible shades and pronounced checks, are
well worth expressing astonishment at. it
is almost impossible to give any correct idea
of the pleasing effect produced ia these
lovely
combinations of designs and dyes. The
styles are shadowy in expression and so
dreamy in tone that one might wonder if
the tout ensemble was not wrought by some
spirit baud.”

LACE EDGES IN REAL IAL.,
REAL THBKAO,
GEK.HAN VAL.,

tf

Now is the time to send in your orders for
NO. 5

TIES!

6 CLAPP’S BLOCK, CONGRESS

Congress St., cor. Brown.

se!8_

&

Light Carriages

Moore,

and desirable styles of

NECK
ELASTIC

anl will be sold at

new

oTnt.'T8’

ot

the tragedy of

are

which, happily,

our

most men have
Ihereisa medium class of
no importunate demaud
upof which everybody
tL»°r.i.ma8uanlmity»
the aunoyauce by
loss
experience—the
"^ows
no

exper.ence.
I tosses, making

j

s»b.r?.h lbfrows

a “au 0,1

self-reproach

iu
loss

or

We
of the
w?Lh.ileading
a,.VK't,,unovelist wonld define
which a

by

no

epithet, tor hi. phrase, “serious
biU tbe ca*e—the
lo s
n
nJ'7' CXaft,y
but’ sa-v> ,be twentieth
uirt
Un,n^UV6’
°*,l •muted
1 a*1 of
Income—a
loss making no
A Delaware girl puts on great airs because ; ditlereuce in tbe
way of living, affecting the
she has been the cause of five suicides among consciousness of nobody hut the loser li£t the
wbo
the young men in her neighborhood.
a loss grows with time
and reflecr,’"ch
tion or rather with tho
various demand..—
The agriculture of the human body has
unexpected, uncalculated on-whlch rise as
hitherto largely consisted in top dressing,
sureljr as though we had reckoned on them
with all our foresight. The
if we may judge by the number of
ten, twenty, fifcapillary
^ i) ,utH S -what would
not have doue
fertilizers we see advertised in the papers.
f only we had not lost they
them! All tbe exachar<lcr when, in some
™ “
A gentleman noticing tlio masses of false
caretessness, we have lost what.
^
hair upon the head of the ladies at the thea‘liscbarg«d a,,y one of
them w~ ap
!lyb.ym ,‘on.s to all. No money
tre the other evening, laughingly said that
sdcm^:so °ft®u
imagination, or performs
they undoubtedly belonged to the “dead- such fetits of liquidation, as lost money. The
c
Sensation of a loss of any importance is
heads.”
incredulity. Few people are clear-headed
enough to be able to embrace at once in its
“Howmuch for this print?” “Nine cents,
entirety the I act that the missing trea-u i
mum.” “Nineteen cents? I’ll give yr,u
gone forever. It takes some time to realise
UD
eighteen.” “Niue cents, mum; you mijunsuujwu misiortune which comes in the
form of a void, a mere absence.
derstood me.” “Ob, nine ceuts! I’ll
Several
give
stage; have to be passed through, which is a
you eight.”
happy provision of our nature. When at
It is now believed that the mere sight of length we stand face to face with fact, our
spirit has risen to the emergency. It is not
Ben Butler standing in front of the St.
halt so bad, we reflect as some
social mortifiCharles Hotel, New Orleans, picking his cation. some flagrant
blunder, the missing of
5-ome
teeth with a pearl-handled dagger, would be
long-sought-for opportunity, by a hairsbreadth, some sudden revelation ot an irresufficient to restore order iu that distracted
trievable folly. A thousand aunoyances
procommunity.
duce a much more tingling sensation then
the mere loss of money. Our
philosophy at
Happy thought—That of the fashionable first has an easier part to play than
in soothschool teacher, who, when asked by a
a wound to our owu self-love. But
ing
pupil of
thiugs
that sort have a way of rightiug them“who is the present King of Switzerland ?”
selves. Vexatious of feeling soon wear themsaid, “This is not the hour, you kuow, when selves out; our indiscretions sometimes
turn
talking is permitted. Ask me at the next out for the best and do us a good service.
The
failure of the most important appointsession and I will tell you”—and then rushed
ment is not so full of evil
for the bookcase.
consequences as
our fears copj ured
up; we forget all about it
iu a week. But
money never seems worth
Courier-Journal: An Oregon town is deless, and seldom is of less consequence to the
scribed as “nestling ’neath the ever restless
spender, through mere passage of time. It
and shifting shadows of a blue and brown
makes itself wiugs, but out of
sight is not out
of mind. And the provocation is
and broken mountain.” It is a little
kept up
strange and aggravated
by the duty of throwing good
that in a country where mountains are
plen- mottey after bad in fruitless elfirts at recovtiful enough for every man to have one in his
All forms of hue-and-cry, advertiseery.
back-yard, a whole town should consent to ments in the Times,handbills proclaiming the
calamity, elc., etc., are not so much the enup alongside of such a discolored and debilideavors of a reasonable hope as decent funertated old elevatiou as that.
al obsequies of the defunct
possession, with-

mfoAnJir

CROCHET BUTTONS.

Hamburg Edging* from 5 cents to $3.50
TEE

t

BRAIDS,

SMOKED PEARL,
WHITE PEARL and

and Heaviest Goods !

Blankets, single and double.
Bed Covers, single and double.
Rubber Blankets.
White Rubber Cloth, 1 yard wide.

!

Merino Underwear for Ladies and
Children,

Largest Assortment, Finest

Napkins.

Hosiery

Rooms To L*d.
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and Iward at 75 Free street.

lor
22d

40 inches,

Heavy Bullion Fringes in Worsted, all Shades.

To Lid
Sunny Rooms to let, with Board
suite of rooms with Bay-window.

the public

to

nearly ready

is

occupancy,
formally dedicated on the
of October.
A large supply of bed and table linens is needed
before the institution can begin its work, and the
friends of the Hospital throughout the State are
earnestly solicited to contribute any of the articles
named in the following list, in such quantities as
1

Gimps, Buttons,

Sawing Fire Wood. THOSE

Tenders for

tions

Beaded and Jet Goods in Fringes,

Boarding.
desiring good accommodation* 5 mlnntes
walk from the City Bnilding can learn, by applying at this office where such can be obtained.

Weare ^Peaking ot course
ot natural
consequences and effects—of
men. Mot of Christians.
Resignation and submission to a buperior Will are
supernatural
r
graces.
on
onlj

i

1 Uar

L

MATTOCKS & FOX.

Had

unams,

paid by leaving him

gor. A suitable reward will be
at ATWOOD’S Oyster House.

the

see

tran«?rrfCia ii!!*56®

Houses to Let.
Portland Real Estate Company’s Blocks, on
Carroll and Pine Streets. Long leases will he
given it desired. Enquire of

New Fall & Winter

Lost.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,

Dry Air Refrigerators WM. H.

For Sale

PRESS,SCREWS,GRINDERS,

—iLSO—

AT LOWEST

my6ti

FOUNdT~

LOST AND

PROPOSALS.

Also

NUMBER,

SATE THE ADVANCE ON

Order Book
OlRcc.

CIUKH AND WINE MILLS',

100.000 best Rift Locn.l Treenail.,
150.00ft best Sawed While Oak do.
£0.000,bent quality Canada Ikneen

1565, Portland,

or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
oc4dtf
Fluent Block.

—

One Thousand Cider Barrels

Treenails.

one

city.

aul2tf

to Loan.

Mamifacturers of

1874 FALL STYLES. 1874

located and in successful operation.
Profitable investment for one wishing to make
teaching a business. Immediate possession given.
Price $8,000. Cash $2,500, balance on long time.
Address
SCHOOL,
au25dlm
Press Office.

sel

Money

COALS!

DENNISON.

either at mill

3511-2 Congress St.
A. A. CAMPBELL.

»p21U

dtf

rooms on

Wanted,

we

Tlie beauty
not less, but
A CeUai'* Poignancy
creeps in as charm,

^alssteain^^Ct

To Let.

tf

through accepting
» ignoring lu

asf#t^8*r J0®8®8
n' r
.unfel .at flr,stthe world ceases
to
toaV2dBrfnt,0na
autnire or to read;*la^,as
while the dull and
'rouble from
tne
the firaL
h!’,o’h°
Sr,aT<’tb,:ir
first, have
brooded
over it till it shadows

the door bells cf the other

Little events that turn the tide of for time
big events seen through the wrong end
•
of the telescope.

To Let.

or

not

are

d2w

aull

mm<,us’

believe in ruiu.

un-

rooms,

No. 33.
s. W.
street.

a

Owen &

West India and South American Cargoes

sell

FOGG.

Must have $150 cash.
at 111 Exchange Street, Room 5.au29dtf

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,

Carriages

Jy27tf

ORDER
—

Old School of First Class Reputation.

G.

Estate

6. Patterson’s
BULLETIN.

170 Commercial Street,

—

PORTLAND, ME.
S.

F.

Beal

WOOD.

THE

on

MORRILL’S CORNER, DEERING. First,
Class Dwelling house, nine rooms, with all
modern improvements, gardcu aud stable. Haatly
to horse and steam cars. Inquire oi C. E. MORRILL, near premises, or W. H. JEKlilS, Portland,

Lost.

D. P. H.

AND SOFT

dtl

For Sale.

MATUEWS.

put up goods.

Brick House ten
Danforth Street,
given October 1st. Enquire of
ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle
Portland, Sept, 14,1674.
a

A

all of which I offer at the lowest market rates.
constantly on haud a nice assortment

A

Roofing Slate,

and sell
who can
Apply at once

the road

Portland;

thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15fc acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, \ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, line cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ol Q. K.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook*

se22dt.il•Secretary.

RICHARDSON & CROSS,

For Sale or to Let.

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
J. It.

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad

A Depots, Post-otfice, House
good Schools and Churches,
and Ell two stories
six miles from

Remnants of Carpeting.
Articles may be left with

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith and
Steam Purposes.

Manufactory,

man that can travel
or an old gentleman

young

ou a icamer

Also the best of

Salesroom

goods

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o*clock. P. M.

FOR, FAMILY USE.

ing.

1^1U

a
on

half

faith

not

more

moment.—

Arkansas has several schools for Journalisrn. They are chiefly shooting-galleries.

At

W anted—Partner.
ITHER

of
double
ONE
pleasantly situated
Possession

a

re-

He.cou,d

of re-rer
fade ar i’

nations.

To Let.

Tape.

Mines, viz.,

ACADIA

E.

dtf

Wanted.

a

nine genteel and
adapted for the same.

or seven or

LORBERUf,
FRANKLIN,

WUI.

H. I. LIBBY,

rro hire a Furnished House, from 6 to 12 months.
A The Western or central part of the City preferred. Inquire of JOHN O. PROCTER.
seplStf.

Thread.

SPRING MOUNTAIN and
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASII,

and

Infant child at 387 Con-

an

sell_

Mosquito Netting.

IIONEY-BROOK,

DON’T

A

WET NORSE for
gress Square.

STOKE
selSdtf

advance

iUi«nitable resources;

th/*.n?

man’s wit and all men’s

Maxims are the condensed good

Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.

No. 33

are

!

~

t)lrerri<Jln« a"d
r?SS? CaMe.H ««P«**Jly
dictuui-

dreaming happily.

To Let.

tf

speculative

tendencies) lor doing tlie business of out-of-town
Banka, Bankers. Corporations, Merchants and individuals desiring to keep a tank accounts in lie w
York City. Customary interest allowed on dady balUsual re-discount facilities granted. Corresances.
safe in
pondence solicited. Promut, in business, and
management. Bills of Exchange on the principal
Cities of Europe.
LIVINGSTON, NEWBERN & CO., Londofl.
jui2

fUci-L-

TONS!

All from First Class

/K

Domestic and. Foreign Bankers.

imiVT

dtOct7.

20,000

may26dtf

aul2

W

1874.

COAL!

The Largest
combining all

mHE undersigned having taken the stand of HarJL low & Huut, will continue the business at

—

PORTLAND, ME.

lowing

Sole Agent for Portland,

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.

—

useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

Thaonly one which has a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hen* perfectly even,
Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
band, thereby making a great saving of time ana
labor. It will tuck

dealer in

Parlor, Hall, Dining

Adjusta-

WASTED.

a
by How,
convenient resiEnquire ot

plans

Board

O'

HARD

MRS, STEPHEN B. SMITH,

Bookseller, Bookbinder,
and

and

ble Hemmer.

KELLER,

L.

W.

NEW!

FAIIRAND’S IMPROVER

niydMtt

sel6

number of

A

the west side

on

Sealed

The Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Portland and Rochester Railroad Company will be held
at their depot in Portland on Wednesday the seventh
day ot October next at 10 o’clock A. M., for the iol-

OF CANADA.

a

situated

mar28

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R. CO.

Railway

lUORBELI..

It. V.

Street.

MEETINGS^

WAT

Graud Trunk

of 4 or 5 rooms, ten or fifteen
minutes’ walk from .Post Office.
Address,
stating terms, “H. E.,*» Press Office.se22dtt

l,,o!

The true Science of philosopb y is that of

WITH

TENEMENT

one

Funeral bells
world.

T'o Let.
BOARD. Pleasant, Front Chamber, suitable for two persons. Also, Table Boarders
wanted at 49 PLEASANT, St.
sel6d2w*

with boar! at 152 PEARL ST.se23dtf

J. W. & II. H. MCDDFEEE, Car. Middl
Sc U nion Sts.

Portland, Sept. 22,

ot the State.
Vll parts K.
J. HOliREfiL.

Catholic

for the State of Maine.
uaiu

MAINE.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.
collections

Agents

have for sale

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford CountdeDeod&wtf
ies.

All

Sole

be

(In Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

Co.,

4FTER THE CHANGE OF GAUGE, which will
completed on the 48lh fust., this Company will

STREET,

block

)aMly

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

BABCOCK.
d&vvGm

C.

S.

Prince &

Wanted.

At 159 Pearl Street.

Streets.

ANNUAL

rooms

au21

SALE.

Roofers.

the Public !

other.

JUDDIiAOj

O.

to

E3^~Particular attention is called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,
which Is acknowledged superior to any

MANUFACTURERS OF

Chronometer Maker*’* Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus. &c.,
A6 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MS.

*_

L1BBV, I... 333 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Deleno’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. Fork Sc Maple

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

Watch and

deep,

ON

Street.__

in the city,
Address MRS. M.
se22dlw»
Peering, Me.

CLARKE, Woodford’s,

a

j

Street,

B. F.

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl 'cient fullness at the bosom, without folding at the top.gradually and closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and back than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset corset cut in this form.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK,
JIUDLL

A. S. DATES & CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,c«r. Cron.

Silver and Plated Ware.
AHIYER LOWELL, 133 Middle

IS THE MOST

a

TWO

land,
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
A
IN
of four,
and one-half miles from
This lot has front of about 61 feet and is about 194
A family
for
the
Address Box
feet
and
have been drawn
Me.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

M

Lady and
BYsuitable
for housekeeping.
D.

mar21tf

S. YOTOO, M«. 103 E.re Street.

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

MANUFACTCREKS OF

ft

J. T.
Cross. Portland.

Stair Builder.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

BLE STEAM ENGINES.

1

J. IV. McCOY Ac CO., 38 Bprin, Street.

JACQUELINE

(ebie

HLAALRO

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. of

Beal Estate Agents.

PATENT

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

MARINE,

REDtOS, 333 1-3 Congre.. 81.

JOHN C. PROCTER, Na. 03 Exchange

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

FOR

KEITH.

Plumbers.
JAMES MII.l.EK.No. 91 Federal

PALMER’S

NO. 84 1-3 HIIDDLE STREET,

_se22d1

Wanted.
Daughter a lew

I« at
He was mi1
a fact
Now in
truth’ of
and

and Gleaning*

Judge every man by his best
Emerson.

Let.

Unfurnished Front Rooms (second flight) on
Wilmot, very near Congress.to respectable gentleman and wife, or ladies, inquire Corner Congress
and Chapel. FRUIT STOKE.
se23dlw*

wo

augldtf

LAW,

has removed to

/

No.

Enquire at THIS

as

DrOOK.

A.

To

Woman a situation in
Family. Can give reference.
w
OFFICE.

or

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
A. JlEltKI

se22tf

A proverb is
wisdom.

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
particulars
SITUATION
assistant Book2d floor. Also
LET, two unfurnished
HOUSE
apply at the house from 3 to 5 P. M.
in
wholesale store. Good
A keeper ClerkBookkeeper
several furnished rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,
TOdoors
au29dtf
reference. Address H. L. D., Box 1658, city.
from Free Street.

A. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
Carpet-Bags.

further particulars enquire of
UP1IAM & GARDINER
Se23d2w
No. 7 Exchange Street.

For

with reference at 23 SOUTH

a respectable American
a small American

aml

THURSDAY MORNING,SEPT. 24, 1874

Gossip

™

iiisow,;? jSw
•vstaM-*hen,aje
themh n'0ne fVCJ won<,er* could

profitably.

Wanted.

For Sale in the Town of West-

E.

BY

For Sale.

dences, and

Photographers.

CHARLES A. RING has removed to
413 Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.
DR.

O’DONNELL^

JAMES

THE

LOT of vacant

street.

W

%
•Sgod girl. Apply,
STREET.

For

By Timothy Sullivan nnd S. Young. Experieuccd Horse Shoers, at No. 102 Fore

REMOVAL l

mhMtf

Brick House lor Sale.
French roof Brick House No. 122 Cumberlaud Street, owned and occupie d by Rev. Dr.
Carruthers. Contains ten finished rooms, Sebago
and gas. Desirable location.
Also the SECOND PARISH VESTRY
EOT on Deer Street, containing 2171 Bquare feec.
This lot can be had at Much less than cost to
the present owner and on terms to suit the purchasWM. H. JERKIS,
er.
Apply to
se4<J3w*
Real Estare Agent.

done to order.

remov-

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.

Street.se!9d2w

Furniture and Upholstering.
RAV1R W. REAWE, N*. 89 Federal St.
Aii kinds of Upholstering and Repairing

Masons and Builders.
the

a

a

bay

I Street**

—DFALEB IK—
Treasurer of

RESIDENCE

HOOPER A EATON, Old Po«t Office,
Exchange Street.
Is. F. HO ITT, No. 11 Pre ble Street. Upbolstering done to order*

A Hi Federal Streets.

BOSS,
Portland,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Macbias Steamboat Co.,has

_d2w

FOR »AIiE,-An elegant
Brick House, well drained, in very desirable
end ot the city, gas and SeWestern
location.
sunny
winbago, hot ami cold water in every room,
brick
furnaee,
splendid cellar, wash trays
dows, large
with hot and cold water. Apply to UPHAM &
GARDINER, Real Estate Agents, No. 7 Exchange

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
RENA. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Removal.

Hackmatack Knees, Sliip Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
nil kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

to

se21

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

to do general housework in
small famA GIRL
ily
Good wages and
permanent situation

Kent.

A

Wanted.

MISS FLOOD,
on the premises or to
UPHAM & GARDINER, No. 7 Exchange St.

AHNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Acents for Howard Watch Company.

»ul8

W, H, SI MON TON,

given immediately. Apply

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5« Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

J.

_d3t

or

_

THE PRESS.

STORE and HOUSE, Connected. Near the
City. A good location for a family Grocery,
where a large business in that line may he done

THIS OFFICE.

at

A Cottage House One and One-Half Story,
With 10 well furnished rooms, with Gas, Sebago, hot
and cold water and all the modern conveniences. A
good lot, pertect title, back 21 Cedar St. Possession

Dye-House.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Office 1 1-2 Union Wharf.

of land covered with

one acre

FOR SALE.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, op•
posite Park.

jy»dlt

o

About

For Sale

8

Wanted.

story containing 14 rooms heated
furnace, with all of the modern im-

Confectionery.

era

Woodford’*

two
a

provements.
fruit trees.

J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
nnd fancy Candies, £87 Congre** St,
Portland Me.

Ij.

cross

&

have removed

to

anOT

CLARK

richardson"

carefully

uecuted. and at the lowest prices

A.

35 Plant

Horse Shoeing.

REMOVAL,

(DAILY I’KKSS PRINTING HOUSE.)
and

G

removed to 334 Congress Street.
fiom 2 to 4 P. M.
has

in

Resilience

se22ttApply

REMOVAL,

Dr. Boothby.

with
HOUSE

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

REMOVALS.

DR.A.EYANS,

promptly

St.,

aud
Ladies
Seven

oct5-*69TT&Stf

work

Technology.

Fall Entrance Examinations,Sept. 23 and 24,at 9 a.ra
For Catalogue aud June Entrance Examination
Papers, address Prof. SAMUEL KNKELAND,
se3dlm.
Sec’y Boston, Mass.
TABDIVEL, 25 W, 46th
N. V., re-opens her French, English
MLLE.
German
and
School

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

NHACKFORD, No.

Deni ruble

CAPABLE GIRL to do housework at No.
A
Brown Street, Good references required.
se‘23

Corner.

FOSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

COLLEGE

Mass. Institute of

A

Carpenters and Builders.

__eodlm*
PORTLAND

BUSINESS CARDSL

Every Description of

Street.

to

6 FREE STREET.

_PORTLAND

WM. M.

SMALL 4fc

graduate of a German university and professor of
philosophy and history who has been teaching in
Portland ior a year the German language and literature, with great success, will begin his lessons tor
classes and single pupils. He also intends to
open a
school for boys and girls in German,
Latin, Freuch,
Geography. History, etc., according to tho German
system. For best references, information and terms

Wanted.

FOR SALE !

Book Binders*
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

a

Katbs of Advertising : One inch of space,
•fifth of column, constitutes a “square.**
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuevery other day afte* first week, 50 cents.
|u$Halt
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or ieps $1 50.
Advertisements inserted In the “Mainb Statb
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $100 per square lor first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING CO.

boxed and matted.

F. WIEBERG.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, & FOGG ,N«.91 Middle Street.
T.
MeGOWAN, 354 G«;re« St.

TO LET.

WANTS._

_

PrjK

v

_

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tlie

1,7™™
annum in

TERMS S8.00

-

“II n’y

a

q'uue affliction qui dure,”

says that close observer, La Bruyere, “qui cst
celle qui vient de la perte de biens.”
“Loss
of fortune is the only lasting affliction. Time,
which softens all other losses, embitters this
one.
We feel every moment of our whole
life how much we miss the wealth we have
lost.” This sounds like cynicism, but there
are reasons for it in the nature of things.
Time finds for all other losses a substitute, a
successor of some sort.
The affections cannot do without an object, so they find one.
But a second fortune does not come because
it is wanted. Of loss of fortune we may say
that on the first shock men unconsciously
take their cue from the world; that is, they
take losses very much as they have reason to
expect that other people will take them for
them. With some—with more than the average—the loss of fortune is understood by all
about them to be irretrievable ruin. The old,
the unattractive, the ungilted, know
this, and
look for no support from without;
they realize the consequences, recognize the
calamity
for what it is, and succumb at once. Those,
on the
contrary, who have something iu
themselves to fall back upon, who have personal gifts which they have reason to think
stand higher in the world’s estimation than
the money they have lost, accept their misfortunes more maguanimcusly.
We have

known beautiful women besides Madame
Recamier cheerful and almost indifferent under pecuniary loss.
This is commendable,
but they know nothing of the trial to a plain
old maid under the same eircumstauces.
Money m.-lkes little or no difference iu the interest they create in society, in the warmth
of its welcome.
They are still personages,
and to make oue a personage is all that money can do alter it has supplied nature’s maSir Walter Scott, when the
terial wants.
news of the great crash came to him from
Ballantyne, showed such wonderful control
of maimer aud countenance that no one of his
household of guests could have believed that
anything was the matter. Who can doubt
that he was supported by the world’s faith iu

out which we could not make confession or
tell our tale with credit.

For, after all, few misfortunes but have
their bright side; and La Bruyere’s saying
does not apply in its severity to mere curtailment ot iucome and a
temporary pinch.
There is a sense of credit in having, like Dogberry, had our losses. People caunot boast
of the money they possess, but it is
permitted
to them to make what conversational
capital
they can out of the money they have lost.
The topic is a social equalizer, and sets all
tongues loose. He who has lost the biggest
sun^ takes precedence. latellect only tells iu
setting ott'loss in sensational or picturesque
colors; memory distinguishes itself solely as
it caps one story by another more grievous
and

pathetic; temper and disposition are
in the view taken of the most recent examples.Some aie sanguine without reason,and
know the most exti aordinary cases of finding and recovery; some are only intent up >n
proving to the loser that he has himself to
seen

blame, expatiating

ROmO 11RI> f

on
hi» DPPUainn

their

owu

In inf'ilaxx

precautions;
rranoeal m'u.

trust; for it is oue incidental mischief of losses lrom the person that iunocent
people
fall under suspicion, since it is impossible
with some minds not to account lor mischance by laying it on somebody’s shoulders.
And it is such losses as these that make
topics of conversation. A shareholder may
bessaid to be losing whenever shares go
down, but though the sum lost may be the
same in either case, it is what we see aud
handle that makes the impression. The
losses that stamp themselves on tbo memory are those which the senses of sight aud
touch have made our own.
A loss of that which our fiDgers feel for,
which our eyes search for in vain, reveals
to us how much more the poor man realize-:,
aud therefore enjoys, possession than the
rich. AU that he has he holds, as it were,
in his hand; it is never out of his reach; he
never forgets it.
No pecuniary loss that does
not involve real distress is felt with such
of
realization as loss of earnings.
anguish
The woman who goes to market with a
week’s wages in her pocket, who feels lor
it in vain, and knows it is gone torever,
tastes the bitterness in its fullest intensity.
What is the loss of a hundred or a thousand
pounds to a rich man who knows himself to
be so much poorer only because he is told of
the fact, to the agouiziug blank on first missing the week’s wages, the want, the deprivation, the despair, the dismemberment,
as it were, that follows upon the loss of
those six half crowns! It is an enduring
too
shadow, au affliction that lasts;
deeply felt, too sore a trouble ever
to give pleasure even as
pointing a tale ami

awakening universal sympathy.
However disagreeable they may he to the
principals, losses are a gaiu to the community, as imparting that excitement to stagnant conditions of society which is necessary
to the general spirits.
There is an undoubted
interest to the idle reader in the Timetf daily
column of losses, while it is a perfect emporium of hints to romance writers. Dogs,
portmanteaus, diamonds, papers only of value
10 their owuers, sentimental nicknacks, titieleeds, bauk-notes, middle-aged gentlemen—
described with a candor of personal deprecation which arouses wonder that anybody

should want to find them—Cashmere shawls,
;old watches, follow one another in admired disorder. On the whole, it must
be a rich world that scatters diamonds
about in such careless profusion as a
column in the season shows, and that
offers ten or twenty pouuds for a lost
pet; though probably blighted affections
are the truer interpretation of the
perennial
..ij/vuumuiu

vii

nuttk
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the moralist in this department of our subect is the huge disproportion between lost
lud found. Every lost banknote must have a
tinder, but not one in a thousand seems to
have recourse to the Times lor the rightful

Somebody must pick up the glitterearrings, lockets and brooches, but it is a
:are phenomenon to find notice of a “valuable brilliant ornament found by a poor man.”
iVe can only hope that the losses here retorded are the losses of superfluities,whatever
their nature; and lost superfluities, not usu g

pwner.

ng

the word in its severer sente, need never be
the regret of a life-time.

Jon Prinuxo.—Every description of Job
Priuting executed promptly, and at the lowest
iriees, at the Daily Press Printing House, tuff
Wm. M. Marks.
vxchauge St.
Does Advkrtukno Pay?—There Is nt instance on record of a well sustaiued system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“Sly success is owing to my liberality in ad*

rertising.”—Bonner.
‘1 advertised my productions
sy.”—NicWas Lonr/worth.

and made mou-

“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure

prelude

u>

wealth.—Stephen Oirard.

“Ho wlio invests one dollar in business shoo'd
invest one dollar in advertising that business'
—A. T. Stewart.
“Advertising has furnished me with a Competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
“Without the aid of advertisements I coultl
have done nothing in mv speculations. I Uav*
the must complete faith in printer's iuk.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Barium.

Very Choice Goods

!

W. c. BECKETT,

Merchant Tailor !
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lias Just
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
ah cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
ut as a guaranty ot good faith.
Wc cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

The Next Legislature.
The returns are all in for the Legislature of
1875 with the exception of the Springfield district in Penobscot.
The Senate is quite

largely

made up of members who have had
former legislative experience and is a remark-

ably strong body. The House is as usual
composed largely of “new” men whose capacity is yet to be developed. An unusually
large number ot Democrats and Independents
have been chosen,of whom there are three in
the Senate and sixty in-the House,giving a Republican majority of fifty-mx on joint ballot,
not counting the
doibtful district which
will probably return a Republican.
For the Presidency of the Senate Han. E.
F. Webb of Wilerville is the leading candidate with a very decided probability of success.
Jfo other candidate for the position has
been auDOunced, and the only other gentleman who is likely to become an aspirant is
Hon. E. Foster, Jr., ol Bethel.
The secretaryship will fall easily to Mr. Lane again,
and Mr. Danforth will naturally be continued
as assistant secretary, both these gentlemen
having given entire satisfaction in their former discharge of the functions of these offices.
In the House Mr. Thomas

seems

to have

competitor lor me speakership, while
Chadbourne and Smith will occupy without

no

question
filled to
the

the seats iu front of him which

good purpose last winter.
organization of the Legislature
so

they

In fact
seems

this year to arrange itself and to be the subject of unusually confident prediction.
The Senate will have the

advantage of a
large force of veteran legislators, and many
of the new members have formerly served
iu the Heuse, prominent among whom may
be mentioned, Messrs. Corthell and Campbell of Washiugtou, Svvasey of Oxford, and
Lord of York, all oi whom were iu the
House last winter. Gen. T. W. Hyde of
Sagadahoc, is a bran new law maker, but
brings a reputation for high character and
ability. In the House, Wilson of Bangir
will be the leader iu virtue both of his eminent ability and his position as chairman
of the Judiciary Committee. The sturdy aud
eloquent ve.eran, TalbotofEast Machias, will
lead the forces of the Democracy as he did last
winter. Of the new members Tapley of Saco, Shepherd of Skowhegan, Allau of Deu-

nysville, Wheelwright of Bangor, Wiggin of
Rocklaud, Pitcber of Belfast, Hall of Ellsworth, Bulk of Orland and Tetft of Brewer
are likely to be prominent on the Republican
side. The Democracy will be strong and
among the best of them will be the three representatives from this city.
We are glad to
assure our

they will

friends that

find He.-srs.

Davis, Cleaves and True first class gentlemen
in all respects except their politics, which we
a'e oi course bound to deprecate. Sam Leavitt will be there, too, bright and merry as
ever, whose genial face is pleasant to look upon anywhere.
The first task devolving upon the new Legislature will be the choice of a Unite! States
senator. There seems to he an unusual number of members unlabeled, and it is not

impossible

that a

complicated conLcst may
important, too, that
early attention be given to Straightout
the
ening
capital
punishment
law, as the executive council seems disposed
to give it a construction quite different from
that eoatemplated by the Legislature of last
winter or that which has prevailed since its
arise.

It will

be

enactment in 1869.
lor a new

Provision must be made
Insane Asylum and the Governor

will

Fine
the

Attendance—

Day—An Immense

Trottiug—.Ueasengcr Knox wins
Will Von” in 3.35.

At an early hour on the morning of the second day of the fair vehicles of all descriptions
began to pour into Lewiston from the surround
iug country, and knots of curious people

gathered about City Hall, anxiously awaiting
the openiug of the doors. The morning trains
also were crowded. The city mauages to find
accommodation for ail. and many private
houses have been hospitably thrown open for
visitors. Lewiston extends a royal welcome to
all who come. Amid the rush, crowd aud bustle the newspaper correspondents from abroad
would find it difficult to obtain an early aud
connected account of the proceedings were if
not for the unfailing courtesy of aud the excellent facilities furnished by the editorial
staff of the Lew ston Journal.
The Maine Central has put up a convenient
platform just by the trotting park, where all
trains stop, greatly to the convenience of visitors. On alighting from the cars one is not a
little surprised to see a veritable cider barrel,
man of a
near which stands a short, “stubby”
humorous cast of countenance fringed with a
scatter ng grey beard, and over which is placarded the suggestive distich:
“Be of good cheer,
Old Sawyer is here.”
Permit us to add, in the greatest haste, that
the cider is very new indeed, aud partakes far
more of the
properties of a cathartic than of a
stimulant. A little farther on the announcement,—utterly superfluous, one would think in

Lewiston,—“No liquor sold on the grounds”
reads to him of the dry rnoujh and the clinging fauces like the famous inscription of Dante.
Within the gates there is a scene of wild
revelry. The man with the air gun offers you
three shots at the gaudiest of targets for the
insignificant sum of five cents; a tent,on which

legislation

appears.
must be had, the

ceive its share of attention

porgie must
aud about'all

re-

the
of money asked for will be
made after the regulation amount of debate is

appropriations
accomplished.

Current Notes.
The Georgia Democratic papers are favoring
the nomination of Gen. Toombs for Governor.
A few, however,express au opinion that
he would be more available if he would only
keep from “getting druuk.”
The Louisville Courier-Journal is explaining its rather hasty advice to the Louisiana
revolutionists at which the “red hots” are
now applying the scourge most
vigorously.
The Aroostook Pioneer is repeating Fernando Wood’s lie about 86,000 office holders.
We thought be stood by the “fellers” in
Aroostook. Can’t they tos3 him a nickel?—

[Portland

Press.

Fernando may be

good authority and as
reliable as editors engaged in the white-washing business.—[Pioneer.
Doubtless you know how it is yourself—
the whitewashing business, we meaa, or the
as

attempt.
The Hartford Courant intimates that Gen.
Butler isn't courteous toward himself when
he calls himself a watch dog.
Some rascally “auties” lowered a spoon
through the ceiling where Butler was speaking last Saturday night, and the audience
seemed to think it was a joke. The
speaker,
however, couldn’t see it. He remarked that
he thought there must be “some
opposition.”
The New York Tribune is not certain
whether or not the third term talk is a live
issue. It would like to have Gen. Grant or
Remihlinan Onnrpntirmo ilonlopA

Concerning the fall agricultural fairs
Tribune discourses:
every

day coat

and

“The farmer

baggy trousers,

the

wears

sunburned out, except under the arms and
flaps; but the farmers’ sons go in gangs up
and down uneasy in their
Snnday suits of
black, butterfly hows ot red and green for
cravats, and their hats set a little to one side.

They walk jauntily aud talk loudly, staring
and nudging each other as men who know
the world, as the modest, rosv-cheeked Miss
Smith or Jackson goes by, perched beside her
mother on the back seat of a
spring wagon,
her head gay with

blue

ribbons aud

roses.

Those who have

expected

pink

to read the obit-

uxry of Parsou Brownlow are

likely to be
disappointed. It is probable he will live to
write theirs, for he is about to revive the
Knoxville Whig. The Pope, Parson Brownlow, Governor Allen, Leslie Coombs, and the
Laureate oi
tue second
inercial.

the Prirna Donnas are
good for

Centennial.—Cincinnati

In 1873 the

Argus

counted

the

Com-

Williams

anti-Republican. This
year, however, it lias so tar changed its mind
as to add that vote to Gov.
Dingley’s as indicating the fall Republican vote last year, in
order to show a Democratic gain this year.
Drv Goods Trade in New York —A New
York special says that “there is a healthier
feeling throughout the dry goods inaxket. Importers are encouraged to open their large invoices. The styles lately received from lamdon, Paris and Vienna are among the most elegant ever received in this city, aud as the depression of last year has left the market almost
entirely bare of foreign stuffs, the demand for
the new styles increases. The
large commission
houses for the sale of
domestic dry goods fee 1
in
the expectation of a late
buoyant
trade that
will more than compensate them
for the dullness and inactivity of the
past two months.
All through the dry goods and
clothing interest
a
there is
hopeful feeling.
The treasurers of the various mills in Man
Chester, N. H., met in Boston yesterday toconsider whether I hey had better run on short
time this winter or decrease the production.
The Manchester Mills and Print Works will not
be represented, as they are running satisfactor-

ily,

and some departments have sufficient
ders ahead to keep them fully employed.

or-

won

by

a

Third Heat—The horses got off with Plymouth Bock and Little Fred leading, and Fearnaught and Kuox Boy neck at their wheels.
Just after

passing

the half-mile pole Plymouth
fearful break and Knox Boy

Bock

made a
swept to the front, winning the heat in 2.38J,
Little Fred second, Copper Bottom third, GeuLee fourth, Plymouth Bock fifth, Emery Fear-

naught sixth, Androscoggin Boy

seventh.

Fourth Heat—This beat was won by Plymouth Bock in 2'37|,giving him the race. Fear-;
naught.won the second money.
There must have been from eight to teu
thousaud people ou the ground—a larger number thau were ever present before at a horse
The peop’e crowded the grand
trot in Maiue.
stand, swarmed over the fences and obstructed
the track, while a party of galoots from Portland crowded into the reporter’s staud, seizing
the chairs, sprawling over the tables, obstructing the view, and getting in the way generally.
the
Th3
following is
programme for

Thursday

and

Friday:
THURSDAY.

trotted better than 2 52; mile heats. 3 in 5, to
harness; first horse $100; second horse $50; third
horse $30.
Between heats, 3 year olds, 2 in 3; first horse,
$15; second horse, $10.

anti

Iu

poikp

tliPtr

rt*»or

riolit

a’ong—inflames
gingerbread
abound.

exhibits

a

fine herd of seventeen

head.

lied

Rose, who gives a pail and a half of milk at a
milking, Rosa Queen, Cora, a tine looking red
and white cow, and the other milky mothers
are
pleasant for a dairyman to look upon.
The stock raiser will take quite as much pleasin inspecting the bulls.
B. F, Cook of
Auburn exhibits a two years’ old full blood
bull, dark ted aud weighing 1540 pounds.

ure

Of Jerseys the display is very large. Gen.
Tilton exhibits several, noticeable among them
“Sunshine,” an imported five years old, who
gives fifteen quarts of milk a day with twentythree per cent, of cream.
Dr. Boutelle has a
handsome herd of registered thoroughbreds^
among them “Fancy,’, an imported cow covered with medals won at fairs, “Euclid,” a bull

knotty as any of the problems of his namesake, “Vigor,” the flower of the heard, who
will average a pound of butter a day the' year
round. R. C. Pingree * Co., exhibit a small,
but handsome herd, two full bloods and the
rest grade.
G. J. Shaw of Detroit shows several fine animals, among them “Guenevere,” a
three year old heifer, who has given thirtyfour pouuds of milk a day; her Lancelot, the
vigorous bull “Nutshell,” stands near her. G.
& T. Underwood of Fayette exhibit nineteen
bead of thoroughbred Herefords,
“Ontario
Ontario Chief
Boy,” and his mate
weigh
3116 pounds.
“Horteuse,” “Henrietta” and
“Princess” are all very handsome heifers, and
“Mattie” is a perfect jewel of a cow.
The
as

herd is undouhteJlv

or.e

of

the

6nestint.be

nragoificient animal.

Dr. Garcelon exhibits a herd of nine Ayrshire?, all fine animals, and some noticeably
so.
A two years old heifer of large size aud au
extra milker attracts the attentiou of dairymen.

I. N. Mitchell of Lewistou shows a handsome Devon cow.
Of this stock there is a very
small representation.
As early as eight o’clock in the morning
there

of people ou the
grounds at the park, and by ten o’cl ock it had
swelled to a crowd.
In the afternoon the
crowd was simply immense. At 9.30 a. m., the
show of thoroughbred horses took place, and a
rather thin show it was.
But the deficiency
was amply atoned for by the
splendid display
of stallions, which followed.
Many colts were
shown of which any state would have reason to
be proud. The snow made by the Fcarnaught
was a

large

concourse

brood, by Hampton’s sons, and by the Knox
and other favorite stock was never
this state.
At 10.30 the pulling oxeu were

equalled

iu

brought out
and attached to the great weight of rock.
Some very fine pulling was done, aud the owners ot these beasts, who could not pufl the imload seemed quite as proud as the
others. So everybody seemed to be satisfied,
By everybody is raeaut all the competitors.
The spectators of course were not satisfied.
mense

Spectators

never are.
THE

BACKS.

Of course the great object of interest was the
Pools sold some, betting was quite free,

races.

men swore fearfully by their
favorites, and excitement rau high.
About two o’clock the
“Will You” race for a purse of 5300 was called.
The following were the entries:
.J. \V. McDuttee names.King William.
V. C. Hall names.Phfi Sheridan.

L. J. Brackett

names.Messenger

Knox-

First Heat—After a score of false starts the
horses got the word, with King William at the
pole aud Sljeridan outside. Almost from the
start Messenger Kuox took the lead, and at the
n

n

was

the King had a lively brush, the King making
had break aud Sheridan taking the lead on
the second half. The King, however, settled to
his work, lapped and passed the black on the
home stretch. The Messenger jogged up to the
wire, winuing the heat iu 2.374, with King
William second.
Second Heat—Again tho grey took the leal,
made a bad break in the first quarter, but lost
a

nothing by it, settled down

his usual jog on
the last half aud came in under the wire iu
2.3G. King William was second for the first
quarter, but broke and fell behind, Sheridan
leading him until the home stretch, when the
to

King just passed the black aud

came

in sec-

ond.
Third Heat—The horses got off. and at the
quarter pole Sheridan took the lead, with King
William at his wheel, the grey a little behind.
The black and the red] had a [warm fight all
the second quarter, when the grey
swept up to them and the horses passed the
half-mile pole in a heap.
Then the grey took
the lead,

the third quarter King William
showelsome pretty trotting and had a war n
brush with the grey. But Messenger worked
ahead on the home stretch and won the heat
and race handsomely in 2.33, King William
second mouey, Sheridan third.
The second race was the 2.48
class,for a purse
of $150, $75 to first, $.30 to second, $25 to third.
The following entries were made:

Hew
D. W.

n

CarvHie

names.Shooting Star.
.Buckfield liny.

Wlggm.Billy.

First Heat—The horses got off witli
the pole aud Buckfield Boy second.

Billy at
Billy took

the lead from the first and held it to the home
stretch, when the Boy brushed by him,wiuniug
tho heat in 2.53.
Shooting Star was distanced.
Second Heat—Buckfield Boy took the lead
and easily held it to the close, winning the heat
and race in 2 474- Billy second mouey.
The third race was for the 2.40 c lass, for a

of $200; $120 to first, $50 to second, $30
third. The following entries were made:
David Winslow names.blk g Modoc.
E. K. Anderson.g in Mabel they.
A. M. fcieed.b s Knox Boy.
N. M. Preseott.blk s General Leo.
A W.
Biackett.ggAndrosco gill Boy.
-James Keegan.bgMilo.
Hutchins.blk g Gripper Bottom.
A.
Brackett.br g Plymouth Rock
Berry .b s Emery PTarnauglit
SU2U£!
K. o.
Taylor......br g Little Fred
purse
to

president’s head*|uariers.'

$50.

O no_Pnpao

ed for the convenience of reporters,and is therefore worthy of high praise.
The display of cattle is really very fine, and
will rival that of previous exhibitions.
Gen.
Tilton’s black and white Holsteins attract
much attention, especially the fine bull Denmark with his weight of I860 pounds and his
pedigree as long as that of a Da Courcy or a
Somerset
Of Durhams Mr. \V. Percival of Vassalboro’

fur

linraaa

th.xt liuna

FRIDAY.

8 a. m.—Meeting of marshals and superintendents at president's headquarters.
!) a. m.—Exhibition of all the prize animals,
after which they can he removed from the

ground.
10
11

a.
a.

replied; “but be

courted me a good deal, and
he told my sister that he intended to marry
into our family.”
The ties for the Nashua* Rochester Railroad
to be laid west of Epping have been brought
into Portsmouth, whence fifteeu cargoes from
Nova Scotia have been sent over the Concord
& Portsmouth Railroad to Epping Junction. A
new station house for the
occupancy of the
Nashua and Rochester and Concord and Portsmouth road is being put up at Epping.

STATE

m.—Draught horses.

m.—Exhibition of bibies in the hall.

State sweepstakes; putse
Eutry book 51.
$450, open to. all trotting horses owned in
mile
heats, 3 in 5, to harness; first
Maine,
horse, $200; second hcrse, $110; third horse,
$70.
A Will You Purse^of $200 for first class stallions.
No. 7.—Purse $50, for road horses owned in
the state, style, beauty and speed to he considered; to trot one-half mile; first horse $30;
second horse $20.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

At the annual meeting of the Agricultural
President Prince and Secrstary Wasson were
unanimously re-elected, and Dr. S.
H. Tewksbury of Portland, Gen. W. S. Tilton
of Togus, and B. F. Hamilton of Biddeford,
vacancies in the board of
ware elected to fill
Trustees. William P. Hubbard of Bangor was
elected Treasurer. A motion to leave with the
trustees the option of inviting the New England fair next year was adopted. The board
Votes of
was empowered to fill vacancies.

Society,

thanks were passed to Auburn, Lewiston and
the railroads. Contrary to general expectation,
the meeting was a quiet one, the breach having
been healed up.
At a meeting of the

trustees,Gen.

elected Vice-President and Wm. P.

Tilton was

WiDgate

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Mr. Ebenezer Drake of Mechanic Falls, died
last Friday at the age of 77 years. In 1852 he
built the first paper mill ever erected in that
town aDd continued to operate it till
18ti5, when
he sold it to A. T. Denison.
He was a man
well knows in business circles.

Goold Woolson recently delivered
the Normal School at Castiue two eloquent and instructive lectures on the Yosemite
Valley and Dress Reform.
The eighth annual fair of the Knox
Agricultural Society will be held at Thomaston on the
full, 7th and 8th of October. A trotting match
it is expected will come off on the last day of
the fair at Knox Park.
One of the lime kilns of Mr.
Joseph Spear,
in rear of the Lynde Hotel.
Rockland, caught
fire about nine o’clock Tuesday
evenin'*, on the
“yoke,” creating a general alarm
out the department.
The damage was slight.
The tenth annual convention of the Knox &
Lincoln Musical Society is in session at Rockland, Carl Zerrabu conductor.

and’calling

OXFORD

bond of Elisha T. Cotton of
Browufield, in an
action of Scire Facias, returnable at the S. J.
Court this term. He will do all iu his
power to
have justice meted out in alt the
liquor cases
against this offender.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Tile entries for the fall
meeting of the Bangor Trotting Paik Association have closed. The
hrst day s programme includes a
purse of $400,
for horses that have never
beaten 2 37, with 8
and
a purse for horses that have never
entries;
beaten 3 minutes, 12 entries; second, $350 for
2.40 horses, lo entries; $450 for 2.34 horses, 5
entries; third day, $300 for 2.50 horses; aud
the sweepstakes for $700.
The Buckspo-t & Bangor Railroad Company
has receipted for the rails attached by Co'ouel
Gowau in his suit vs. the company, so that they
will be laid at once.
At Veazie village a Mr. Thompson has in a
living spring a tame brook trout that will come
at bis call, aud otheiwise shows
appreciation of

kindness.

Htlmacb.
If the food taken into the stomach is not
digested
it decomposes. In the latter case a
pungent gas is
developed which causes sour eructations, or else the
stomach itself secretes an acid, whieh
rising upward
at intervals, stings the
gullet sharply. These extremely disagreeable sensations are attributable to
impared digestion. To get rid of them, or prevent
tlieir recurrence,it is only
necessary to tone and regulate the gastric organs with Hostetter’s Bitters, it
will not answer to postpone the great correc ive with
the idea that the unpleasant symptoms will
disappear of thomselves. So far from that being the case,
they almost invariably culminate, if neglected, in
Hour

chrome dyspepsia, with its cou momitants of
gnawing in the stomach, dizziness, perverted vision, headache and sleeplessness. It ir true that all these disagreeables may be obviated by a course of the Bitters; but how much wiser to anticipate their arrival
with one or two do.*es of that sure preventive of indigestion and strengtbener of the alimentary organs.

SPECIAL

25 els. per yard.
C. Btcadosan formerly with Lucas, more recently with Co veil & Co nou> with Dowell &
Dreenoaah, mvites all his old Iriends and patrons
to call and get good bargains in Dry Goods.
s»m
sclw
A

TO

BOSTON

tlinn

tn

BY

$3.30.

ft

sc2lsntf

11 EXCUAXhE

C. A and every wise aud earnest effort in its
bebali!
Will tlie friends of the cause, who lahored
for it at City Hall last week, despite the unfavor ible weather, accept two words of criticism? The pleasant reporter of Thursday’s
doings tells how, “at the conclusion of the
play,” viz: about 9.30 o’clock at night, “the
greater portion of the audience repaired to Reception Hall, where inviting refreshment tables were spread. The coldest of ices, the most
appetizing of salads, delicious coffee, various
kinds of cold meats, cake, &c., tempt the hungry gu-st, aud swift and attentive waiters are
ready to run at his bidding. The receipts from
the tables must have been large, as the room
was crowded up to a late hour in the evening,
and several young men developed portentous

EASTMAN

New

Tiie Dominion Lumber Trade.—The latest
returns from the most reliable sources show
that the'lumber trade between the Dominion
and Bugland and South America has nearly
ceased forjthe season. The lumber yards and
docks at Montreal, Quebec and Ottawa are
filled, and the mills shut down on the 26th, or
one month earlier than usual.
It is reported
that there is timber enough cut to keep the
mills runuing tor at least a year, if not two.
Very few men are beiDg sent into the pineries
to cut for the next season.

News and Other Items.
Although there are hundreds of postmistresses in different parts of the country, it is asserted that not one has yet been a defaulter.
The Atlanta, Ga Herald suggests that the
state shall purchase the lime, coal and iron

there, which are yet undeveloped, and
work them with convict labor.
The New York Liquor Dealers’ Association
say that their wishes in regard to the passage
of a uniform excise law have been incorporated in the platform of the Democratic party of
that state.
The largest marble monument in New York
is now in process of construction from Italian
lands

marble.
The granite for the base weighs
fifj
teen tons, and the whole, when completed, will
be about sixty feet high, and will cost $50,000.
A shrewd lawyer says that it will be impossible ever to obtain a jury in New York to try
the Ti.’ton-Beecher case, as the man who has
not expressed an opiuion one way or the other
is not living in Gotham.
A day or so ago the daughter of a German
grocer in Rochester, N. Y., was married, Her
father, with pride and a spice of humor, placed

placard in the window bearing this device:
“This store is closed on account of some fun in
the family.”
In a recent action f jr a breach of promise of
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diftcouut

A liberal

quantified.
Please call
ng elsewhere.

and got

QUANTITY.

purchaners of large

to

prices before purchas-

our

S. ROUNDS &

HEAD

Jy23

sntf

Awnings, Teuts, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Acn

F.

EXCHANGE

A

STREET.,

LEAVITT.

inc3

WHITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.
This is the only piompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation ol the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach
of any remedy.
I had “Dysi*epsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief uutil l
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by every one who
uses it.

we nave soiu it ior two

years,

selling anything but the “Specialty”

pepsia.”

Yours

truly,

are

not

now for “DysC. P. ALDEN.

For sale by all
Send for Descriptive Circular to the
G. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass,
nelti
Price

ana

$1 per Bottle.

druggists.
proprietor,

H.

d&wfimos

Fuluiouic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and
Mankrake Fills.
These medicines have undoubtedly performed more

of Consumption than anv other remedy known
to the American public. They are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which can
be injurious to the human constitution.
Oi her remedies advertised as cures for Consumption, probably contain opium, wbicti is a somewhat
dangerous drug in all cases, and if taken freely by
consumptive patients, it must do great injury; for
its tendency is to confine the morbid matter in the
system, which of course, must make a cure impossible.
Sohcnck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to
contain a particle ot opium: It is composed of powerful but harmless herbs, which act ou the lungs,
liver, stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from
the body
These are the only means by which Consumption can be cured, and asSchenck’s Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the
only medicines which operate in this wav. it is obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary
Consumption. Each bottle of this inva’uable medicine is accompanied by full directions.
Dr. Schenck is professedly at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch Streets,
Philadelphia, every
Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston, on the
following Wednesdays. June 10th and 24ih, July 8th
*and 22d, and August 5th amJ 10th.
mei2
eod&wlysnll
cures

having returned from her vacation, respectfully in
forms her pupils and any who desire to avail them-

she will be pleased to

that

VOCALZATION,
them at

see

THE

her residence

No. 11 Henrv St.

sneodlw*

TICKETS $2.20.
TO BOSTON,

THE—

—

OB

We shall ofthr

—

FROM BOSTON TO PORTLAND.

SPECIAL
among

ALL

se22snlm

BARGAINS,
them

WOOL

CENTS

DIAGONALS

35

CENTS

AT

59

CENTS

Sail.

BOTTOM DROPPED

OUT!

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS

—

To

YARD.

INCHES

—

or

i

PER

TniBETS, 37

Before Yon Bide

YARD.

EMPRESS CLOTHS
AT

E. PONCE,
Exchange and Middle St.

—

PER

—

Cor.

Buy some ot those choice Imported Havana
Cigars that ALLEN is selling so cheaply at No.
11 Exchange Street. 11 lor $1.00.
au28»ntf

lot of

oce

AT

—

45

snrn p.

or

irom Boston,

$:2.25

WIDE,

:

WM. ALLEN, JR„

—

PER

YARD.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
endtt
my*26

ONE

CASE

BLACK
45

OE

HALE’S

ALPACA
AT

—

CENTS

PER

“VERY

SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL

—

YARD,

CHEAP ! !

BLACK CASHMERE,
BIACK

BRILLIANTINE,

BLACK
AT

ALPINE,

Ac,

POPULAR TRICES.

The most
Castor Oil

reliable and safe vegetable substitute for

compounded.

ever

THE

OF

SILKS

REST

As Cheap

as

the

SILKS AND

GUNS!
A

lot ol Double and Single Breech and
Loadiug Guns just in, for sale low.
new

Cheapest.

VELVETS

SHAWLS I
ELEGANT ASSORTMENT !

G. Ii. BAILEY,
48 Exchange Street.

WILL.

LADIES’ SUITS
J«

AT

PRICES FROM $S TO $50.

HOUSEKEEPING
LOWER

Novelties

T H .A. N"

in

Table

WOOLEN

Linen

TABLE

PRINTED AND

EVER!

and

!

Doylies

MUCH

GOODS

»«. BICKNKLL 8 8VRUP
Cares Bowel or 8nuimer Complaints.
Being composed largely of Brandy, Soices and
simple astringents, without a particle of Opiate, bas
proved after a 25 yeais’ trial superior to any other
article for Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Morbus,
Cholera-Infantum, Colic, Cramp, Sick or Sour Stomach, Sea Sickness, Dyspepsia, *&e., and may be implicitly relied upon in the most severe cases, yet so
simple and pleasant that it may be given the most
delicate intant. It acts upon the system like water
upon a wilted plant.
Prepared only by Edward Sutton of Providence.
R. 1. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
jylsnSiu

FALL

EHRODED,
PRICE

!

0

Received at

our

FEENALD’S

PRINTS AND DOMESTICS

NO. 91
seV

K.—Congress Street has been

OCR OLD NC.MRER WAS
331,
NCMRER 1$

CONGRESS ST.,
EASTMAN DUOS.

cc:1___Slllf

PUHNAcis^

HOT AI It

8ea)______rntf

WILDE^

Physician,

12 Fluent Block.

aUlJ____snlwttf
Notice.

I,,l"n«!JT.n reEnrt<:<!

the “Narragansett F.
V-M
iV
M. Ins. Co., ot
Providence, It. I his fnlml
would notify policy holders that
the company has
stopped doing business, and reinsured all
s
standiug risks in the “Commercial Union

n“

are’perteetlv good.aU^
segUdlwsn*

■“

Assurance

Na"a~

J. W.

HUNGER,

ui»l

llg

MICIIO

iiwitin.

WU11115

>V

IV

11

shitted cargo, lost and split sails, and washed everything movable from the deck.
Sch Ocean, Capt Griffin, owned at Eastport and
Portland, sunk on the eastern coast iu the recent
gale. Crew saved and landed in their boat.
Sch Pinta, from Baltimore for Bangor, with corn,
put into Norlolk 21st, leaky.

FR1NT1NO

HOUSE.

113 EXCHANGK STIiKEJT.
All orders, cither personal or
l>y mail, -will receive
prompt attention.
jy24dttsn

policies

Agent.

$3.25
F.

VV.

1

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Cld 14th, ship St James, Henderson, Liverpool.
Sid 14th, ship Eldorado, lor Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—A r 9th, sch John Me Adam, Tor
belt. Havana.
Ar 11th, barque E A Cochrane. Nichols, Tuspan.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12tb, sch Tannhauscr, Grover, New York.
Ar 14tli, sch Harry C Sheppard, Wilson. New York
Cld 12th, sch Harry White. Hopking, New York;
A E Grover, Terry, Philadelphia.
Cld 15th. sch S F |Seabury. Trim, Perth Amboy;
16tli. Eliza J Staples. St rout, Boston.

CHARLESTON—Sid 18ib, sch Stephen Bennett,
Bennett, Philadelphia.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 19th, sch Kate GraDt,
Holt, Hayti.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 21st, brig Shasta
BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sch Annie Murehie.Perry,
Portsmouth.
Ar up 20th, brig Adelaide, HIP, Havana via quar-

antine.

THREAD,
Al.l.

HIRED

Pure Concentrated
OR,
Of double the

A XT

WE

Ladies' merino
from 58 cent* lo

Gents’ merino Vests, good,

LYE,

Gents’

VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 2lst. schs Ucean Hanger, Whitney, and Hannibal, Pendleton, Port Johnson tor Salem ; S & B Small, Warren, do tor Shulee,
NS; John Snow, Mitchell, do for do; Addie Murchie,
Metcalt, and Cora Kearney, Mason, Greenwich for
Calais; Only son, Meader, Hoboken for Boston; R C
Thomas. Crockett, Philadelphia tor do; Mott-Haven,
Collins,New York for Calais; R M Brookings, Brown
Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Bramliall, Hamilton.
New York for Clark’s Island; Gov Coney. Ridley,
Fall River for Augusta; T Benedict, Crockett, South
Amboy for Portland; Enterprise, Leighton, Provideuce for Millbrklge; Andrew Peters, Rowe, Calais
lor orders.
Passed by, sch Benj Reed, Adams, Philadelphia for
Portland.
Sid, Bths R C Thomas, Chas H Lawrence.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, brig Giles Loriug. Loring, Cow
Bay; schs D P, Strout. and Grecian, Mite hell,Calais;
Delia Hinds, Wells; Diadem, Gray; trances Ellen,
Cousins, and E H Nash. Cummings, Cdais; Lottie,
from Murray Harbor; Yandalia, Fullerton, and J M
Kennedy, Pomroy, Ellsworth; DS Lawreuce, Clark,
do; T W AllenJCarter. Dennysville; H M Buell, fm
Waldoboro (and proceeded to Weymouth); Caroline,
Collins. Millbrklge; Danl Webster, Smith, and Romeo, Linnell, Bangor; Acorn, -Comery, and Julia &

Mary, Hoyt, Bangor; Gulnare, Bowden, Penobscot;
Ocean Wave. Smith, Rockland; Julia Baker, Gardiner, Hallowell ; E J Tratton, Oliver, and Sassanoa,
Hincklev, Bath, Winslow Morse, Oliver, do; AL
Fitch, Fitch, Bristol.
Ar 23d, brig Louisa, Emerson, Monte Christo via
Turks Islands, with crew of barque Henry Flitner,
wrecked; schs Iieleu McLeod, Coggswell. and Montezuma. Hickey, Calais; May Wyman, Sawyer, Mt
Desert; Mechanic, Card, Ellsworth; Charles Upton,
Bellaty. do; Watchman, Candage, BaDgo-; Avon,
Parks, do: Atalanta. Rhoades, Rockland; Wm H
Prentice, Prentice, Bristol; J C Roker, Taylor, Portland.
Cld

ESTES,~
THE

from IO

from ‘40

Ar at Otago, NZ, June 19, barque Frances. Loring,
Boston via Melbourne.
Passed Straits ot Sunda July 21, ship North America, Tucker, from Philadelphia for Hong Kong.
Passed St Helena 18th ult, ship Tim our, Bobbins,
from Bombay tor Liverpool.
Sid fm Zanzibar 20th ult, barque Gemsbok, Bunker, (from New York) for Muscat.
Ar at Alexandria 2Gtb ult, ship Canada, Wood, fm
New York.
Cld at Havre 7th inst, ship Borneo, Sbaw, for New
York.
Ar at Wexiord 5tb inst, sch Hattie E King, Crowley, St John, NB.
Sid fm Swinemunde 22d inst, barque Am Lloyds,
Park, New York.
Ar at Malaga 31st ult, brig Camilla, Craig, from
New York.
Ar at Lisbon 3d inst, barque Jennio Cushman,
Smalley, Boston.
SU1 fm Bahia 15th ult, brig Rocky Glen, Higgins,
New York; 20th, ship Zephyr, Sweerser, New Orleans.
At Montevideo 20th ult, barque Mendota. Perry,
from Portland, disgv lor Batavia, to load sugar lor
Boston.
Ar at Salt Cay, TT, 20th ult, sch Hattie N Fuller,
French. New York, (and sailed 23fl for Bridgeport.)
Ar at Pictou 16th inst, brig Ponvert, Parker. Calais
17th, brig Elizabeth Ann, Moore, Portland.
Cld 17th, barque Alexander Campbell, Bunker, for
Portland.
Ar at North Sydney lGth inst, ships Sami G Glover, Perkins, London; Alexander, Brown, Antwerp,
(aud sailed for Philadelphia)
Arat St John, NB, 20th inst, sch Iris, Bucbard,

Manila tor New York.
Sept 21, oft Shinnecock,
fuegus tor Boston.

brig Kossack, from Cien-

Foster’s

Bye

House.

Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed
—

J. T. SMALL &

OB

Dynl

Brown. Black, Blur-Bl.irk
Blur, and I'rrwwd Bendy for

374 CONGRESS

AT

FOSTER'S DVE HOUSE,
3 4
UNION
STREET,
an27ThS&Tn2<lptfOffice 315 Congress St.

PURE

MARRIED.

l C E

lu this city, Sept. 10, by Rev. Father
Bradley,
Michael John O’Connell and Mary Jane, daughter of
the late Patrick Sheridan.
in Saco. Sept. 6, J. Woodman Pinkliara and Miss
Zora H. Wing.
In Biddeford, Sept. 15, Chas. N. Marston and Mi*s
Vinie A. Ilobbs.
In Searsport, Sent. 16, Capt. E. D. P. Nichols aud
Miss Emma A. Curtis.
lb Aurora, III., Sept. C, at the residence of the
bride’s father, Dr. D. Young, by Kev. S. P.
Keyes,
J r. J. S. Ricker,
formerly of Portlaud, Mo., aud Miss

Furnished ni»d Whipped by
deOdistf

nr. o CRAM,

ALL

by

_au25__d

PKINT1N4.3 of every description neatly
executed at tbia otlioe.

Jt*H

from 00 rent* lo

Hoop Skirls

Corsets, Bustles

To this you must pay no attenas our goods are ihe best the market can ati<»rd.
We solicit an examination of Stock, the lesult ot
which we have no doubt will convince jou that oar
Goods are e<fUal to tlio best, aud

tion,

J. F.

HOUSE
ep24

dtf

Wanted—Carpenters.
few

Carpenters immediately
WE.Apply at shop ingood
Doten’s Mill to-dav
BURROWS BROS.

To Let.
corner

of

165 Middle Street.
Having purchased the interest of Mr. Robertson,
we

shall continue

Dry Goods Business
—

Under tlie firm

name

ol

RINES BROTHERS.

Healthy
STIMULANTS.
moments in one’s life when
or something possessing restorative
THERE

or

to be louud iu

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER

An elegant combination of the True Jamaica Ginger with the choicest Aromatics
It is beyond all
comparison the most healthy, invigorating tonic and
stimulant before the public. It is earnestly recommended to the weak and nervous, to those recovering
from debilitating disease-, and to the aged, to w h<»m
it imparts warmth ai.u vigor. It is invaluable to the

INTEMPERATE
assisting them to overcome a morbid appWila for
Intoxicants. Taken by one of confirmed habit, it
will allay thirst, generate a bealtby How of gastric
juiees, thereby furnishing the proper solvent tor food,
and permit, by taking the place of intoxicants, an
assist by its renovating action on the system, I
complete restoration ot the appetite, health an
streugth.

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.
Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine,
WEEKS & POTTEK. HUSTON,
Crenoral Agents.

Thanking the people of Portland and vicinity for
their liberal patronage, we promise in future to do
best to give them good soodsat the lowest prices.
We have just opened a splendid stock of

W. F. I* 9111, LIE'S A CO,
J. W. PEKKCVS A CO„

Wholesale
»lP-*_

Black

Silks,
Black Cashmeres,

JUST

New Dress Qoods,
New Shawls,
Cashmere Shawls!

A

Mlsdlw

KKCEI\i:i> !
new

and complete stock oi

CORSETS I
including

the

following well known brand.-,

JACQUELINE,

ALPACAS
so

Agents.

ANCHOR “G,”

and another case of those uicc

sell

the need
stimu-

are

lating properties is ielt and, if at hand, indulged in.
simply with a view to tonifying the system against
sickness, against great anticipated danger, against
bodily weakness, or against dark troubles of the
mind. Whatever may occasion the use of the ordinary stimulants (spirituous liquors), when continued
for any length of lime they are iu many in-tances
followed by deplorable results, especially when taken
by the weak, the nervous, and the sickly. But notwithstanding their injuiious effects, intoxicants are
treely prescribed by physicians and friends. A great
want exists for a

our

we

se23dtt

In

AT

NO. 165 MIDDLE STREET

that

lot of Kid GUrra,

a

8haden.

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

DRY GOODS !

—

new

Free from these serious objections, yet palatable,
even inviting, to the sensafive palate, which will create no morbid appetite tor itself and operate as an
assistant todigestiou, as well as (icrforni the functions of a stimulant. Such we
confidently believe k

AUTUMN 1874 !

Robertson,

t

FITZGERALD,

8.—Jam received

all the

House to Let.

of the firm of Rines &
the

imvrkT

ncrenno

No. 62 Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long or short lease.
Possession given immediately.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Inquire of

at 37

Tiir

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.
P.

ar-

(Yarmouth.

a

Supporters

not up to the mark.

who fired the Alms House in the town of Yarmouth
on the night of Sept. 7, 1874.
P. N. BLANCHARD,
) Selectmen
E G. WAGG,
of
}
H. C. GKEENLIEF,
se24d.Swlw*
Yarmouth, Sept. 7, 1874.

BOARD, suit of rooms
WITH
HIGH* SPRING ST.

and Hose

doubt jealous Traders, owing to the low prices
quoted, will try to persuade yon that our good* are
No

Very Respectfully,

thousand dollars reward ottered for the

a

*

from 98 emu lo 91.95.

»

r»r

95.50.

from 50 cml* to 91.S8.

Purchase,

itersmi

cent* to

Corset Covers

TK4\

81000 Reward,

want

94.75.

emu lo

from 88

house, containing 8 or tO rooms, with
modem conveniences, within^a few minutes wain of
Congress Square.
B. BARNES, JR.,
se24dtf
28 Exchange Street.

ep24

95.50.

cml* lo

from 55

STREET,

the

97.00.

Ladies’ Chemises,

A desirable

SAPPHO,
ZERLINA,

cheap.

WINDSOR !

Come

and

Sec

(Js !

“Madam Foy’s Supporters”
—

Rines Brothers.
RINKS,
ALBERT S. RINES.

scIMstl

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

■

7’s
Ns
7N
7’s
7>s
7'8
«>8

...

■

...

FAIJ5

SWAN X

BV

Congress St.,

BARRETT,

STREET.
_*a>2»eoil IcblSl

3,000,000
imlM-r. 1*1(11,1, nail Honrf, for whip,
tir„lKe. lacl.ry, « nr and llou.r

ert

Wharl and at the Millp. The only
offered in Maine.
Egt*“Ordera by mail promptly attended too,

pnrpoeeaon

u

aontuent

J. \T. DEKRIXU,

Jvlt_hdtt

Grocers Attention !

6’s.

I

am now

(New Crop)
market

prepared

in Wine

price.-.

E. D.

to furnish

or

you with I’hUH**

Cider Vinegar, at the lowest

PETTENGILI,
8 MARKET ST.

<l6^11»'_

A*Y

ii. AS. PA1SON X
“J'27

I

HEAU KICniRO.WO.Vt ff HARP.

Bath it's.
Cincinnati Ts.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’s.

Exchange St.,

Brown.

LUMBEK.

Portland «’s.
Lewiston 6’s.

FOR

cor.

1,611___u
80UTHEBN HABB FINE

!•

100 MIDDLE

Bangor

i'UILDBK.1 !

&TMOOKE,

OWEJV
(>s

FOR

CORSETS

Aft D

We wish to call particular attention to the C ontort Corset which is “perfect tilting,” easy and dur-

■

(»’g
«’s

Chicago
Cook Couuly
Lo.iisville Ky.,

—

aolo.

Bangor

S3

LADIES

....

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

AND

COMFORT
COIt

I>. r.

Found.
Aiders for hacking left at Gallison
Colby s
G.) Spring Street, will be promptly attended to
J. RYAN.
lvv’tif

Ladies’Night Dresses

House Wanted.

nf

upward*.

rent*

Ladies’ Drawers

BONDS.

CARGOES OF

from 75

2w

ICE.

sndtf

Vclvcteeus, all colors,

CO.,

se24

nu,l

—

Cambric Edgings
from 0 cml* upward*.

lhe Row opposite bend of Green Si.

Wear,

—

from IO emu upward*.

have removed from 18 Market Street to

ONErest and eonviefinn

upward*.

Ladies’ Skirts

Maine Central It. It.
E. & X. Atneri. au Jt. Jt. Cold

—

from 15 ccal*

d3t

Rent,

upward*.

cent*

Lisle Thread Gloves

—

or

upward*.

cm I*

Ladies’ Collars and Cuffs, lineu,

tlio

se24

Lease

upward*.

real*

Ladies’ Silk Neck Ties

Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
formerly occupied by Morrill & Delauo, where he will
be lrappy to meet bis old lilends and make new ones.

In

58

from

Children’s Woolen Hose

LITTLE BARBER SHOP
ON

upward*.

real*

from 55

opened

has

15

from

Gems’ all Wool Shaker Hose

The B ingor City Bonds issued to aid In the construction ot the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad,
with coupons attached, falling due on tre second day
of Octooer next, will be pai l at the National Bank of
Commerce, in Boston. They may also be exchanged
for Maine Central seven p. c. Consolidated Bonds at
the office of the Treasurer at Augusta, Me. Notice
is also given that the
coupons of tne Maine Central
Consolidated 7 p. c. Bonds, Maine Central Extension
6 p. c. Bonds (gold), Androscoggin & Kennebec C p.c.
Bonds, Portland & Kennebec 6 p. c. bonds, City ot
Barh Bonds issued in aid of the Androscoggin Railroad, will be paid at the same Bank.
J. S. CUS111NG, Treasurer.
se24d2w
Augusta, Sept 2l, 1874.

B.

upward*.

cent*

Ladies' merino IIo»e

_1 .f

Merry & Lewis,

Hose

merino

.from 15

Maine Central Railroad Co.

ttrith

45 emit lo 91*43.

from

strength of anj otlic r

with this Potash accompanying
II. T. BABBITT,
64 to 84 Washington Sticet, N. Y.

~~M.

Vests
91.00

and misses’ merino Vests
from 50 lo 87 crnln.

Boys’

dlm&w5w

lormerly

:

for 50 cent*.

Soap

ep24

QUOTE

7 Pair* Fleeced Cotton llose

Potash,

W .nnnniln

each package.

Quality

8 Pairs Ladies’ Cotton llose

A ing my Potash, or Lye, and am now packing it
only in Balls, the coating of which will saponify, and
does not injure the Soap. It is packed in boxes containing 24 and 48 lb?, one Jb. Balls, ami in no other
way. Directions in English and German for making
hard and soft

of Goods Guaranteed.

Price ami

Saponifying Stibstanoo,
T-T

OF

IXTotions 2

of the subscriber, on Monday, August
31st, for three hours, a set work, center board.
Yawl Boat, 16 feet long, 5 feet 2 inches beam, painted
black outside above the water hue, green below,green
thwarts and drab below inside: has a large sprit
sail which hofsts with galvanized block at mast head,
sail very wide at the bead, in fact almost a square
sail and ratber dingy, scull hole in the stem, with a
new piece fitted In on one side of it.
Was hired by a
lame man about 5 feet 6 Inches tall, pretty stout, lull
face, dragged one foot after the other, wore a straw
hat, colored shirt, and appeared to be a fisherman.
Said boat has never been re»urned. Anv one giving
information that will lead to the recovery of the boat
shall receive the above reward.
H. T. LTBBY,
wtt39
No. 1 Portland Pier, Portland, Me.

T

KINDi

REWARD.

—

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, barque Sam Sheppard, Evans, Cienfuegos; brig Prentiss Hobbs,Dodge,
Bangor; schs Ad die L Cutler, Smith. Cai>e Hay tien;
Wm Wilier, Greeley. Saco; F Nickerson, Haskell.
Bangor; Jed Frye, McDonald, New Bedford; HW
Miller, Miller. Kennebec.
Cld 2'8t, schs Mary Lymnbnrner, Coombs, Nuevitas: Carl D Lothron. McAllep, St John, NB.
Cld 19th. schs Helen, Robertson, and G P Pomroy, Bryant. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st. barques Schatnyl, Snow,
Stetiu 50 days; Josephine Martin, Fickett, Konigsberg43days; brigs Mattie B Russell, York, Sagua 16
days; Princeton, Weils, Calais; sens E A Dehart.
Hodgdon, Baracoa 8 days; Maria S Holland, Dennysville; Krauces Hatch, Kales. Boston; Flight, Tinker,
and Enterprise, Leighton. Providence; Florida, Hall,
do; Eureka. Davis, Fall River.
Cld 21st, ship Rhine, Stetson, London; brig Faustina, Avery. Havana.
Cld 22d. barque Jona Chase, Clifford,for Galveston;
schs Millie Trim, Drinkwater, Port Spain; A H Lenox, Gray, Miragaone; Decora.Thompeon. Bangor.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st. brig Elmira, Scott,
Port Johnson for Salem ; sebs Wellington, fm do for
Boston* Lilly B French, do for do; Highland Lass,
New York for Camden; M L Varney. So Amboy for
do; Jas Wall, Jacksonville for Now Havou; Oregon,
New York lor Belfast ; Sarah B, Poughkeepsie for
Newburyport ; J W Woodruff. Port Johnson for
Beverly; Lugano, do for Boston; Mary, do tor Belfast; Spartel. New York for Boston; Scud, do for
Pembroke; Beiiabedec, from Hoboken for Rockland;
Altavela, do tor Boston; L Standish, do for Pembroke; Jas Henry, New York for Gardiner; Elia,
do for Rockland; Terapin, Weekawken for Boston;
J S Ingraham, Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Alice
Oakes, do for Gardiner; F A Heath, So Amboy for
Boston; Jennie B Gilkey, fm New York for Boston;
Sandalphou, do for Calais; Judge Low, from do for
Dennysville.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 21st, sch Wm H Huston, Gaidiner, Georgetown.
N
Ar 2d. sch Wm Deming, Mitchell. Calais.

Hobson’s Wharf, Commercial Street.

Julia May Young of Aurora.

$10.00

LOVES,

YARYS,

ROATlwiSSING !“

from New York for Richmond.

HOBSON,

au8

STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO

raSw

BOSTON & MAINE TICKETS

RCCRNAUI’S Store Store.
109 Fore Ml,,
between Exchange and Plum streets; also all kinds
of Stoves ana Furnace repaired in the
best nanner

Rooms 11 and

JW »¥

G

B. T. BABBITT’S

MEMORANDA.
Barque Henry Flitner. from New York for St Jago.
before reported wrecked, struck on the South Point
of Middle Reef, south of Grand Turk, about 4 o’clock
AM, Aug 31, and by sunrise she had seven feet water
in the hold. The captain finding he could not get
her off, gave her over to wrecker*, who saved a large
part ot the cargo, together with sails, rigging, &c.
The hull drifted oft night of the 2d inst, and the
wreckers followed it, with the intention ot taking it
into some port.
Brig Herman, Patterson, at New York from Port
Caledonia, reports, 7tb inst, took a hurricane from SE
HUH

HOSIERY,

Under Falmouth Hotel,
ee2tillw

mouth, Deering, aud Harps well.]

NPOKEN.
Aug 7, lat 16 42 S. Ion 4 10 W, ship Sumatra, from

The Cook, Card and Job Printing Business of tbe
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore
at the Stand,

New and second haul Furnaces for sale low at

KOBEKT
THAYER
The Natural Magnetic

columns for launches at Yar-

news

120 MIDDLE

& Children’s

lrW D CKGAlUli: X TS,

FRANCIS II. COFFIN

Portland.

MIDDLE STREET.
UP STAIRS.

TUCKER'S

534

Steamship Geo Cromwell, Bacon, New York—J N
Magna.
Ship C F Sargent- (new. of Yarmouth. 1701 tons)
Swett, New fork, to load for San Francisco—Alvin
Neal.
Brig Mary F. Dana. O’Neal. Georgetown—master.
Brig H Havelock.(Br) Smith. Cheverie. NS—master
Sell Delhi. Emerson. Port Royal. SC—master.
Sch Helen Maria, Prince, Camden—Chase Bros'.

re mini-

bereu.

OCR NEW

Sch Lucknow (Br) Cook, Harborville, NS—wood
to A I> Whidden.
Sch P Blake. (Br) Foley, Walton, NS—150 tons
plaster to A D Whirl den.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner. Pembroke—smoked herring
to Dnna & Co.
Sch Robt Morrison, Winchenbich, Friendship.
Sch Ivy. Stanley. Cranberry Isles.
Sch Rinaldo, Gro\er, Mt DesertSloop M D Sawyer, Ross, Cumberland for New
London. Ct.
Ar 22d—Sch Senator. Grant, Ellsworth.

[See general

Stationery,

be sold immediately, without regard to cost, to
make room for new goods.
To

PORT OF PORTLAND.

at

FULL LINE OF

Ladies’,Gents’

Fine

NEWS.

Opening and Offering

LARGE LOT OF

A

Almanac.September

TAILORING EMPORIUM.

Prices to correspond with the recent
Decline#

N.

FOR

1874 and 1875

Marsel les Quilts
satisfy the closest bu, ers.

At

GOODS

—

MARSEILLES QUILTS !
We solicit all examination of
winch we are confldent will

Exchange
jel9-sntf

COVERS,

UNDER

NOTICE!!!

...

!

FITZGERALD’S

<!3t

FOREIGN PORTS.

Street.

CAMEL’S HAIR, SERGE AND ALPACA

T. L0BENSTE1N.

IfliuiaPire
24.
Sun rises.5.49 I High water.9.45 AM
Sun seta. 5 54 I Moon sets.....
3.55 AM

PAID.

Wm. Alien, Jr., No. 11

—

—

BE

Now

Pe24_

..

*

Families !

Look well to your interests.

Respectfully,

23d. sch Emily Curtis, Barbour, Pictoti NS.
L: D. M.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 22d, schs Adeline, Bakeman,
I
Bangor; Ellen M, Perkins, Wiscasset; Buena Vista.
1 Bines, do; Robt Woodruff, Sylvester, do; il W
Attorney & Counselor at Law,
Race,
Race. Booth ha v.
Has returned to Portland and resumed the pracNEWBURYPORT—Ar 22d, schs Redondo, Moore,
tice of bis profession.
Port Johnson; Leonora. Spofiord, Bangor; Westerloo, Whittaker, Ellsworth. |
Office No. 121 Mussel’s Row,
Sid 22d, schs Henry, Carter, Belfast; Lady of the
MIDDLE STREET,
Ocean, Lowe, Er-swonh; T S McLellan, Farr, New
York,
PORTLAND.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, schs Delmont Locke,
Hatch, Philadelphia; Victor, Dyer, Franklin; ConBull_sot
cord. Gray, and Chas Carroll, Cudworth, Rockland;
Boston & Maine Tickets Wanted, Areola. Elliott, Bangor.
BATH—Ar 22d, brig II H Wright, Meyers, Cadiz
FOB WHICH
via Portland.
CASH

—

Muzzle

SWEAT,

MAKES

CCT ON THE BIAS FOB TRIMMING.

AN

relieves

Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea, aud all diseases ot children
teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels,
assimilates the food, and builds the child right square
up. Irom Buttering, puny weakness to strong and
robust uealtli. A perfect medicine chest for our
little ones. Only 25 cents, by all dealers. jy3sud3m

sel5sn2w

BLACK

Instantly

York.. Aspinwall.
.Sept 26
York Liverpool.... .Sept 26
Celtic.. New York ..Liverpool.Sept 26
City of Brussels
.Xew York Liverpool.... Sept 26
Elysia. .New York. Glasgow.Sept 26
Columbus.New York. .Havana
Sept 29
Hecla.Boston... Liverpool.Sept 23
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.
.Sept 29
Algeria....New York. Liverpool. ...Sept 30
City of Havana.New York. Havana
Oct l
.Oct 3
Polynesian.Quebec.... .Liverpool.Oct 10

MARINE

of

Housekeepers

advertise the day of the opening next week

I will

Colon...New
Calabria. New

Ill

DK. SCIIENCK’S

INSTRUCTION in

Name.
Date
From,
For
City of Merida..... New York—Havana.Sept 24
Sarmatian.Quebec.. .Liverpool... .Sept 26

CLEARFD.

eodsn

BOSTCMI & M413E R. R.

btti.es

“The Largest and Finest Assortment of Goods ever Exhibited by me.”

OCEAN NTEAMEBS

town

FRANKLIN WHARF.

49 T-2

OF

Wednesday, Sept. 23.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Brig Mary E Dana, O’Neal, Yarmouth for George-

SON,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

36

NO.

DEPARTURE

Heafls

I take the liherty to inform my patrons and the
I w.U exhibit iu a tew days

Circassian.Qnebec.Liverpool...

Steam, Furnaces, Parlor and Cook Stoves,

Eastern R. R., Also.

a

marriage, the defendant’s counsel asked the
plaintiff, “Did my client enter into a oo-itive
agreement to marry you?” “Not exactly,” she

as

SEASON!

success

The town hall will be open for the display of
the manufactured articles. Half fare tickets
will be sold at all stations on the Ogdensburg
road.

STREET,

ATTENTION !

public that

and sell all the

sc22

GOODS,

choice

and

—OF

F*rmers’ Club Exhibition.—The Gorham
and Standish Farmers’ Club will hold their
fifteenth annual exhibition at Standish, Tuesday, Oct. Cth. The exhibition last year was a
and the club will endeavor to make a
finer display this year than ever before. Glass
cases will be provided for the exhibition of articles of household manufacture.
The society
will hold themselves responsible for all articles
exhibited. All animals eutered for exhibition
will be fed at the expense of the club.

COMMERCIAL

OPEN

DRESS

at

selves of her

BROTHERS

WILL

appetites.”

The fact that the receipts were large, considered in relation to the use they are to be put to,
would be a matter of rejoicing; but wbeu we
think of the injury done to health by taking
improper food aud questionable drink at a most
unseasonable hour,—the inquiry forces itself
up: Is it not doing evil that good may come, to
allure people into outraging their stomachs,
with salads, coffee, various kinds of cake,
&c,” when those much-abused orgaus have
done a hard day’s work and are fully entitled
to a good night’s rest? Isn’t it a clear case of
cruelty to animals, and those animals of the
highest type we have any acquaintance with?
Is it well, let us say—consistent to replenish
the treasury of the society by such a means?
Isn’t it robbing Peter to pay Dobbin?
Isn’t it
paying too dear for the whistle, though the
whistle be high-toned? Our people, old and
youug, rack their digestive systems too much,
already, without going to get themselves inveigled by cbarmiug, irresistible waitresses, into gorging themselves with disordering dainties, when they ought to be resting, stomachs
and all.
Let us give our money, if we can afford it, to
further such worthy ends as those aimed at by
the S. P. C. A., but let us not make it a pretext for playing the glutton.
Give, but don’t
stuff loo!
Man is a nobler animal than the
horse or the ox; let us not slaughter him by inches, then, in their interest, especially, as it is
a superfluous butchery. The end does not
justiN. E, B.
fy such means.

STREET.

“TardT

In Peering, Sept. 23, Hannah Dunham, aged 89
(rears 7 davs.
[Funeral services on Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at the residence of her son. Rufus Dunham. Burial
it convenience ot the family.
In Biddeford, Sept. 5, Mr. Alexander Plaisted, aged
(8 years.

SON

MRS. MERRILL

TUESDAY, SEPT. «2d,

of

T>

36

M. ALLEN, JR.,

COSlPltlSING

tint

RAIL.

Tickets to or from Boston via Boston &
Maine or fiasteru Railroad,

AUTUMN

Ssnppostl

NOTICES.

A Case of DRESS GOODS Just Received
At Cowell Sc Greenougli’s.
All Calors—worlh 37 1-2 lo 47, Beilins ■»

Kindness to Animals.

rnl-itinnr

COUNTY.

County Attorney Bisbee has sued the bail

To the Editor of the Press:
The promotion of humanity to animals
which dissuades from aDylhiug like cruelty, is
a praiseworthy and noble object.
It is good to
be merciful to all sentient creatures; to spare
them all needless pain; to teach, both by word
and by action, a just and kind regard for “our
nnnr

COUNTY.

KNOX

keep

&

MISCELLANEOUS.

^

family.]

ROUNDS
still

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

In this city, Sept. 22. Jennie C.. daughter of Wm.
A. and Lizzie F. Morris. aged 6 weeks.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
No. 28 Bramhall street. Burial at convenience ot the

Q A L

SAWUEL

The

Abby

Mrs.
before

_PIIEP.

The old firm of

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Bangor, Auditor,

**

C

FIRST

NEWS.

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

jast

length, Gen. Lee Fourth, Lit-

Copper Bottom sixth, Androscoggin Boy seventh, and Modoc distanced.
tle Fred fifth,

The grand stand, meaut to seat 3000 people,
is admirably gotten up.
Beneath it are stalls
which shelter the horsts of wonderful speed
and bottom. The judge’s stand is well arrang-

mmulpn

through

vote for Governor as

naught

the juvenile imagination; and
and peanut stands everywhere

f.hpv

re-assuring

his

the color

himself well.
Second Heat—Fearnaught and Knox Boy took
the lead, but at the end of the first quarter
Plymouth Bock came up to them, and it was
neck and neck with the three to the half-mile
pole. Then Plymouth Bock took the lead and
held it to the end, winning iu 2.33. There was
a close fight between the Fearnaught and the
Boy for the second position, and the Fear-

1) a. m.—Grand possession of all the horses
and cattle on the grouud. All the stock will be
exhibited, and owners of stock are particularly
requested to be prompt on time, as the processiou will move at !P, precisely.
11 a m.—Matched horses ou the track.
Dinner from 12 to 1 o’clock.
Promiscuous driving ou the track.
Entry book 50 2.37—Purse $300—For horses
that have never beat 2.37; mile heats, 3 in 5.
First horse $170; second horse, $80 third horse

bears the

a

now

week, troubled with “pink-eye” and was
scarcely in condition to trot, but he sustained
a

show”—au assurance certainly
not uncalled for in these days of statements
and rumors of statements; a whirligig with its
wooden horses suggestive of that wonderful
pegged steed which the fortunate priuce of the
Arabian Nights bestrode—suggestive because

cupinisli hair,
strictly moral

purpose.
portance

for

81> a. m.—Meeting of marshals and superintendents of the various departments at the

blazoned the Circassian Girl with

state.
Mr. J. P. Putnam of Winthrop shows a
yearling bull, full blood Hereford, measuring
six feet nine inches aud weighing 1425 pounds,

of great imThe usual routine

Boy fourth, Fearnaught seventh. Plymouth Bock took the lead
from the start, easily winning far in advance
of all the others in 2.33.
Fearnaught was secoud, Knox Boy third, Little Fred fourth, Gen.
Lee fifth, Androscoggin Boy sixth, Copper
Bottom seventh, Modoc eighth, Mabel Grey
and Milo distanced. Fearnaught had been sick
Knox

her porlegend “a

is

probably be able to inform the Legislature what arrangements can be made for the
purchase of the Marine Hospital for that
Beyond these thiugs nothing

Grey thirJ,

Mabel

Every

Pullen. Editor. Ah railway, steamboat and hotel
manageis will coniei a favor upon us by demanding
credentials oi every persou claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the

First Heat—The eight horses got off with
Little Fred at the pole, Plymouth Bock second,

CO.,

Port aud.
eodtf

Port I wad, Air.

lioiifls uiKl illoitgngrs.
selected Western Municipal Honda
J and Heal Estate
Mortgages aim l’nist Heeds.
Inquiries, Collections and neibittaucea promptly atCUAULES M. HAW ivhs
1 tended to.
augl7XuXh&Sly2dp
Middle St.

CdAJtI,I*Vl.I.Y

«

FRUIT AND

THE PRESS.

The Exhibition at Uily Hnll.

THE PKEB*
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots <dLFessenden Bros., Manjuis, Robinson, Brnnell « Co.
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, .Moses, Render•ou, and Chisholm Bros., ou all trains that run out oi
the
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdou,
A t Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At I^ewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

SECOND

While at Lewiston the Maine Agricultural

Society is demonstrating what Maine can do in
the way of fast horses and fine stock, the Pomological Society is convincing the public that
no state in this
part of the Union can raise
better apples and pears than this same “cold
and sterile” Maine.
The exhibition did not
fairly open until yesterday. The doors were

CITY AND VICINITY.

open the day before but the arrangements had
not been completed, the fruit had not all been
put in place, and the entries, even, were not all
made. Yesterday the exhibition was complete

To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Saturday—F. 0. Ba.ley & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Museum and Opera House—Grand Opening.

Next

and never has the state seen a finer one of its
kind.
The show is of such a nature that it will not
do for the public to trust to the
newspapers
for an adequate idea of it, however lull and
eloboratc tl e description may he.
are

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Dress Goods— Gowell & Greenougli.
To Boston by Rail—Wm Allen, Jr.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
J. T. Small & Co—Removed.
House to Let—Mattocks & Fox.
BPure Concentrated Potash—B. T. Babbitt.
Wanted—Burrows Bros.
k
M. B. Estes—Barber.
QTBoat Missing—H. T. Libby.
Maine Central Railroad.
$1000 Reward—Selectmen of Yarmouth.

Types

potent, but in this case entirely fail to do justice to what they attempt to describe.
To call
an apple a Red Astrachan or GraveDStein
may
convey some idea to the initiated few, bnt to
the majority of people none at all.
We suggest that if visitors could be allowed to taste
the fruit as well as look upon, public appreciation would be heightened to a wonderful ex-

To Let—Rooms.
House Wanted.
Card—'T. Lobenstein.
Noth*}—Francis H. Coffin.

1

tent. though doubtless the display would be
fearfully depleted in a short space of time.
Of course the visitor, like an epic poet, when
he enters the hall, dives inmedias res and finds
himself in the centre of the hall, gazing upon
Mr. Joseph A. Dirwanger’s beautiful display
of plants and flowers. His display is made

United Staten Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE 8HEPLEY.

The regular term commenced yesterday morning,
Rev. Mr. Bicknell officiating as chaplain.
Grand jurors—Samuel Bucknam, foreman; Carle-

Gardner, Benjamin F. Hcald, A D. Chadwick,
Seth Wentworth, Prcscoit M. Pirington, Joseph
Hutchings, James H. Jones, Thomas II. Chapman,
Benjamin C. Thompson, Edwin A. Ayer, Edwin P.
ton

Colo. William Babbidge, Adam F. Winslow, James
B. Jacobs, William B. Durrill. Otis H. Carleton, Roland Dudley, Benjamin Kuowiton, William J. Atkins, George B. Knight. Samuel H. Brackett.
The United States vs. Jarvis Patten. Action to
tecover duties on composition metal used in repairing the “Mattahorn,” the defense to which was that
the material came within the exemption contemplated by the act of June t>, 1872, section 10.
The judge gave an elaborate opinion upon tbc
proper construction of the statute, resulting in judgment for the defendant, The decision is of interest
to

ship-builders

and merchants.

Gould.
Belle H Hooper et al. vs. Levi W. Houghton et al.
Admr. The defendant denied jurisdiction of this
court on the ground that the defendant’s intestate
was a citizen of Bath; that his estate was represented insolvent; that the commissioners disallowed
plaintiff’s claim; that an “appeal” was taken from
their decision, and that the action for money had and
received provided by the statute of Maine in each case
limited the plaintifls to the jurisdiction of the State
Webb.

courts.

read an opinion, indicating a critical examination of the Maine statute and of the decisions
in analogous cases, and held that the plaintiffs were
not confined to the jurisdiction of the state courts.—
The case stands for trial on its merits.
A considerable number of cases for the jury are Fet
down for trial.
The court

Municipal

DAY,

Court.

JCDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—Thomas Ilinds and Susau E. Williams. lutoxication. Thirty days each.

a large rectangular table surmounted
by
pyramidal flower stand, both of which are
crowded with pot plants of great diversity and
beauty. This collection embraces a large number of species of ferns, geraniums, bouvardias
and gardenias, besides numerous other plants
less common, the names of which would prob
ably be no aid to most persons in comprehending their appearance. On this table is also an
orange plant with fruit.
Arouud this ccutre table are tables arranged
as radii of a circle.

upon

a

|

Thomas Phillips, gardener to T. C. Hersey
exhibits on one of them an elaborate collection
of plants, among them a
large number of geraniums, roses and fuchsias. Patrick Duffee,
gardiner to J. 15. Brown, also exhibits a grand
collection of plants and flowers,much the same
general appearance as Mr. Dirwaiiger’s.
Above the stage is a rack with cut flowers of
almost infinite vaiiety, one of the largest contributors being Mr. C. F, Bryant of this city.
On nearly all the fruit tables also are
bouquets
and floral designs. Miss Mary F, Bryaut furnm

ishes several bouquets artistically arranged.

One of the most unique and beautiful of the
table decoratious is a vegetable bouquet, displayed by Mr. Iteuben Ruby.
Miss Clara C,
Chase displays a very beautiful collection of

variegated English holly, which'attracts much
attention. Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth displays
several bouquets of everlasting.
Mrs. Chas.
Stanley of NViutbrop, exhibits several baskets
of flowers, a pyramid of dahlias which would
contain about every variety of that
flower, and a bouquet of grasses, embracing 48
different varieties.
On the stage Mrs. Thomas Shaw has a wire
stand covered with trailing vines and
supporting a pot of delicate flowers.
Miss L. Andrews of Portland, exhibits a
seem to

Urirf

JottiogH.

Dr. I. I. Cummings and wife were among the
passengers of the steamship Circassian which
arrived at Quebec Monday.

To-day the Resolutes play the AndroscogLewiston. This is agricultural.
Officer York arrested John J. Jones yester-

gins in

day afternoon at Gorham’s Corner.
serted from Kittery Navy Yard last
and has been stopping in town some

Jones deDecember
time.

Officer Burnham arrested a man yesterday
for the larceuy of two surcingles and some
horse blanket*.
The case of the French bark, Eliza Prosper,
seized by the custom officers off Rockland,
has been referred by Dr. Le Prohon, the

here to the Consul General

Consul

at

New

York.

Yesterday the Comets beat the
to 25. This is base ball.

Atlantics

17

Yesterday morning a little boy about six
years old son of the captain of the brig “Julia
F. Carney,’* fell through an opening in High
oiraaf

XI.

W™,

4-1*«

1_

and thrust down a stick which struck the
hand. The child grasped it and Mr. Frazier drew him up through the same opening.
The Baptist churches in the western part of

cry

boy’s

the state will hold a convention in
Hall next Monday.

Deception

splendid basket of wild flowers.
Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth and Mrs. A. S. Sawyer of Cape Elizabeth, exhibit baskets of pansies containing numberless
varieties, and Mr.
Philip Brown also makes a fine display of

flowers.

This part of the exhibition is
exceedingly attractive, and is a tribute to the skill of Portland florists, who furnish most of it.
Of course the display of fruit constitutes the
larger part of the exhibition, and it is the universal remark that never has there baen an exhinition in Maine, where the display was so

elaborate and fnll

as here.
The visitor has to
all his moral fortitude to enable him
the commandment, “Thou shalt not

summon

to obey
steal,” as

be wanders among the tables laden
with apples, pears, plums and
grapes.
On the Cumberland table a
very largo and
flne display of pears is made by Samuel

Esq

Rolfe,

less than 24

varieties.
Mr. H. P.
Storer exkibits-nine varieties of
grapes, Mr.
Philip Brown six varieties. E. N. Perry of
no

-uuzuuetu nas a nne

Uu

Emeralds vs. Shooting Stars—2G to 14.
A number of the members of the Aged
Brotherhood went to Peaks’Islands on a picnic yesterday. They spent the entire day and
had a fine time.
A bunch ot artificial flowers and a piece of

display
pears.
this table, also, Mr. J.
Vickery exhibits some
beautiful zinnias, and Miss Harriet Radford a
tea rose. The table compares
favorably with
any in the hall.
Mr. T. C. Horsey exhibits some of the finest

found in the street yesterday. The
owner can find them at the police station.
It is understood that the following will he

of the choicest varieties. Mr. G. W. Woodman makes an elaborate
display of plums and
pears. Mr. Arthur S. Sawyer of Cape Elizabeth, also displays some choice bunches of
grapes, and Milton Dyer of the same
dis-

velvet

were

the staff of the Maine General Hospital.
The
medical staff, Drs. Dana, French. Small and

Thayer. Surgical staff, Drs. Tewksbury,
Green, Weeks and Gordon, with Dr. Hunt as
resident physician as announced in (he Pkess
some

time since.

Ship Building,—There are a number of vessels built in this vicinity of late jast about
ready to be launched. At Yarmouth from the
yard of Hutchins & Stubbs, a fiuo hark, the
Tewksbury L. Sweat, GOO tons, 150 feet keel,to
be commanded by Wm. Grifiiu, formerly of
the “Prairie Eose.”
She is intended for the

general freighting business, and is owned by C.
H. Chase &Co., James E. Ward & Co., CaptGriffin and others.
She is to be a very fine
vessel and her cabin finish is first-class in every
particular. She will be lauuched Monday.
At Freeport, Geo. E. Soule is building a
three-masted schooner of 414 tons, which will
be launched next Saturday if the tide serves
right. She is built for the general freighting
business and will be brought to this city to
load. Her length is 125 feet, beam 30 feet, hold
15 feet. She will be commanded by Cap'. J.
W. Wheeler, formerly of the Hattie Baker,and
8ho is ow ned by David Keazer, K. S. Soule.
Bunker Bros, and Capt. Webber. She is built
of white oak aud southern pine, and her material is all of the best. Her rate will be A. 1 for
ten years.
At Yarmouth, T. & F. Walker are building a
three-masted schooner to go on the packet line
between hero and Philadelphia. She is to be
called the C. J. Willard, and will he 325 tons
burden. She is built for a freighter.
She will
wPl be commanded by Capt. Wallace, formerly
of the schooner E. G. Willard. She will be
owned by E. G. Willard, B. J. Willard and
others.
At Harpswell, Allen Bros, are building a
three-masted schooner for Capt.Warreu Taylor
of Cape Elizabeth.
She is named the Minnie
P
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b.-ara, 8 feet hold. She is built for tho general
freighting business, and is owned by Charles
Prince, Charles II. Merrill, Lovejoy & Co. of
Biston, Capt. Taylor aud others. Her rate s
A. 1 for niue years.
At Sargent’s yard, East Decriug, ltussel
Lewis & Co., are building a bark of 071 tons, to
be called the Annie Lewis. She is to be com-

by Capt.
Totey. She is

It.

manded
bark

Morse, formerly

of the

owned by It. Lewis & Co.,
Capt. Morse and others. She is built in a most
excellent manner and is intended for the South
American trade. Her cabin is finished in fine
style. She will rate high.

yard the same builders are
building bark of about 500 tons, 125 feet hull,
33 feet beam, for Capt. Howe who will command her. She is owned by Curtis D. Davis,
Capt. Howe and others. She will be lauuclied
At the same
a

next week.
At Brunswick, Masten Given is building a
brig of about 200 tons for the general Heighting business. She is owned by the builder,

Capt. McFarland, formerly of the Nellie F.
Sawyer, who will command her, aud others.
She is all ready to be launched.
At Falmouth, D. C. Merriman is building a
three masted schooner for general freighting.
She is owned by W. S. Jordan & Co., Capt.
James Dyer, who will command her and others.

She will be launched in about ten

days.

Excellent Cabving.—The huge figuio head
carved by Littlefield Bros., of which frequent
mention hesbeeu m^de in these columns, lias
just been completed, and will be put in place in
It is for the big ship building at
a few days.

Kennebuuk, and is called the “Oceau King.”
The figure is that of a man of stern features,
In his hand he
slightly stooping forward.
holds a staff. His hair is long aud hangs nearly to his waist. The whole bearing of the figis in keeping with the name it bears. All
who wish to see a nice piece of workmanship
will do well to call and see the carving.

ure

Con sect ion.—A correspondent sends the following:—The item in Tuesday’s Argus was incorrect in regard to the number of teal shot in
the bike by four members of the M.S.C. There
teal” bagged out
were but three “blue-winged
of a flock of eight. Such exaggerated reports
are the cause of so many urchins
getting shot
before they have

bunds.

fairly

started for the shooting

did success, unbounded, always
your efforts? Yet the
annual banquet is always served, and tbe disappointments and discouragements, buried at
the time are resurrected to greater enjoyments
and to a higher appreciation of the works of
the Creator.
Thus, by the obstacles we meet
are we made to enjoy the success which follows,
and are irresistibly spurred on in our efforts to
beautify and adorn tbe earth ou which we live,
and thereby render it more enjoyable to our
fellow man.
Our mission we believe to be a worthy one.
All are ready to acknowledge the influence
of the cultivation of fruits and flowers on our
higher natures. Without fears of being open
to accusations of unjust egotism we say tout
we feel proud of every individual who has
enrolled himself as a member of our society.
While we never shoald lose sight of the influence of our exhibitions, we should remember
that all the influence we hope to exert, all the
the good we hope to work out. is not wrought
through a display of the productions we would
foster and encourage. Highly as we value the
lesthteic influence of horticulture and floriculture, we must bear in mind that the greatest
influnece comes through the highest success.
Hence we must labor t<>|dissemiuate knowledge
as well as awaken
enthusiasm, Siuce we know,
that through knowledge success is achieved.
We also know that man cannot live on the
beautiful alone. Attention then must be given
to material
prosperity. Our tabors must not
then be directed altogether in any one channel,
but must be diverted into all the channels
where we would make our influence felt.
While through our exhibition we reach a
goodly number of those we would benefit, yet
far moro do we and shall we reach through
the printer’s art Operating from this standpoint, iu addition to coming before the people
through the newspapers of the day, our society
at the close of the first year of its existence
issued a printed report of its proceedings fur
the year. This was sent out in the faith, that
though a quiet worker and a sileut teacher, it
would have a mission of Usefulness more extended than the echo of the Voices which gave
utterauce to its couteuts,
We hope to make
it more useful in future issues.
All over the state are lands now of small
value—which, if planted out to apples and
pears, would in a tew years be so greatly increased in value by the growth of the fruit
trees as to prove a better iuvestmeut than
auy
popular security in tbe market. Mauy cases
have I been cognizant of where this was the
case.
All of you perhaps have read of the orchard planted by the late B. L. Pell of New
York, who thought to plant a couple of thousand trees for his son, tbinkiug if they brought
an annual
income of only a single dollar
apiece that his son would thereby secure an income that would at least place him above want.
He continued to plant until his orchard extended over two hundred acres,and himself realized
a fortune therefrom.
We must also give more attention to obtaining good fruit Therein, more tliau iu any other direction, do|we find the profits.
Also we
must cultivate as a principal cron only those
kinds from which we cau obtain the desired results. In this direction there is great need of
knowledge ainoug the masses. Mauy are the
discouragemeuls arising front this cause alone.
How many are now plantingout crab trees, where
a porter,
nodhead, or hubbardston may as
well yield its luscious fruit iu vastly greater

or

specimens of grapes in the hall, many of them

plays apples in profusion.
The Kennebec contributors make

town,

one of the
finest displays in the hall. Mr.
Joseph Taylor
of Belgrade, has five varieties of
apples, the
Atherton brothers of Hallowell, fifty
varieties,
Alfred Smith of Mon mouth, eight varieties of
and
a
pears
large number of apples.
On the Penobscot table, S. C. Harlow of

Bangor,

has several varieties of crab
apples,
some of them nearly as large as the
ordinary
also
several
varieties of apples among
apple,
them being the “White Gravenstein.” which
is of very peculiar appearance and attracts considerable attention. On this table Mr. J, S.
Bedlow exhibits some fine specimens of Bonne
de Jersey pears, and other varieties.
Mr. J S.

Vickery

exhibits here a dwarf astor and a
magnificent fuchsia, and Geo. W. Rich twenty
varieties of dahlias.
Dr. J. C. Weston of Bangor, makes a fine
display of foreign grapes, raised in a cold
grapery.
Mr. Edward Gould displays some fiue
p'ums,
and L. J. Perkins some splendid bunches of
Black Hamburg grapes.

Henry Ingalls

of Wiscasset, exhibits fourvarieties of grapes,! eight varieties of
plums and twenty-two varieties of apples.
Mr. J. B. Coyle makes a fine display of
pears.
A dish of pinks furnished
by Mrs. E. Phiuney
of Deering, are greatly admired.
teen

Around the sides of the hall are tables laden
with vegetables. Here are wonderful
pumpkins from the garden of G, \\
Woodman, six
heads of cabbage, each enough for a meal for a
regiment, contributed by Charles E. Gould,
some huge potatoes of Moses H.
Hussey’s
raising. G. W. Allen of Cape Elizabeth, exhibits great yellow Danvers onions,

Egyptian

peas, great

Dec is,

carrots, potatoes and pumpkins. Messrs. T. O. Hersey, J. B. Brown of
this city, and A. S. Sawyer of Cape
Elizabeth,
also display fine assortments of
vegetables.
Kendall & Whitney exhibit three enormous

mangel-worzel beets, ornamental gourds, a
trophy bunch of tomatoes, two citrous whose
stocks have grown into one, and, in another
part of the hall, a case of gardeners’ implements.

append
terday.
We

the

following entries, made

yes-

S. C. Harlow, Bangor, 10 entries,
embracing a great
number ol varieties of fruit for special
premiums,
such as Penobscot collection ol apples. 20 varieties
apples, single variety autumn apples, 5 varieties do,
5 do winter apples, collection
crab-apples, single variety of winter apples, two dishes crab-apples; J. S.
Beulow. Portland, 3 uishes pears; Atherton Brothers, Hallowell, 7 entries, embracing 5 varieties winter apptes, 20 varieties apples, 10 do, 5 do fall
apples,
5 do winter apples, single do fall, single do winter
apples; Henry Ingalls, Wiseasset, general exhibition 4
classes; Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth, Portland, everlasting flowers: Z. A. Gilbert, East Turner, 1G entries, a
general Androscoggin exhibition ot apples, do 20 varieties apples, 5 do fall apples, 5 do winter apples,
single variety early Pennock autumn apples, do unknown ; dishes of Northern Soy, Uox. ltusset, Nodhead, Baldwin, Hubbardston,Porter, Tolmau’s sweet,
seedling and collection apples; Miss Mattie Colcord,
Portland, 6 varieties fruii jellies; F. W. Bitcbie,Winterport, 5 varieties tall apples; J. C. Mower, Greene,
5 entries, of collection apples, 10 varieties apples, 5 do
tall apples, 5 (lo winter
apples, single variety autumn
apples; Horen Adams, East Wilton, 5 entries, of
Franklin county collection apples,
general exhibition
apples, 5 varieties fall apples, 5 do winter apples,dish
fall apples; Albert Noyes, Bangor, 9 entries of Penobscot county exhibition of
apples, 10 varieties apples, 5 do fall apples, 5 do winter apples, single varity autumn apples, collection crab apples, 5 varieties
]tears, single variety fall pears, dish of “Flemish
Beauty;” F. M. Woodard, Wiuthrop, collection apples; Miss M. L. Pope, Manchester, ornamental dish
trait; Charles S. Pope, Manchester, Hathaway’s excelsior tomatoes; Philip li. Brown, Portland, 6 entries ot single borjuet, basket cut flowers, collection
lbreign grapes from cold grapery, trophy tomato
mammoth peppers, purple egg
Allied Smith,
mammoth dish of Bartlett pears; Miss Hattie StanWiuthrop, boauet of asters; Miss Jennie Wilbur.

plants;

ley,

Wiuthrop,

same.

EVENING.

In the evening a large
Reception Hall to listen
President ef the Society,

audience gathered in
to the address of the
Z. A. Gilbert of Tur-

ner, and that of Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., of
this city. lion. G. W. Woodman presided,and
after a few reniaiks introduced President Z. A.
Gilbert, who spoke as follows:
Sure as the
suuligb.t of the morning to the
natural world is the
yearly banquet of fruits
and ltowers to the
cultivator.
Auuuallyisit
spread, varied only that our labors may never
weary, and our interest never wane. With
laitli we plaut the seed and
prune the vine;
vviiu intense
interest watch the growth of the
uiaiit and development of the fruit.
JDid you
never think how your
interest *uuld be abated
were success always
certain; were there no
drawbacks and
disappointments; with how
much less caruestuesa aud less perseverance

uuw
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rior kinds, where the best mav as well be
grown? ’Tis our mission to diffuse information aud correct such practices.
With a view to the preparation of a reliable
list of fruits for Maine at the winter meeting
of the society last January a committed was
raised to prepare a list which the society can
endorse. They now have the matter under consideration, aud, without doubt, will, in due

time, report.

Our nomenclature is sadly at fault, as any
may see who examines the labelling of the
several collections of fruit on exhibition. This
should not be; and the society collectively, aud
members individually, should labor to correct
the evil. We want to designate the different
varieties of fruit by their correct names.
To
aid in doing this the society early appointed
standing committees of fruits, among whose
duties should be “correcting all errors in nomenclature.”
That duty has not heretofore
been attended to, and at this exhibition is being
entireiy neglected. The society should at once
take measures which will lead to more desirable results.
While the society can do but little, perhaps,
in the way of testing new varieties, it can do
something in the way of introducing new varieties which have proved of value in other sections, aud the members can do much—and, we
have no doubt, are williugtodo it—in testing
their value here. Ijet each member of the society, by arrangement with each other, try a
single variety each, and very soon much valuable knowledge would be gained. In doing this,
as well as in all the transactions of the
society,
we must use proper precaution, that we are not
made the advertising medium of interested
salesmen.
At the conclusion of Mr. Gilbert's address
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., was introduced. He
one

spoke about thirty minutes.
an abstract of his address:

The

following

is

Agriculture

is the first and greatest employBlot out agriculture and you
civilization, aud reduce the human
race to a few scattered tribes of savages less in
telligeut than the American Indians at the time
of the discovery of this continent. Agriculture
is the chief employment of the people of our
state.
lu Maine are 01,000 farms, valued at
ment of
blot out

man.
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worth $200,000,000 more, and their products for
1873 are estimated at $30,500,000. But large as
are these products, let us still ask the
question,
“Is agriculture in'Maine to-day in a satisfactory condition?” The question must be answered, “.No.” Indeed, the lack of interest iu the
qniet ana peaceful occupation of husbandry is
the most serious obstacle in the pathway of
progress and prosperity in Maine. The exodus
of the sons of Maine from the state that gave
them birth is so large that the remark “You
find Maine men in every state in the Union,”
has almost passed into an adage.
Is there a remedy for the decline in the farming districts of Maine? I believe there is, and
that it consists chiefly in making farming more
profitable and more attractive. The problem is
how can wo make farming more profitable?
Gentlemen, if we can believe \he signs of the
times, you have already commenced to solve
thio problem.
You have begun to apply the
principle of co-operation, so potent and profitable iu other industries, to farming. As proof
of this I cite the many cheese factories and
dairy associations which have sprung into existence all over our state within the last two
years. Farmers have begun to discard some of
the old time crops, which many seem to raise
from force of habit and without regard to
whether they are profitable or not, and to turn
their attention to those products, especially of
the garden and orchard, which commaud the
quickest sale aud the highest prices. And one
of the brightest of these signs of the times
which point to the progress and prosperity of
our agricultural interests, is the
association of
these advanced farmers—of yourselves, gentleinto
the
of Maine—a
Society
men,
Poondogical
society whose efforts are directed to increasing
the amount and quality of the cultivated fruits
adaoted to our state, and, therefore, necessarily
to increasing the profits of farming.
Only second to you, is the honored Horticultural Society of Portland, an association of
gentlemen of this beautiful ciiy by the sea,who
have found time in tile midst of the pressing
and wearing cares of business to make their
garden a little paradise of fruit and flowers,
thus setting a valuable example of beauty aud
thrift which has heeu felt not only iu Portlaud
hut throughout the county of Cumberland.
The fruit that flourishes best in Maine is the
apple. This is fortunate, for tbe apple is the
most valuable aud important of fruits. Whether we regard the amount aud value of the crop,
the facility with which it is raised, the extensive poitiou of the globe adapted to its culture,
the ease with which it can be transported, the
length of time it may be kept or the variety of
uses to which it is put, the
apple stands forth
among fruit like iron among metals—king.
The labor question is one of prime importance to the farmers of Maine.
Intelligent,
reliable labor at fair wages is one of the greatest needs on the farms of our state.
The inventive genius of America which has

agricultural implements helps
out of this difficulty, but not entirely.
The
course for the farmers to pursue is clearly this.
produced
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with the least amount of manual labor.
The crop raised in the orchard and garden are
those very crops. Experience proves this so
clearly that it needs no argument. What is the
condition of our orchards to-day? A drive
through almost any section of our state will
conviuce us that it is far from satisfactory.
The number of thriving young oreharos.thongu
increasing, is still limited. Ou many farms
the old natural fruit trees of our grandfathers
are the
In some places
only one to be seen.
most of these are dead and gone, and the few
survivors stauding with decayed trunks and
withered branches, serve chiefly as monuments
to mark the spot where ouce an orchard existed.
The result is that in Rome years Maine does
not raise apples enough for her own consumption, and is compelled to import them from the
new and distant state of Michigan,
and this
too, wneu there is no state in our Union, and I
believe no spot.on the globe, better fitted by
soil and climate for apple culture than tbo
State of Maine.
Apples raised in southern
climes ard on rich soils are corky and tasteless,
while those grown ouour rocky hills and tossed
by our northern blasts ate nearly perfection in
juice and flavor.
Apples can easily he sent from any portion
of tiie state to Portland, ami Portland is so situated as to command the markets of both England and America, while two first-class steamships will hereafter leave our port every week
for England during six mouths of the
year.
Gentle men, 1 bid you he uot weary ill well
doing, hut go oil until our farm houses are surrounded with tasteful gardens and embowtred
by choice and well kept fruit trees, until Mai tie
takes her position as the great
apple-growing
state of our country, uutil the
apple becomes
one of our leading
exports and sources of
wealth, and uutil a goodly portion of our
young men and maidens stand by the farm
and find pleasure and profit on the old homestead.

turns

To-day the exhibition continues and doubtless there will be an increased attendance.
In
the afternoon the Pomological Society hold
their annual meeting and in the evening
they
discuss the subject of “Pear Culture.” The
exhibition closes Friday.

sons

the Grand

of

vocation, held at this city in May last, iu a neat
pamphlet of 139 pages; Which also contains the
constitution of the General Grand Chapter and
the Grand Chapter of Maine, a digest of decisions aud some other general masonic matter.
It is “good work,” of course, for Stephen Berry

published

it.

advertisement in this day’s paper Fitzgera’d omitted to state the important fact that
all their ladies’ undergarments are to be closed
out at cost.
This is a rare opportunity for laIn

an

dies to replenish their wardrobes, and should
not be overlooked, as they are all their own
manufacture and made in a superior manner.
nilMJELIiAN£«CS NOTICES.
We would call attention to Mr. Lohenstein’s
card.
He is one of our most fashionable and
reliable fancy goods dealers, aud his announcement wiil he worth heeding.
I)o Justice to Nature.—It is ingratitude to
nature not to preserve aud keep in splendid
order a good set of teeth. Nothing can he
easier. All that is needed is to brush them
bfiskly night aud morning with purifying Sozodont.” It will make tile mouth a perfumed

palace.

sep‘21-d&wlw
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Vickery & Leighton, 153 Middle street,
have a nice little variety of dry goods, cheap.

sep21-d&w2w_
The Ladies’ Gossamer Waterproof weighs
can he carried in the pocket.
For sale at
Hall's Rubber Store under Falmouth Hotel.
dlw
sepl9

lOoz;

Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
he found at T. P. McGowan’s, Congress
iellitf
Block.
can

New Dress
them.
sel9eodlf

Goods,

see

New Shawls. Come and
Rinks Bros,
165 Middle Street,

Symonds’ Dye House, India Street.—Coats
dyed $1.25; overcoats $1.50; pants 75cents.

sel5eod2m*

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE,

they go.
Courtesies.—Tiie Portland Horticultural
Society have invited the members of the Maine
Pomological Society to participate in a fruit
supper Friday evening at 8 o’clock at Eeception Hall in

City Building.

LOUISIANA TROUBLE.

Vaiious

Kninors

anti

Bcpsrls.

New York, Sept. 23.—A New Orleans despatch to the Times states that public feeling
changed very decidedly yesterday, and it is not
improbable now that a more serious coutlict

than that of last week
may occur. The announcement that the conference had b-okeu off
without any result,
apparently removed all
restraint
| from the
members
younger
of the White
League, aud Kellogg and his
brother officials, as well as Secretary Ooweu,
are openly denounced on the streets.
Many
leading members of the League,knowing of the
feeling and being uuwilling to be broughtriu
coutlict with the general government have resigned, and many business men and capitalists
who supported the movement but are
opposed
to further
fighting, will make no additional donations to the League.
Some Republicans profess to believe that at
tacks will be made upon the unprotected villages,inhabit edby negroes and northern people,
but disinterested observers cannot believe that
such is the case. There is no evidence that the
southern elemeut wishes to molest private eitizeus, aud on alt sides it is admitted that personal property was never more secure than at
present.
Gov. Kellogg believes that a war of extermination will he waged on the negroes, but
Mr, Penn says that suchiau idea was never en-

tertained.

The negroes insulted a white girl in a horse
car, yesterday, aDd the Bulletin says, ‘*if the
authorities cannot keep these negroes in check
we both can and
will, and warn them now that
unless they move promptly an example will be
made that will
effectually
prevent a recurrence
of these outrages.”
Scores
young men have sworn to take
Kellogg s life, and were anything to happen to
b,m
Ike present juncture, military rule
wouldaJ
have to follow, as neither the Liet. Gov.
Secretary of State nor Speaker of the House,
who are his lawful
successors,have yet returned
to New Orleans.
Last evening the Chief of Police,
having been
informed of the
threatening movements of tho
White Leages, communicated with
Gen, Penny packer, commauder of the forces here. Durthe
ing
consultation he stated that from information he had received he believed further
rioting might be expected within a day or two,
aud Requested the General to hold his men in
readiness to assist in quelling disturbances.
The commander stated subsequently that while
he did not for a moment believe the people to
be so mad as to make an attack ou the Sta'e
House or Gov, while there was so large a force
of soldiers in the city,he thought it advisable to
comply with the request of the police department.

[Special.]
Abdaction.
Lewiston, Sept. 23.—The two girls, Mary
A. and Georciana Perkins, abducted from
Saco last week, were found iu Lewiston to-day,
A Case of

by City Marshal Durgin of Saco, who took
them home.
They Were abducted by a Mrs.
Henrietta Cox alias Dean, and were found at
her house in Lewiston. She and her putative
husband. Freeman Cox, are under arrest The
intended for purposes of debauchery.
girls
Sale of the 8<aie Lands,
Bangor, Sept. 23.—The sale of State lauds
were

advertised) was Completed to-day, bringing
Timber lands in
an aggregate of §145,553.63.
Oxford, Franklin, Piscataquis and Aroostook
sold at 35J cents to $1.30.
Bight to cut timber
till 1884 on B16, Somerset, sold to C. P. Stetson of BaDgor at 20| to 31J cents.
Bight to cut
on reserved lots in Aroostook, Franklin and
The
Penobscot sold at 27 to §1.75 per acre.
largest purchasers were Edward Wiggin of
Fort Kent, E. S. Coe, Moses Giddings, A. D.
Manson and S. D. Thurston of Bangor, F. E.
as

A number of promKeed of Bath and others.
inent Portland men were present, but the only
who
one making a purchase was G. F. Foster,

bought 16,000 acres, township 4 B 5.
Bingham’s Kennebec Purchase,

Korth of
B.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Speech by Hr. Beecher.
Concord, Sept. 23 —There were nearly 4000
people at the cattle show and fair iu this city
to-day drawn thither to hear Bev. H. W.
Beecher’s address. He spoke for thirty min-

labor, confining his remarks
almost entirely to the subject. The aature and
primitive condition of man was considered at
length, after which he spoke of the educating
force of work in individuals and its wealth
creating power in relation to society. Working, he said, is not drudging; it is going to
school. By men and industry man is largely
educated in the eariier period of his existence.
Work is a blessing, without which there can
be no iudividual excellence. Society cannot be
strong or secure that is not founded upon the
laboring classes. Being obliged to work for
food, raiment and shelter is a great benefit to
mau.
It is God’s distributive whipping. When
men are cared for by nature they are not worth
being cared for. Men bv working become fortile in expedients aud ricu in mind and expe
rieuce. He deprecated the idea of men working through a lifetime to take the necessity of
work from their hoys, aud said that by so doing
they were made purposeless and shapeless.
Woe be to the girl who is brought up not to
These are misfortunes
know how to work.
There are
enough that fall upon the fair sex.
sudden revolutions in affairs that more often
fall like pitiless storms upon their heads than
upon those of men; but of ell adversities the
foolish mother for a fair daughter is the worst.
It you would produce the best crops, bring up
hoys that know how to work and are not
■ashamed of it. He who seeks to gain a livelihood without returning an equivolent for it, is
I look upou the progress of industry
a thief.
in our land as the most auspicious circumstance
of the times.
He took strong ground against the eight hour
system of work, and said that unless such a
war cry be carefully controlled it will lead to
He alluded to
demoralization and mischief.
the effect of war upon the industries of the
would
but
it
be
benefitted by
thought
country
the respect for labor. A better political econo
my invites us now. The East and West the
North and South are united by a common necessity for labor. Variety aud not identy that
makes nations stiong.
utes

or more on

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Fall River Horror.
Fall River, Sept. 23.—To-day the coroner’s
inquest has taken the testimony of various parties connected with the fire department.
It
all tends to show that the alarm was struck
wrong; that in spite of this the companies were
on hand within five minutes after the
alarm:
that the crowd interfered and hinded the fireto put
men by taking ladders aud attempting
them up; that the largest ladder when splicad
aud would
or connected was (io feet in length
not reach the sixth story; and that the long
ladder was not strong enough to support more
than two persons at the top.

NEW YORK.
Various Matter*.

The Court of Appeals has decided to favor
the heirs of Martin Kolbtleish of Brooklyn,
against Miss Wad*, who claimed heavy damThe estate will
ages for breach of promise.
now be divided up among the survivors.
Ool. Wood, charged with loaning a one thousand dollar counterfeit bond, was discharged

to-day.

The seventeenth anniversary of the Fulton
street prayer meeting was observed to-day. Rev.
Drs. Verrinlyer and McVickar made addresses.
John Appleton, of the firm of D. Appleton
& Co., aud his wife were seriously injured by
being thrown from their carriage last eveniug.
It is believed that they will recover from their

Two more sloops of war are expected at New
Orleans to-day. A tug with powder aud shell
for the monitor arrived last evening.
Seven
wmyamra ui
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dered into camp live miles from the city.
Late last night the White League was again
in sessiou, aud it is understood that it was decided to use every effort to increase the membership. At a late hour Capt. Hav, aid-decamp to Gen. Emory, waited upou Gov. Kellogg, and was requested by him to inform the
General of the movements of the League and
ask him to keep forces iu readiness for immediate action. During the eveuiug the Governor also held
a
consultation with Secretary
Cowen and discussed the advisability of prosecuting the leaders of last Monday’s fight for
treason. The Governor afterwards telegraphed
to A. P. Field, Attorney General, asking him
to come to New Orleans immediately.
It is
believed that he wishes to consult him and
then proceed at once in the preparation of an
indictment against those prominent in the riot.
During the night the following despatch was
received by U. S. Marshal Packard, signed by
State Senator Weber:
Bayou Sara, Sept. 22.—Tlis whites are again
under arms here and petroling without authority. Some are disguised and are goiug in the
country to kill negroes.
Troops alone can
quiet them.
Aud at a later hour the following was received:
Bayou Sara, 10 p. m.—A movement is on
foot here by the White League to renew the
troubles of the past week.
They are arming
and will move on us here or proceed to East
Feliciana.
The Leaguers are thirsty fur
blood.
Troops will probably be sent to the points indicated.
The Tribune’s New Orleans despatch states
that the reported determination of Kellogg to
arrest and try the leaders of the late riots, under the stats laws, caused great excitement, and
it was believed tnat any attempt to carry out
such a determination will result in bloodshed
aud armed resistance. The army officers oppose such a proceeding as bad faith towards the
surrendered party. The threatened search of
private houses for aliegsd missing state arms
will be resisted unless the search is made by
United Stales officers. Messrs. McEuery and
Penn will issue a circular to-day urging all
citizens to return any state arms in their possession.
A More Peaceful Report.
Nashua, Sent 22.—Governor Kellogg telegraphs to Attorney General Williams as follows:
Reports from the country show that iu a
number of cases where the parish officers have
been ousted, the old incumbents are going back
perceably. The country is quieter than was
expected, aud iu the city all is quiet. So far no
reports have been received from Red River.

POLITICAL.
New York Republican Convention*
New York, Sept. 23.—The Republican State
Convention met here to-day. Hon, E. D. MorFew office holders are present.
gan presided.
The following ticket was re-nomiuated by acclamation: Governor, John A. Dix; Lieutenant
Governor, Gen. Johu C. Robinson; Canal Com
missioner, Alex. Barkley; State Prison Inspector, Thomas Kirkpatrick; Judge of Court of
Appeals, Alex. S. Johnson.
Judge Pierrepont, from the committee on resolutions, submitted the following:
First, That the Republicans of New York
reaffirm the principles so often approved by the
people, aud poiul to the past achievements of
their party as a pledge that it is equal to every

requirement.
Secoud, That we demand obedience to the
laws aud the full protection of every citizen in
the enjoyment of liis rights against the assaults
of ku-klux assassins and white league revolutionists, who are encouraged by every Democratic succsss, this protection to be given by the
states if they can aud will, but if the states fail
by the general goverument. in strict conformity
new

with the constitution and laws.
Third, That an armed attempt to subvert the
recognized government of a state is revolution,
and revolution must be suppressed and the supremacy of the law maintained at every cost.
Fourth, That the public faith must be preserved inviolate and the public debt be paid in
coin.
Fifth, That we oppose any i nflation of the
paper currency and endorse the President’s
veto of the inflation act, and|we are in favor of
a return to specie payments of such action on
the part of the goverument as will speedily se
cure that result.
Sixth, That taxation, whether national or
state, whether direct or indirect, should be kept
atltlie lowest practicable poiut permitted by an
economical administration and the requirements of the public credit, and snould Ire so adjusted as to be the least burdensome to all
classes.
Seventh, That the administration of President Grant has been true to its pledges aud
distinguished by achievements in domestic and
foreign policy unsurpassed in the history of the
country.
Eighth, That the administration of Gov. Dix
in its purity, dignity and wisdom, has fufilled
the highest expectations of the people, and we
point especially to the management of the state
the past ten years.
Speeches were made bv Senator Conkling,exWoodford and others.
Gov. Morgan, Gen.
Isaac H. Bailey of the State Committee, read
an address to the people, which
was adopted.
The conventiou throughout was harmonious and

enthusiastic.

WASHINGTON.
Of Intercat to Nntioanl It nulls.

Washington, Sept. 23,—The Comptroller of
the Currency, having ascertained that certain
national banks were in the habit ot drawing
drafts on their correspondents in New York, at
GO and !K) days date, acceptance waived, has
advised these institutions that such issues are
in violation of the national hank act, and will
subject the bauk to a forfeiture of its charter.
The Comptroller will commence proceedings, if
Other
necessary, to prevent sncli practices.
national hanks are in the habit of furnishing
depositors with checks drawn one day afte*
date, instead of on demand, to evade Llie law
requiring

a

two cent

stamp.

The Potter Rnilroml

l.air.

Milwaukee, Sept. 23—In the Supreme
Court at Madison yesterday, a motion was argued for an injunction to compel the Prairie

du Chien division of the Milwaukee & St. Paul
This divisltailroad to obey the Potter law.
ion was excluded from the recent injunction,
for the reason that it had an old territorial
charter which was not subject to the provisions
in the state constitution, receiving the right to
alter or repeal a general act passed by the territorial legislature in 183’J, hut it has since
beenjdiscovered to contaiu exactly the same
provisions that were afterward incorporated In
tlie state constitution. The court reserved its
desitiou until tliu 2>Jth inst., but uo doubt,is expressed that au injunction will he issued.
NETEOKOLOUICAL.
probabilities for thb

next

twenty-four

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer,. Washington, D. C.,
Sept. 24, (1 A. M.) J
For New EuKlauil,
stationary harometar and temperature, light,
various south and west winds aui partly
cloudy weather.
A collision took place on the Boston & Alltailroad yesterday near Boston, caused
by the conductor of a freight train, which had
broken down, neglecting to send a signal hack
Several cars aid
to stop another freight train.
an engine were smashed but no one was injured.

bany

The great boat race between Brown and Morris will take place at St. John the 25th inst.
Robert Pierce, who murdered his wife with
an axe last April iu
Vienna, N. Y., was captured in Chicago yesterday.

FINANCIAL

in

Alabama.

JNEW
states

xokk, »ept. c.i.—a Washington special
that advices lroin Alabama represent
probable trouble and bloodshed there soon. Negroes are shot down ou the slightest provocation, and an army officer there says that many
murders have taken place which were never
made public. The Attorney General is satisfied
that the general government will have to protect the colored citizens there, and tho President is determined to make an example of
some of tho ringleaders.
Troops will be sent
there.
TEliEERAllS.
The internal

revenue

receipts yesterday

were

§403,122.
DeBeaumont, the French geologist, is dead.
A crowd of New York sporting men have

St. John to witness the Morris-Brown
boat race. The bets are in favor of Brown.
John Kelly is preparing a “statement” iu re-

gone to

ply

Mayor Havemeyer’s charges.
The yellow fever is still raging at Pensacola.
President Grant has appointed Hazard Stevens of
Washington Territory, to adjust the
rights of citizens sf Great Britain within the
limits of the territory awarded to the United
States by tho decision of tha Emperor of Gerto

many.
The contrast for stamped envelopes and newspaper wrappers for four years has-beeu awarded to the Plimpton Manufacturing Company of
Hartford, Conn.
The Postmaster General lias issued an order
fixing the salary of letter carriers, by which
those in cities of 100,000 population shall have
a salary not exceeding §000 a year, and in cities
of less population a salary not exceeding §800.
Ex-Congressman Morrisey punched ex-Consul Butler’s nose iu a New York bar room for
calling John Kelly an Irish thief. Butler is
the General’s nephew.
Passenger rates for Liverpool have been reduced to §12 and §15 from New York. The
Cuuard line will spend a half million to defeat
any other liue ou the Boston route.
Henry Ward Beecher made a speech at the
St, Johnsbury, Vt., fair Tuesday. He was most
cordially received.
Uuited States officers are afterCol. Whiteley,
late of the secret service bureau.
At a meeting of the representatives of the
cotton manufacturing corporations at Boston
yesterday, it was voted to recommend that the
jiroduction of goods be reduced oue-tnird until
the proper relations between cost and production be re-established.
ft has been ascertained that eleven of the
crew of the Swedish bark which went ashore
on the coast of Nova Scotia ou the 8th iust.
were

drowned.

shipping extra at 5 00® 5 40unside price fur inferior,
Wheat
closing quiet; Southern flour at 5 25 ® 9 00.
—receipts 42.543 bush; the market is heav v and 1 @
2c lower; Spring more active and decidedly firmer
for Winter; sales 203,000 bush: No 3 Chicago at 1 08;
No 2 Chicago 1 10 @ 1 12;No 2 North Western Spring

AND COlUiHEKClAL

Week Ending Sept. 23, 1874.
Tiade has been busy the past week, and the markets show a decided improvement. The volume of
business has, despite the storm, been fair, and purchasers are making their appearance in largo numbers. The money market has been a little stitter>
owing to the Louisiana troubles. Gold closed on

Wednesday,, Sept. 23, at 100 J.
Apples show no change. Beans are quiet. Butter
is higher, the best grades commanding 32 a>37c, and
store 25@30c. Cheese i» quiet, with an upward
look. Coal is quickening a little. Coffee is quiet.
Cooperage is dull. Copper is active. Cordage is act- |
ive. Drugs and dyes are more active, and show au
improvement. Dry goods exhibit a better feeling,
and sales are good. Duck is in good demand for
Portland manufactures. Fish are unchanged this
week. The catch has been rood, but has not reduced the prices as yet. Flour is firm and there is
no perceptible movement.
The freights have been
advanced a little, which will advance the prices a
few cents per bbl. Fruit is plenty, and pi ices are
depressed. The best crates of peaches can be bought
for $2 50, Raisins are lower, layers being quoted
at $3 25@3 50. Grain is rather unsteady. The dealers in Chicago and New York are trying to run a
“corner/* but have not succeeded as yet, although
tho prices have been advanced. Mixed corn is quoted
at ^ I 07, yellow at $1 08, meal at $1 05 and oats at
68@70c. Uay exhibits no change. The new crop
was good, but has not been put into tlie market to

•

auy extent. Iron remains firm, but prices are ruling
rather low. Laid is rather unsteady and a sudden
advance in

prices is expected. During
once

twice

or

a

few

the past week
cents, but bas

got back, and prices are now quoted as they were
last week, kegs and tierces 15f5}16 and pails 17@17ic
Toofl.nr

ohnmo

is

Tha

a

little

more

good the prices will of
are

lower,

and

course

be

reduced

}

rather

depressed just at present. The best grades of
aro a little higher, while the trade is
very
active. Varnish is steady with no change in prices.
The wool market is unchanged.

toliicco

Milwaukee, Sept. 22.—Flour quiet and unchanged, Wheat is steadyweak; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 044;
No 2 do at 97Jc; 97 Je seller Sept; seller Oct 94jc. Oats
scarce and higher; No 2 at 51c.
Corn dull and lower;
No 2 Mixed at 83c.
Bye is nominally; No 1 at 92c.
Barley steady; No 2 Spring 111 cash and seller for
Sept.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo
3|c: do to Oswe-

Foreign Import*.
IIABBORVILLE, NS. Br Sclir Lucknow—40 cords
wood, 30 doz eggs to A D Whidden.
WaLT_)N. NS. Br Schr P Blake—150 tons plaster to A D Whidden.

go at

by

water con

& Co.

True

Chapman
oats, Nut-

veyauce—1000 bush cornmeal to G W

Rockland Litne Market.
Rockland, Sept. 22—Market very lirra;
90e @ 1 00; Lump $1 40;'*Casks, 25c.
Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

common

lands at

Boston Stock List.

(IfWI

nn

|
1

$06,000 in the redemption of bonds. Governments
were quiet and firm.
State bonds were dull.
Kail-

GRAND

—

mortgages steady. The stock market opened
firm, an improvement from J @ $ per cent, in the

general

list before call.

The

total

transactions of

1862.112}
..........

Pomological

Gallery

117}

quotations of

Saturday Afternoon,
Frier*.

»e4

congress’hall.

IN

ny Prof. 0. S. Fowler.
Friday EveuingM* Mrpt. A.iil*.
Admission to each 50 cents.
TO GKNT8 ONLY.
SGXFAL SCIEXCB

783
Pacific Mail. 47 J
N. Y. Centra’aud Hudson Kiverconsolidated.... 10J$
Erie. 37}
Erie preferred. 5i
Union Pacitic stock..
36J
Michigan Central....
95)
Lake Shore. 77£
Illinois Central.-. 89
Chicago & Northwestern.38i
Chicago & Northwestern .preferred. 56
Chicago & ltock Island.... I03g
The lollowing were the quotations tor Paciuc Kail-

road securities:
Central Paci 6c bonds ex-di..... 91 g
Union Pacitic... w**
Union Pacificland grants...
Union Pacific income bonds...uu

Boston Boot and Shoe Market.
Boston, Tuesday, Sept. 22.
shipments of boots and shoes from this market
to places outside of New England for the past week
have .been 38,959 cases, and
cases rubbers,against
30,185 cases for the same week last year.
Total shipments since January 1, 927,200 cases,
asaiust 1.990,812 cases for the same period last year.
The shipments thus far continue to be well up to
those of last season, and there is a steady demand
to.- small lots. Buyers, however, want fresh goods,
and it is much more difficult than usual to suit them
from goods that are in stock. Manufacturers of boots

premiums
aggregate nuiouutiug

Veg-

day?,
nearly

the

in

Sl.lOo,

lists of wbicn may be obtained of Samuel Rolfe, Esq.,
comer of Congress and Chestnut Streets.
The Annual Address will be delivered by

HON. W. W. THOMAS Jr.
At City Hall.
On Wednesday Sent. 23 at 8 o’clock r. M.
to which all

are

ology,

ARRANGEMENTS
OF

sive, only.

Regular

—

TO the

Grand

Sunday Concert

—

CITY

are
be a

reducing their productions,

and there

general doterminatiou to make

of orders.

no

to
ahead

seems

goods

The Wool Market
Boston, Sept. 22 —{Reported, *or the Press.]—The
tollowing is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic^-Obio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 58 @
62c; do choice XX 55 @ 57c; ao fine X 53 @ 55c; medium 53 @ 55c: coarse 48 @ 50c; Michigan extra and
XX 50 @ 52c; fiue 49 @ 5le; medium 48 @ 50c; common 45
47c; other Western tine and X 49 @ 52c;
medium 46 @ 50c, common 45 @ 47c; pulled extra
40 @ 56c; superfine 40 @ 56; No 1, 25 @ 35c; combing fleece 55 @62c; California 20 @43c; Texas 25
@ 42c; Canada 40 @ 55c; do combing 60 @ 62; Smyrra washed 17 @ 33c; do unwashed, 14 @
23c; Buenos
Good Hope 34 @ 39c; AustralAyres 18 % 38c; Cape
i'ln
.1.^,5 oII /»
_11..
1

The market for Wool continue* in the same quiet
state previously noticed, although manufacturers are
purchasing more or leas every day, and at the close
of the week: we have no doubt the sales will add up a
fair average business. Prices are lirm and continue
to be well sustained. If there is not much pressure
to buy on the part ot manufacturers, there is certainly as little disposition on the part ot holders to
urge sales. Auy desirable lots offered at a concession
would be sure to be looked upon favorably by dealers whose stocks are already broken.
In New York speculation has been freely indulged
in during the interval since our last, but manufacturers have bought lightly. The demand for clothing material has been confined to domestic, as the
supply of foreign is light, and generally held above
the views of
In Philadelphia there has been
more inquiry for medium grades—partly speculation, but the
transactions
havo
not
been
aggregate
large. There
is a liberal stock of fine fleece here, but buyers of this
come
forward
Pulled
and tub
description
slowly.
Wools meet an active inquiry at rather better quotations. Clothing Wool is held firmly.

purchasers.

decidedly

Brighton Cattle Market.
For the weekemling Wednesday, Sept. 22.
At market for the current week: Cattle. 3117;
Sheep and Lambs, 10,838; Swine, 14,850; number of
Western Cattle, 2296; Eastern Cattle %; Working
Oxen and Northern Cattle and Milch Coy/a 425.
Cattle left over 300.
Prices of Beef Cattle, p cwt, live weight;—Extra
quality $7 5U @ 8 00; first quality $0 75 (g 7 25; second quality $6 25 @ 6 62}: third quality $5 50 @ 600;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &o., at $3 75 @

Excursion tickets sold at the office for

7.00 A.M. 8.50 A.M, and 1.05 P.M.
*‘
44
Westbrook 7.15
9.07
1.22
44
44
9.15 44
Falmouth, 7.23
1.3 1 44
44
Cumberland, 7.30 44
9.23 4’
1.39 44
44
44
Walnut Hill, 7.45 44
9.33 44
1.48 44
44
44
44
44
8.00
9.45
2.02 44
Grav,
44
44
9.56 4 4
N.Gloucester,8.12
2.13 44
44
44
44
Danville Juc,8 25
10.10 44
2.30 44
44
44
44
8.40
10.25 44
2.45 44
Auburn,
44
44
44
44
8.45
10.30
Lewiston,
2.50 44
44
44
Ar Fair Ground, 8.53
10.40 44
3.00 44
RETURNING:

Leave
Ground 12.45
1.00
Lewiston,

44

Fair

Portland,

Arrive

—

Lamb Skins 75c each.
There were not so many Cattle brought in from
as has been for several weeks past.
The
market last week closed dull and several hundred
head of Beel Cattle were left unsold at the close of
market. Cattle cost full as high at the West as they
did one week ago. The quality from that section was
better, some of the best lots selling at 7} @ sc p lb.
Prices upon all grades remaiu unchanged from our
last quotations. There wore but a few Cattle brought
iu from Maine this week, mostly Stores and Workers.
ha* not been so large
Workiug Oxen—The
this week as it has been for sever weeks past.
We
quote sales of 1 pair, girth 7 feet 2 inuues, live weight
3300 lbs, for $200; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 10 inches, 3000
ibs, tor $200; 1 pair, girth 6 feet, 8 inches. 2800 ibs. for
$165; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 5 inches, 2800 Ids, for $160;
1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 iuches, 2700 lbs, for $145; 1
pair,
girth 6 feet 6 iuches, 2450 lbs, for $135; 1 pair, girth
7 feet, 2900 lbs, for $185; 1 pair, girth 7 feet, 3150 lbs,

the West

supply

for $210.

Milch Cows—Extra $55 @90; ordinary $25 @ $50;
Store Cows $18 @ $45 p head. Most of the Cows offered in market for sale are of a common grade.—
Many of the Cows that aro in a fhir
are
sold tor Beef.
Store Cattle—Yearling* $11 @ $15; two year olds
$17 @ $28; three year olds $25 @ $45 p head. Most
of the Cattle bought in from the North are small
Steers and Cows suitable for Stores. Many of them

condition

are

sold^to slaughter.

4.00
4.15
6.00

44
4*

3.00

44

44

*4

44

44

44

44

6.00
6.10
8.00

Ad.uipani.l.
Admi-sion25cents; Reserved Seats 5s cents, f.>r

sale at Hawes’ Music Store Wednesday morning
Sept. 23.1.
Doors open at 6j, Concert at 8 o’clock.
se2l<ltw
PORTLAND

Museum

&

... H. W. Ellis
Proprietors and Managers.Sliaw W E'lts
Stage Manager.James .1 Harriets
MuMcal Director.Wm. IbuenfeHit
SeDic Artist.Griffith Morgan
Mistress oi the Wardrooe. Mrs. Elli<
Otago ^arpcuter.A. D. Pago
Property Man. Win Gulliver

THE INAUGURATION
—AND—

GRAND

OPENING

OF

Competitive DrillJ
vs.

Slicridan Cadets.

cityHall
Friday Evening,

will take place

Oct.

!

2, 1874.

Admission 50 cents; Reserved seats 73 cents.
Tickets can be bad at J. A. Merrill’s, Peny & Btirnells’s Hat stores, T. P. McGowan’s Book store, under Congress Hall, at the door and of members ot
either Company.
Reserved seats for sale at Hawes’ Music store.
Drill to commence at 8.30 precisely.
Band Concert by Chandler’s K'ull Band one
hour before the Drill.

Evening’s entertainment will

187 4-Septcmber--1874

Cheap Excursions.
Tiekets for sale till October 1st,

SARAH’S YOUNG MAN
with the

following

cast:

Sam Sloeleaf...,.Will Cahler
Mr. Moggridge.L>. Oaklev
Harry Fielding.W. Lonsdale
Mrs.

Moggridge.Mrs.

Newman

Araminta. May. Cushing
Sarah

Tibbs.Aliy Chippendalo

JA£. A. ARNOLD. Principal Baritone.

Riching’s Opera Company,

WNI. II. TILL A, Principal Tcnnr. Kellog’s Opera Com nany.
MMS CLARA FISHER, Prinaa Donna
HISS BLANCHE ELLKUMAN, Contralto.
'JNie ‘‘Piece de resistance”wil! be Bnlfe’a Charmiug Opera of the

BOHEMIAN GIRL.
Count

Arnlieim.I. A. Arnold
Florentine.Walter Birch
Captain ot the Guard.H. Osborne

Buda...-.Mrs.

Newma*>

Divilshoot.H. W. Ellis
Thaddeus.W. H. Tilla
Queen of the Gipsies.Blanche Ellern»:m
Arliue.Clara Fisher
Nobles, Soldiers, Gipsies.
ACBER’S FRA Dl A VO LO, in
SCALE OF

PRICES FOR

a

few Days.

OPEMIXQ NIGHT:

Orchestra Saloon and Dress Circle.$2 00
Balcony Circle. 1 30
Balcony and Family Circle. 1 00
Balconv Staiis at Orchestra Saloon rates
Seats may be secured without extra charge.
Doors open at 7. Curtain will rise at 7:45, Carriages may be ordered at 10:30.
se24

AUCTION SALES.

F.

O.

BAILEY.

C.

W.

ALLEN,

oc3<ltt

176 Fore Street.

Room,

Parlor Sets, Chamber Sets, Lounges. Easy
Chairs, Carpets, B. W. and Ash Extension Table, Chairs, Hair Mattresses, Crockery, Glass, Stmo
and Earthen Ware, &c.
At 11J o’clock Dry Goods, Cassimeres. Linen Towe’s, Damasks. Napkins, Shirts and Drawers, Marseilles Quilts, &c. Also an invoice of Groceries.

NEW

BAILEY

E. ©.

CO.. AictieMrin.

&

se24_U3t

Plants, Hanging Baskets, Ac.,
AT AUCTION.
TUESDAY, Sept. 29th, at 10 A. M., we shall
sell at salesroom, 176 Fore street, a very line collection of Ferns and Plauts for ferneries. Winter
blooming Carnations, White and Scarlet Bouvardias,
Heaths, Cailas, Fuchsias. Ac.; also Hanging Bas-

ON

Auctioneer.
d6t

Great Auction Sale
OF

—

—

elegant

New

Carriages.
Wc shall hold

the

Fifth Annual Trade Sale of Carriages
—

AT

—

C. 1*. KIMBALL’S

Spacious Warerooms

in

Portland,

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 30tb.
AT 11 O’CLOCK. A. M.,
and shall offer about 100 fine Carriages of our owu
make and from other well known makers, consisting
of Cabreolets, Carryalls, Pony Phaetons of various
styles. Basket Phaetons, Rockawavs, all kinds of Top
•in.I

< liu>n

KiicririM

.Inmti

VViiOdiic itf

patterns. Arc., comprudug almost every kind of Carriage used in Maine.
Evqry Carriage ottered will be sold without reserve.
Terms—All under $100, cash; over $100. 4 months
approved Notes with 7 3-10 per cent, interest.
C. P. KIMBALL.
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jr.
F. O. Bailey & Co.; Auctioneers,
Portland. Me., Sept. 22, 1874.8e23dtd

MORGAN & 1)YER,

AUCTIONEERS
—

AND

No IS
A. M.
li. u.

—

Merchants,

Commission

Exchange St., Portland.

MORGAN, I

j

i>\-Eit,

_aullrttt

HOKKAS & DYCK.

and

Carriages.

SATURDAY, Sept. 20th, at 11 o’clock, on
Market Square, we shall otter lor sale an extru-

ON
sive stock of

1874,

—

Ogdenslnirg B. R.

&

will

Extensive Aurtion Sale of Horses,

White Mountains.

Portland

commence

the Farce of

sel9d2w

BY

HOUSE !

on

Monday, Sept. 28tli, 1874.
The

Botli Companies to Brill Uptou Tactic**,
UerikCtl Edition, from page 1st to 10 4th.

—

THE ABOVE

SEW & BEAUTIFUL OPERA

44

Tho 12.45 and 4.00 P. M. trains from the Fair
are ill rough trains to Boston.
The 6.00 P.
will run through to Portsmouth.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 1st Div.
A. BROWN, Supt. 2d Div.
se!7dtd
Sept. 16. 1874.

Cortland Cadets

Opera House.

Lesseo..

44

M. train

Grand

HALL,

HM\DU:il'< BAND,
A.TIPHION ('M B.
NBLUB NT. JOHN, N.pra..,
JA*IK. W11ITNKV, TVa.r,
MINN LEAW CU1NOLKR,

Grounds

5 00.

Brighton Hides
@ 8 cents p lb. Brighton Tallow 5 & 5}c p lb.
Country Hides 7i @ 8c p lb. Country Tallow 4} @
5c p lb.
Galt Skins 14 @ 15c p lb. Sheep Skins 75c each.

fare the
Grounds.

one

the Fair

Lcave Portland,

44

—

Suuday Evening, Sept. 27th,

September 22, 23, 24 ami 25.
trip, leaving passengers at

AT

—

State Fair at Lewiston
rouud

A. M. till 10

__seHkJlw

The

——

M

until Sept. 29th intlu-

kets tilled with choice Fl ints.
F. O. HAILEY Sc CO.,
se23

—

Special Trains

and

day t'r«»in

best business etc. every
P. M. at the Falmouth Hotel

invited.

Articles for exhibition will be received until Tuesday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Tickets 25 cents, tor sale at the door and the store
ot Samuel Rolfe, corner of Cougre.-s and Chestnut
Streets.?clBd&wtd

—

WOH.IX,

NEXT SATURDAY.

Society

offered

are
to

71AX A

or

also illustrated. Corfrso Ticket a to Gents. 91.00.
Consultations as to your own and children’s Phren-

At Sales

HALL

And to continue tour

llcdacrd
tf

at

Consignments solicited.

Commencing Tuesday 22d Instant,
fiihernl

$3. and #1.

boxes

every

will hold a Qrnnd Exhibition of Frails,
etables and Flowers, in this city, at

CITY

35et*.

Parquette

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,
Every

combined with the

.uoj

..

25 eta.
50 eta.

Orchestra chain*

Society,

Portland Horticultural

18G7,...uo}

The following were the opening
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co..

ThumJar*
Cards of Admission.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 170 Fore street, commencing at 9 o’clock s\. M.

—

Maine State

the Stock Exchange were over 225,000 shares.
The following were me quotations oi uovernmect

securities:
United Stateseoupou6*s, 1881,... ..1!7|
United States5-20’s
United States 5-20’s 1864.115
United States 5-20*8 1865, old...
1152
United States 5-20’s 1865,new
1154
United States 5-20’s
United States 5-20’s 1868,....
United States new 5s.
United States 10*40 coupon.'..111 ^
Currency 6’*.

T1IE

Winter Season.

Holiday Eve Sepl. 7tl».
Now Faces Every Week.
Change of Kill Krrrr ilionda; and

(Office 15 Exchange wtrcet.J

Fruit ami Floral Silimv !

road

—

F. O. BAILEY 4c CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 170 Fore Street.

ENTERTAINMENTS^

a/>Aniinf nf inturnul

FOB THE

Fall and

ior speculation ami export.
Frankfort, Sept. 22.—United States 5-20S, 1802,
1984.

New York Stock and

<tl7

—

and firm-

Enropean Markets.
London, Sept 22—12 30 P M.—American securities
—United States 10-40s, 104>.
Liverpool. Sept. 22.—>2.30 P. M.—Cotton market
quiet and unchanged; Middling uplands 7Jd ; do
Orleans 84d; sales 14,000 bales,
including 20u0 bales

Boston
Maine Railroad.114}
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.— @ 113}

Money Market.
New York, Sept. 22—Eveninn.—Money was easy
at 2 @ 2} per cent.
linn
at 483} @481 for
Sterling
60 days and 486 @ 486} for demand.
The Custom receipt* to-day were $423,000. Gold steady throughout
the day at 109§ @ 1 09}, owning and closing at the
former; the rates paid for carrying were at 1 @ 2 per
cent.jloans were also made tiat. The Assistant Treas-

14|c.

New Orleans, Sept. 22.—Cotton active
er; Middling uplands at 14Jc.

ISales at the Broker’s Board,;Sept. 22.1
Eastern Railroad...— @ 6u3
Sales at Auction.
York Manufacturing Company.1490
Eastern Railroad \7s. 18*7.@93}
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s, 1894.101}
Laconia Manufacturing Co.470

noiil

74c.

Keeei.its—3.500 bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat.
Shipments- 4,800 bbls flour. 1.000 bush wheat.
Detroit. Sept. 22.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat steady; extra at 1 194 @ 1 19}; No 1 White at
1164; Amber Michigan 110 ® 1 11. Corn is dull aud
lower at 85c. Oats are in good demand at 55c.
Beceipts—3,000 bbls flour, 50,000 bush wheat, 00,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments -1,000 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat,0000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats, 00.000 barley.
Charleston, Sept. 22,-Cotton easy; Middling
uplands 144 @ life.
Savannah, Sept. 22.—Cotton steady and more active; Middling uplands 14gc.
Mobile. Sept. 22.—Cotton is quiot; MidUlng up-

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Eastern Railroad—Norton,
& Co 200 bis flour; G W True & Co 2 cars
ter, Kimball 1 do shooks.

Chicago, Sept. 22.—Flour is steady. Wheat is active and higher; No 1 Spring 1 02 ® 1 04; No 2
Spring
at 1 00$ on spot; 99$c seller Sept;
94gc for seller Oct;
No 3 Spring 90$ ® 91 |c; rejected
Corn
is
86®8G$c.
active and unsettled at 85$c for No 2 Mixed
cash; 84?
for seller Sept; 81|c seller Oct; closing at 83c
82
cash;
cash seller Sept; 81c do Oct; 73$ ®
74$c seller all the
year, closiug at 73$c; high Mixed 84 ® 85c; rejected
81c. Oats are dull and a shade lower at 54?c for No 2
cash; 52c seller for Sept; 49$c (lo Oct; White at 54c;
rejected 52$c. Rye steady at 91c tor No 2. Bariev is
iu fair demaud and lower at 1 04 for No 2
Spring cash
ml seller Sept; 98$ seller oct; 89c for No 3
Spring.—
Provisions—Pork is unchanged for cash sales jdernand
fair; market firm long options; 18 15 for seller all the
year IS 25 seller January. Laid i%steady at 14$c on
spot; 11$ seller for all the year. Bulk Meats quiet
and unchanged—no sales. Whiskey steady at 1 13.
Lake Freights—Com to Butfalo at
3; Wheat to
Kingston 7c.
On the calf of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
closed lower at 98$e seller for Sept, 91c seller Oct.—
Corn at 8l$c cash and for seller
Sept;79$e seller Oct.
Oats 51 $c seller Sept; 47$ @ 47$c seller Oct,
Receipts—5,000 bbls dour, 77,000 bush wheat, 110,000 bush corn, 58,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
rye, 12,000

xoledo. Sept. 22.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull and lower: No 2 White Wabadi at l 21;
No 3 White Wabash at 1 15; No 1 White
Michigan at
117; extra White Michigan at 1 22; Amber Michigan
07: seller Oct at 1 09; No 1 Bed 1 Hi; No 2 Bed at
1 0f>$; No 3 do l 03; No 2 Amber Illinois at 1
12i. Corn
IS in fair demand ana firm at 88c for
high Mixed;
80cc ior seller Sept; 844c seller Oct; low Mixed 87c.—
Oats are dull and lower; No 1 at
53c; seller Oct 534c;
Michigan at 53c; rejected 49c: White at 56c.
Lake Freights are dull aud unehauged—to Buffalo
2|; to Oswego at 54c.
Receipts—0,000 Phis flour, 40,000 bush wheat, G.0C0
bush corn, 18,000 hush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour,25,000 hush wheat, 00,000 bush corn, 12,000 bush oats.

are

Freights by

Opera House.

Formerly Music Hall, Portland, Me.
GRAND OPENING !

pulled

Cincinnati, Sept. 22.—Pork nominal. Lard quiet
and steady; summer 13J % 14c.
Bulk Meats are dull
and unsettled aud nominally at 9J @ Me for shoulders; 14J (g llje for clear rib sides; 15 .< lop' for clear
sides. Bacon is dull aud unsettled; shoulders at 104
•Si 10jc; clear rib sides at 154® 15}o; clear sides at
16HS !%• Whiskey excited aud prices higher at

On-

soon.

®

000 oust corn,
busli barley.

quoted at $3 25@;50 per
crate. Rice is lower and is quoted at 7}@9c. Salt is
unchanged, the trade being very active. Spices are
unchanged, with the exception of cassia, which is
quoted at 40@45 c. Sugars are a little firmer and
granulated is quoted at 1 If, cofiee A 11, extra C K)|c
@102, CC92 and extra C 10c. The market for tin is
ions

1 12;l 12 u) I 14 for new No 2 Milwaukee, chiefly 1 13;
1 19 for old do; 1 19 for old No 2 Minnesota; ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring at 1 09® 1 25; 1 21 @
1 28 lor No 1 Spring; 1 19® i 24 for new Winter Red
Western; 124 (gJ 1 28 for new Amber Western; 1 28
for new Amber Indiana; I 33 for new White do; 1 25
® 1 40 for White Western; also 25,000 bush old No 2
Chicago in store at 1 14$. Corn—receipts 124,000 bush:
the market opened heavy and abont lc lower, closed
rather more steady with a little better inquiry; sales
173,000 bush at 97® 98c for Western Mixed, chiefly
97c, closing buyers 97c, sellers 074c; 96 ® 97c for Western Mixeu in
store; 1 05 for White Western. Oats—
receipts 01,875 bush the market is a shade firmer and
fairly active; sales 89,000 bush at 63® 65$c for Mixed
Western; 04 @ 67c for White Western. Coftfee active
and firm: sales of 2200 bags Rio at
14$ ® 19$c in gold.
Sugar quiet and scarcely so firm; fair to good refining 8$ ®8$o; 8$ @ 8Jc tor prime; sales ot 384 hluls of
Molasses do at 7$ « 8$c; 7$ eg Kb- for Martiniqrc; >;«•
for Muscovado; 9 9-lGc lor Centrifugal; 1178 boxes of
Molasses Sugar at 7} @ 8$c. Molasses is quiet. Rice
dull. Petroleum dull and easier; crude at5c on spot
and seller Oct; refined at 12c on spot: sales 1500 bbls
seller Oct 12$c. Tallow is firm at 8$ ® 8|t. Naval
Stores—Boeiu firmer at 2 30
2 35 for strained; Spirit* Turpentine is dull at 36c. Pork is unchanged ;
sales of 50 bbl8 new mess at 23 25; sales of 100 bbls
seller Oct at 23 00 ® 23 05.
Beet quiet.
Lard firmer at 14$c for prime steam;250 seller for Sept at li^c;
250 tes seller Oct at 14$c; 250 tes sellers option six tor
months at 12$e. Butter is Urm;25 (eg 30c lor Western;
30 ® 43c for State. Whiskey lower at l 07$ (eg 1 os.
Wool hrm; domestic fleece a 43 ® 65c;
at 33
@ 45c; unwashed 17 @ 36c.
to
without
decided
Freights Liverpool
change; Cotton per steam at $d; Corn per sail at 4d; Wheat i»er
sail at 4$d; Flour per steam 2s.

Shipments 5,000 bbls flour, 106,000 bush wheat.10.75,OUO bush oats, 0,000 bush rve. 5.0U0

active; as fall building is
in order, a slight advance in prices is the result.
Molasses is very active, and the supply is hardly
equal to the demand. We have no change to note in
prices. In naval stores we notice that turpentiue
has fallen a few ceuts and is now quoted at 40@45c.
Paints are unchanged. Plaster is firm at former
prices. Produce is advancing in prices. Eggs are
23@25c, and potatoes 60@05c. There is a slight “corner” iu potatoes just now. The farmers are
holding
them back to advance the prices, but as the crop is
Lumber

Ward’s

export and home usewithout decided change iu
price and scarcely so much doing; sales 14,300 bbls;
Western and State at 4 40® 5 85; White Wheat
Western extra at 5 85 ® 6 40; extra Ohio at 5 10 ®
6 85; extra St Louis at5 35 ® 9 00; including 5800 bids

Review ol Portland Market*.

it has advanced

entertainments.

for

@ 82}c.

THE SOUTH.
Iniprndiug Bloodshed

Domestic Market*.
New York. Sept. 22—Evening.—Cotton quiet and
unchanged; sales 2452 hales; Middling upland* at
I6$c; forward deliveries advanced 3-16c on Sept, and
on later months advanced
l-32®l-ltic, Flour—receipts 14,003 bbls; the market is in moderate request

A London despatch says that Charles Swain
the poet, is dead.
A Carlist despatch from Toloso reports that
Brig Gen. Perula has carried the village of
Bicoruu by storm, totally defeating ten battalions under Geu Morioues, with a heavy loss to
the latter.
The Republican state convention of Missouri
met at St. Louis yesterday.
Resolutions were
passed re afiiuiiug the natioual platform of
1872 and declaring that while they are Republicans as ever, they refrain from making separate nominations to the end that all good men
may unite to overthrow the present corrupt
aud incompetent Democratic government of
that state.

_

__

au oiaer oi arrest uas oeeu issuea ior v icio-

ria Woodhull for debt.
Service of the summons and complaiutsiu
the libel suit of Edna Dean Proctor vs. the
Graphic was made to-day.
It is reported that Henry Ward Beecher lias
retained William M. Evarts as senior counsel.

i

ill'll*

injuries.

HOURS

Ward’s Oi-kra House.—The hail was well
filled again last evening to witness the last performance of the present programme.
The
whole performance was excellent and was as
well received. This is the last week of several
of the stars, and all should see them before

THE

Chapter of Royal Arch MaMaine,” at its forty-ninth annual con-

ings o£

new and second hand Carri wes in great
variety, comprising Top Buggies, Pbetow, »itto
spring Wagons, Carryalls, Concord Wagons, Beach
Wagons, &c., &c. A Iso Harues ee iu all qualities*
with a number ol Horses, &c., «&c.

Dealer*

ami

owner*

of farr uget and

Horne*, intended for tlii* Male, will plea**
give early attention that they may be rep*e2ldlw
re »en led on the Catalogue.

i^ortxLanix
—TO—

LAKE and Return,
BKIOGTON or IIAKKISON nud

MEBAGO

75

Rein ru,

$1.50

MOUNT PLEASANT and return,
NORTH CON WAV nud return,
UPPER BAttTLETl or K KM I*

Glen

Houm*

anil

return

15.00

Ticket ofllcc at E., M. C., and r. &

tion.
Trains

via

Uou«e,

Sta-

O. R. R.

m., 1.30 and 6.00 p.
j.
CHAS. H. FOYE. G. T. A.
Portland, Sept. 3, 1874.

leave 8.40

a.

Horse Blankets !

5.00

3.00

nnd return*
.‘1.50
CRAWKOKO HOUSE nnd return, 0.50
GLEN IIOLsE nud retiiru*
O 50
SUMMIT IT, WASHINGTON via
t'rnwford

Horse Blankets,
Au iu voice

500 HORSE

dtf

BLANKETS

of diflerent qualities, from tlie m»uuiac‘.nrer, will l,
sold this week at

Eess than cost to Jlsinul'sicture.
Now is the time to buy lor tue Winter.

m.

Hamilton, supt.

of

15

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,
rest.
Exchange Street mul 1 •<> Fore St
«wP»

se23

_

_

MISS L1ZZIE NORTON,

STAKEJVOTICE.

and Lambs—From the West there was a
supply, all owned by one lirm, costing, landed at
Brighton, from 6 @ 7c
lb. From the North there

for 'WInilham,
Kaymoml, South Casco
Teacher of Vocal Music,
STAGE
Naples and Briilgton will hereafter leave the
office of the Eastern

Swiue—Store Pigs, wholesale, 6} @ 7c p lb; retail
7 @ 9c p lb. Fat Hogs-priees at 8 @ 81c p lb.

Order Book at U, 8 Hotel and Eipreu
OlUcc.
sc-3Ulw*

Sheep

fair

was a

good supply.

A. M.

Express Co, dally

at 7

o’clock

NO. 122 STATE STREET6c23

OluiTJUf

..

MISCELLANEOUS

'X'HE PRESS.

THE

Wholesale Price Current.
Corrected for tbePaass to Sept. 23, 1874.

Pori land

BAXTER

91

00 Sheet & Pipe..
9@
8 (ffi
14 Pig...
Ceather.
16

do

14 @
eastern.
Ashes.
11
@ H|
Pearl,** ft.
y @ 11
..

V

.Beano-

PORTABLE

8|

Light.
Mid.Weight

28 @ 30
29 @ 31
29 @ 31
38 @ 43
Slaughter..
Ain. Call.1 00 @110

Heavy

14J@

15
15

Cumberland.. 50@ 9 00
Pictou.7 50 @8 00
Chestnut.7 00 @7 50
Franklin.9 00 @9 50
L’gh&W.Ash. .8 00@ 8 50

@

Cienfuegos new

35

Y. M. sueatmng
igzz
Bronze do.
@ 22
Y. M. Bolts,.. 30 @

ALWAYS UNIFORM.ILLUMINATING DUALITIES

Cordage.

ba

@

Bank,.
Shore,.
Porgie,

58
50

@
@
45®
81 @
86 @

08
00
50
82
87
@ 1 20
1
75
@
@2 12
@ 1 50
@ 60

....

Red Wood....

Cod, per qtl.,
L’ge Shore,.

4 75

11

Ex

Pork,

Plate,..

Hams,.

HARTFORD, CONN.,

lb,..

Frank H.

7

Malt.

Turk’s Is. -p
hhd.(Sbus),.
St. Martin,..
Bonaire,
Cadiz,duty pd
Cadiz,in bond

@

37*@

2

2

No

lr»}'dl<>

17^17}
17

®17£

108FULTON ST.

NEW

YORK,
Capen, Sprague & Co.,

Nos. 6 and 8 Custom House Street,
BOSTON,
NEW

AGENT.

ENGLAND

WONDERFUL J

$10.

Extra Insurance to Pay !

In ehoit it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the above
particulars.
COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared no
expense iu getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, so thfc
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly iuiercliangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and in case
of breakage, the briflteti part cau be immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in view, in its
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
ot light mechanical work, and that should also com-

@ 3 00
@ 3 00
@ 2 50

Liverpool,duty
paid,.2 75 @ 3
Liv. in bond,. 2 50 @ 2

Gr’nd butter,

25
Mec»l*.

00
75

@

9| @

bine all that is

second i>olnt was, to make a perfect cut-oft
steam expansively, and keeping up
the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss by
The

Engine, working

radiation

PROPORTIONED

Machinery for

—

MACHINE,
WITH

TABLE AND

...

...

...

...

....

....

.,.

...

....

....

OgdensburgR.R.Bonds,gold,

....

COPARTNERSHIP.'

ROUNDS-k

acres

3d div.

No. 11,

I

350

Maybery, Jefferson, Gorbam, 2£ acres
100
bonght of S. Lombard.
McDonald, Jercme B, Portland, land
near new

river

bridge,

Palmer, Prank, Buxton,
owned by J. Davis,
Palmer, Richard, Buxton, land

near

strange ettect it produced on an animal who bad
accidentallly swallowed a large quantity. Owing to
this circumstance he was led to make many experiments on the lower animals, and he soon discovered
that it bad a very peculiar ettect on the Nervous System. This induced him to experiment both on himself
and some of his patienis, and such was the wonderfully beneficial eflects. and so rapid the cure of those
afflicted with nervous diseases, that I)r.
Lotbrop
came to the conclusion that he had discovered a new
and valuable addition to the medicines oi tbe
pharmacopeia. He soon found that tliia medicine,in eonjunction with some others, cured nervous diseases ol
all kinds with a certainty and
rapidity of which he
had no previous conception.
A tew words on that special disease
generally known
as Nervous Debility or Weakness. This is in most cases
brought on by total ignorance of the fearful pernicious effects, but it is also brought on in
many cases
brought on through no fault of th© person afflicted,
but by disease, long confinement, and several other

causes—but in all cases the ettect on the constitution
is the same. Heretofore, there has been no cure for
this disease, but Dr. Lotbrop, having put up this
medicine in the form of CORDIAL BALM OF S/RICCJ.Vl AND TONIC PILLS, combined with other
medicines, offers them to all sufferers as a safe and
speedy cure. Our Lunatic Asylums are full c! patients, in many cases brought thither by the effects
ot Nervous Debility. Many thousands suffer in silence, hopeless of relief, having often been deceived
by unprincipled quacks. Such is not the case with
Dr. H. F.(bar Tfithrftn'fi POPOI AT. PAT VT 01? CVUI
CUM and TONIC PILLS. A very short trial will
demonstrate their efficacy.
Any who suffer from the effects of over indulgence
in tobacco, or alcoholic stimulants, Palpitation of the

Heart, St. Vitus* Dance, Epilepsy, Nervous Headache, Sleeplessness, Restlessness during Sleep, Loss
of Memory, irritability, Nervousness, Twitching of
the Nerves, and all other Nervous Diseases, will find
this medicine a real blessing.
Should any person into whose hands this notice
comes, have a tiiend whom he knows or thinks is afflictediwith any Nervous Disease, Nervous Debility,
etc., be will confer a real kindness on his friend by
sending it to him, so as to give him an opportunity
of being cured by the use of Dr. Lotlirop’s CORDIAL
BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS.
Sold by all Druggists.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
IV. F. Whipple & C*o,, Johh W. Perkins
& Co.* W. W. Phillips & Co.,

jyl4

MACHINES

SAMPLE

con-

iurwarueu

a

to

any

part

oi

yvonuou

trio

ot TEN DOLLARS !
Special terms and extra inducements to male and
temale agents, store-keepers, Ac. County rights given to smart agents free.
Samples of sewing, descriptive circulars containing terms, testimonials, engravfree.
All
sent
Ac.,
money sent in Post Otlice
ings,

receipt

Money Orders, Drafts, or by Express, are perfectly
Sate delivery of our goods guaranteed.
All orders, communications, etc., must be addressed to

Hope Manufacturing Co.
NEW YORK.

Indorsed and prescribed by the leading physicians
the country, as being the GREATEST
yet presented to the medical public. It
immediately and certainly relieves

throughout

ANT-ACID

Heartburn,
Sourness or

Indigestion,

AS A

It is

superior to any other preparation, requiring no
persuasion to induce them to take it, and is also peculiarly adapted for females during pregnancy.
It is a positive preventive against the lood oi infants
souring on the stomach. In cases ot

600
190

Milk of

T'mxHvrvn'vr k mTAV k t

ill be held in
in the year 1876, an
v

of the

Mine.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
United States, Canadas

2 00

DODD’S

Soil and
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Exhibition will he ppened on the 19th of April
and closed on the 19th of October.
The

APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE.
space for exhibits in the Buildings or the
Park, early application should be made. The necesfoirns
for
sary
applications, together with the Regulations tor Exhibitors and needed information, will
be forwarded on application to the Office of the Cen
tennial Commission.
A. T. GOS HORN,
secure

Advertisements receineil for every Paper in the
C luted States and British Provinces at the
lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuuraished.
HORACE DODD.

ESTABLISHED IN 1840.

S. HI. PETTENGELL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

No. 10

PORTLAND

inces.

T. C. EVANS,

Sate

Deposit Vaults,

No. 97

SAFES TO RENT in*ide the
from $15 to $60 per annum

Vault* at

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood ami Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
lowest prices. Send for estimates.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO,,

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stock*, Bono*,
and other valuable* received.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of VALUE RECEIVED at rate* varying according to the size of package and val
nation
COLLECTION

and REMITTANCE
Interest and Dividends attended to.

el

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
-ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

BATES

e

1(H) EXCHANGE STREET

JOHN T.

'ate °*

D. R. Locke, o Locke <£
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice
newspapers.

ROGERS,

No. 160 Commercial
HEAD OF UNION
iin/l intoiul tn

nn

V.nI

Street,

Daily Press Printing House

Music Schools. Conventions,
aud the higher Common

__l

«

Every

description

ol

Work

COAL AND WOOD.
fDARLEfl r. ROENDM,
W.

promptly

and

carefully executed

or

Schools.
Per Dozen, $7.50.

v_/o-'

-m.

vyxv i. jQi.

Recently enriched by the addition of “Czf.bny’b
Letters on the art of Playing the Piano”
and of “Schunaxn’s Maxims.” It is now a book
of 260 large pages.
Price $3.75.
All books mailed, post-paid, for the retail
price.

__d&w2w
Administratrix of the estate of
ISAAC DYER, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; ami all persons indebted
to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
of

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that tne subscriber has been duly appointed and taken upon
liiinself the trust of Administrator with the Will an-

NOTICE

mid at the Lowest Prices.

nexed of the estate ot

ELIJAH FULTON, late of Raymond,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonus as the law
directs. All persons having deof said deceased, are required
♦«a«l!!fnUA>0.Vthe CHtatent'd
all persons indebted to said
B?lne;
I are called
estate
upon to make payment to
HENRY C. PEABODY, of
Portland,
Aunninbtrator with the Will annexed.
Raymond, July 21,1874.
sel0dlaw3wTh*
in the

is hereby
er lias been duly
111 in Bell the trust ot

Notice

given,

retir'd

ettate are called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL P.
oi Deering,
F dniouth, Sept. 15, 1871.

Adm’r

231aw3w.W

Found.
orders for hacking left at Gallison &
Colby b
ALL65 Spring Street,
will be promptly attended to

^

HARKS,

J. RYAN.

dlw*ttf

For Sale.

flourishing village ot Milton Mills, N. H.
My Stock and trade in Millinery,Dry, and Fancy
the

IN
Good*.

Having a splendid trade, and the best location in the village, with low rent, and the best, reafor selling. Small capital required, the Village
is goowing very fast, and this is the only store of the
kind in the place. A splendid chance for a Dress
Maker, all which will be sold at a bargain. Those
looking for a business would do well to investigate at
once. Enquire of MRS. W. P. FARNHA vi, Milton
Mills, N. II.
ft23codlw*
sons

tt?”

and’iriven

BATCHELDER,

ML

*

of the estate
WILLIAM C. STONE, late of
Falmouth
County of Cumberland, deceased
bonds as the law directs.
All persons'
having demam si upon the estate of Bald deceased
are
t) exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
sd
in the

un-

prismatic

colors and refractoo u u d in Pebbles
renders them espec- [Trade Mark] i a 11 y desirable.
Being ground with
great care, they are
tree from all imperfections and
impurities. They are
mounted in Gold, Silver,
Shell, Rubber ami Steel
frames and will last
many years without change.
For sale only by our
Agents.

always_=Jf

MANAGER.
hereby given that tlic subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the

N01

ICE is

estate of

BENJAMIN WILLIS, late ot Brookline, Mass.,
deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered
in the County of
Cumberland, and given bonds as
the law directs. All persons
having demands upon
the estate of said deceased are
required to exhibit
the same; ami all
indebted
to said estate are
persons
called upon to make payment to
LEWIS PIERCE, of Portland,
Administrator with the Will annexed.
,,
Portland, Sept. 15. 1874.
sel8dlaw3vvT*

is

PORTLAND,

the trust of

Look for Trade Mark.
In-'r>

Clapp,

New

stamped

No peddlers Employed.
dlawT&wly

at public auction on the 17th
day ot Oct. A. U.
1874. at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, on the
premises,
all the right, tale and interest Keziah H. Brown has
in the lollowing desenhed real estate
viz'
One-half cl eight acres of
buildings
thereon and mill privilege connected therewith
in
common and undivided, situated in
Windham and
“-''arrows privilege,” at the outlet of
Little Sebago Pond.

';e

CHAS. JONES,
Guardian ol Keziah II. Brown.
V\ indhara. Sept. 7, 1874.
w3w37
c

NHotice.
on

against the town oi

Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfleld

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Jyitf

Windham,

FELLOWS,

The

1.20 p.

at

m.

Broad Gauge Train from Lewiston to
Portland will leave Lewiston at 4.15
p. in.,on Friday,
the 25th September.
Ihe New lime Table on which the
times of theso
trains are based will come into
operation on Monday, the 21st September. See advertisement.
On Monday, the 28th
September, the Trains on
the entire lino of the G. T. R., except tho River
du Loup Branch, will be run on the Narrow
Gauge,
and on Tuesday, the 29th
September, the regular
train service on the River du Loup Branch will be
resumed.
last

Passenger trains leave Portland dali°r Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *2.00 A. M. t9.lo a
M„ U3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth aud Dover
daily,
(Sundays excepted), at 9.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. in.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M., *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 7.30
and 18.15 A. M. tl2.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 p. Al.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 7.30 and 118.13 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.30,
10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 10.00 and tl0.20
A. Al.. 113.05
Al., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. Al.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath. Rockland. Auusui, n aiervuie anu naowuegan, at |7.00 A. 31.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for
Lewiston, Farmington, Walerville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. 31.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lew iston, Rockland, Augusta.
Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at

^Skowhegan,

Secretary

&

Conway Railroad.

The 8.15 A. 31. train from Boston arrives in Portin season for passengers to take the cars of
the
P. <& O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. 31. train &o-n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway tor
31ontreal, Gucbec and
all uarts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Boulton, Calais, St. John,

land

hai-

ilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland. &c.
A fieight train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morniug, dots not cum
Monday

morning.

t Accommodation train

[Fast Express.

1IME.

OF

On

and

alter

^Wggljiyjjap
•WrlB trains will

Monday, Sept. !4tli,

follows until further

run as

notice:

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.15
p.

a.

m.

m.,

1.30

Leave Bemis for Portland at 11.15 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25 a, m.
11.30 a. m.
Leave North Conway for Portland at 5.55 a.m.
12.00 m.

CONNECTIONS.
Steamer to Naples,Bridgton aud Harrison connects

at. Sebago Lake stauon on arrival o 1 1.30 r>. m. train
from Portland.
Stages at South Windham by 7.15 a. ra. for Windham, Raymond, Casco, Naples and Bridgton.
Stages at Baldwin by 7.15 a. m. for Cornith, Porter,
ICezar Fall?, <£e.
Stages at Brownfield by 1.30 p. m. for Denmark
and Bridgton.
Stages at Fryeburg by 1.30 p. m. for Lovell, &c.
Stages at Bemis by 7.15 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. for
Crawford House and White Mountains.
5.25 a. m. from Upper Bartlett connects in Portland with the 9.10 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving
there in season for all routes south and west.
11.15 a. m. from Bemis connects with 3.15
p.m.
Portland to Boston by which connection is made in
Boston with night via Springfield or shore line for
New York, &c.
,,

,10

Portland, Sept. 12, 1874.
Freight

at 9.45
a-

J- HAMILTON, SUPT.

leave Portland daily for all stations
Returning leave Upper Bartlett at 6.51)

trains

a. m.

seltidtf

m-_

Eastern Railroad.

GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, 3Ie

dtf
au3___
KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Wiscasset. New

Hainan scotta,
Waljoboro,
—'wtb**Warren and Kockland.
No change of cars between Portland
anil Rockland.
Steamers leave Rdckland for all points on the
Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m., and 1.00
Me

Stages counect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Nortbport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Kockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St.
George daily.
At Warren tor Union,
daily.
At Warren for Jetterson and
Whitedcld, Mondays
and Fridays.
Wednesdays
At \V O lllnlinrn’ fVvv
YTT ..ll.l
Bristol and Pemaquid, dally.
Freight Trarnsdaily and freight taken at !ow rate*
lYJskltt_C. A. COOMBS. San’t,

SPECIAL

NOTICE.
^ 1871’ a"J mtil

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

OF

TIIE

—

Treasurer.
sel7w3w

K4ILKOAD,

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
July 21. 1874.
jyv2tl

York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
>ew Orleans, Texas,
Chicago, On*
aha, San Francisco, and all points
West and South,

Through Tickets
via either Boston & Maine and Eastern, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stoniugton and Fall ltiver amt all
Rail lines to New York, the Michigan Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacilic Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

sold

by

us as

heretofore,

York and return

W. D. LITTLE &
49 1-2

a

CO.,

First

Mortgage
—

AM) AH THROAT DISEASES,

Trains leave Portland & Rochester
B«yai 7*3°a m-a,id

Aitou
essnm****for
xjj^jHil.lfi p. m.

For Wolfboro ami Centre Harbor,
via Alton Bay ami Steamer Alt. Washington, 7.30 a.
m. (passengers taking this train can make the entire
trip over the Lake, and return same day) arriving in
Portland at 7.20 p. m.
F or Woifboro, via Wolfboro Junction, all
rail, at
7 30 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
Tickets for sale by Rollins, Loring & Adams and at

Depot.
jvlldtf

W. IT.

TURNER. Superintendent.

School Teacher.
Graduate of Bowdoin College, who lias had
some experience in
teaching, desires a position
Teacher in some High or District School, this fall
winter, or both. Address TEACHER, Box 131!),

A
as
r

Portland Me.

wlw37»

DAY, at 5 P. M., and l«*ave Pi.-r
38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4P.M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are tilted up
with tine accommodations tor passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York ami Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and fiom New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec. St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
•Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can be obtained at 22 Ex-

Jylti

PORTLAND,

BANGOR

LINIMENT IODIDE AMMONIA
Soreness and stiflnes of the Joints and Muscles; recommends it to all gymnasts.
Wm. H. VAX Cott, Superintendent of the Fleetwood Park, hasi used Oilrs’ Lraimeiit Iodide
of Ammonia on horses aud recommends it.
Habby Bassett’s owner, Col. McDamels, uses
in his stables Oiies’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. Depot 451 6th nr., N. Y. VV. F.PIULL1PS & Co., wholesale; F. T. MAHER & CO., retail,
selt4w
cures

WANTED

Publishing

Life

THE

per Week.

Trips

O R K

JV

The Steamer CHESAPEAKE
will run between here and New
York in connection with the ELEANOR A
and
FRANCONIA

F, M., and New York every Friday at ft P. M.
The Eleanora and Franconia will coutiaue to leave
Monday and Thursday, aa usual.
Freight taken at the lowest rate*. Apply to
HENRY FOX, (leneral Agent.
Franklin Wharf, Portland,
or J. F. AMES. Agent,
»6t4tf
Pier ?8, East River, New York.

HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embrac.ng the leading Hotel* tn the State, at which,
Daily FRKS8 may always be found.

the

ALFRED.

House, IS. II. Goding, Proprietor.

Alfred

AUBURN
Elm House. Court. St. IV. It. Ac A. Young,

Proprietor*.

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Unrrimau Ac €•.'
Proprietor*.
Franklin House,—Harlow At., TlcLaugblin Ac Duyis, Propraetor*.
BATH.

Magadahoc House—E. B. Hay hew, Prop
Bath Hotel, C. H. Plummer, Proprietor

Returning, will leave Machiaspcrt every Monday
Thxrsday morning at5o’clock,touching asabove,
arrivingi n Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for

Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert,) each trip from June 19lh to Sept. 18th in addition to her usual landing at So. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Machiusport at
4,30, instead of 5 A. M.

BELFAST.
Houar, Clark Bro’*, Proprie-

American

and

tor*.

BOSTON.
Parker House, Achool Si. H. D. Parker 4k
Co., Proprietors.
At. Jauiu Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprietor.
Tremont Home, Tremont
Gurney Ac Co. Proprietors.

RICHMOND, Capt.C. Kil.
by, will leave Railroad Wharf every iVIondny
Wedneitday and Friday Evening*, at IO
o’clock,or on arrival ot ExpresaTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucxsport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching

At.—Chapin

The Steamer CITY OF

BETHEL.

Bouae,—Andrews
Proprietor*

Proprietor.

Ocean
etor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!
On and after Monday June 15th,
the International Steamship Company’s Steamers, City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike,New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester,and New Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, foot
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John, N. B.
Rp; turn in o' will leava St. John and Fast nort nil the

(lays.

game

Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Bobbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and FredConnections made

days of sailing

on

A

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—A. Jordan Ac Aon, Prop
Hotel.—N. II. Uiggiu* Ac Aon*, Prop*.
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. TI. Jeffords,
prietor.

IIA L LOWELL.
IlailowrII House—H. Q. BLAEE, Pro

HARTLAND.
Park House— K. L. Williams, Prop.
Hartlund House—I. R. I.itilefleld.

JEFFERSON,
Waumbek

House,

WedVy

House— F. E. Phillips, Proprietor

Reach

LITTLETON, N II.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 jv.m

LOVELL.

From Pine Street Wharf, Phila10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sont
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

Merer Valley House, C. II. Harris, Proprietor.

MAC HI AS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard,

Passage, apply

Prop.

NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. If. CSreeu, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. W hitroar»h

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
to

Proprietor.

SIPHON, Agent,

Lena Wharf, Ro-i«a.

NAPLES4

House, Nathan
prietors.

Elm

^PORTLAND”
—

Plaisi

LINCOLN VIL LE.

& Sat’d ’jr

delphia, at

TO

N. H.
Sc

Merrill

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, Mellon Sc Co., Prop rietors.

Wharfage.

Jn23-1v

—

Proprietors.

Stc;ain-J>lp Line.

£. B. HA

Prop

HIRAM.

prietor.

PHILADELPHIA

or

Pro-

Ml. Cutler House,—Hiraiu Raston, Pro#

—ABI>—

For Freight

Simpson,

City

BOSTON

Leave each port every

D.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’* Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Railway Depot, iTI. W. Clark. Proprietor.

until 4

STUBBS. Agent

R.

Hotel,

CA.TIDE.Tf.
Bay View House, E. H. Drmnth, Prop.

at

erickton,
C3jr*Freight received

CALAIS.
W.

International
Proprietor.

John, Digby

St.

Record,

B BUN A WICK. TIE.
P. Ac K. Dining Room*, W. IS. Field,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gefleral Agent.
Portland, May 1874.
my!8tf

and

Ac

Chapman

at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at
5 o’clock p. m.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.

Church Sc

Sous, Pro-

NORTH BRIDGTON.

ABD

PHILADELPHIA.
Iron Line of Steamers I

Clyde’s

Running between

Providence

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY' gives
direct communication
to ami
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ay the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., ami to all
toe principal cities in the Sout h and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
anil ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

home, malo or female; 835 per
week, day or evening. No Capital

fViii nil We semi valuable nnckuuc nf
AVI
**
gootlM by mail free. Address with six
cent return slump, M. YuUNG, 173 Greenwich
St.,
N Y.
selGMw

BOABDS

Silver I.H.ire, Highly Ornanientnl. A perfect
protector to put under stoves. Ask your dealer tor it.
tltv

OIjD

Winy will

WANTED—AGENTS sen"?*

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, II. Hubbard, Proprieto

inlormalion of this Startling Book about to lie
Sent Agents who address, AMERaUBLISHING CO., Hartford', conn. sel6tlw

PEOPI,E-lUle or Female
WORKING
Employment at home, $30 per week warranted, no capital required. Particulars and valuable
Address with 6 cent return
N. Y.
Bel8f4w

ROSS, Williamsburg,

HAVE YOU TRIES
.

or

Debilitated?

Are yon no Lnngiiid that anv exertion requires more of an etiort than you feel capable of

depth misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* tlie fifowcl*, quiets the nerves,
anil gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
of

soon make tbe invalid feel like a new person.
it* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
‘•Fold tlieir tents, like tbe Arabs,
And
steal away.”
Tlii* i* no new discovery, but lias been long used
with wonderful remedial results, and is pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most powerful tonic and alterative kuowu”
Ask your druggist lor it.

to

silently

For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON.
se23Hw

TO

tor*.

PHILLIPS.

rect

making

connections wuh the

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. C'banles Adnata
Proprietor.
Albion House, 111 Federal St. J G Perry
Proprietor.
American House, India St. K. (-ray, Pro

SKOWHEGAN.
Tnrncr House. W. G. Hesclton, Proprietor.
Elua House, M. If. Hil on, Proprieto

VITAL HAVEN, LANES ISLAND.
House, F. M. Lane, Proprietor.

Ocean

WILTON.
Wilton ISoai«e.II. N. Green.

Steamships of tbi* Line sail from
end of Central Whari. Boston,
Semi-wecklv, for NORFOLK anu
BALTIMORE.
Steamships
William Lairrenn?,** Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crave," Capt. Solomon Howes.
**
George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Lovelaud.
“Blaclcstone," Capt. Geo. II. Hallet.
“John Hopkins" Capt. W. A, HallHt
Freight forwarded from Noriolk to Washington via
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded irom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Penn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia. Tennessee Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North aud South Carotina
by the Balt. A Ohio R. R. to Washington and all

Proprieto

('oimiiissioiiciV Notice.
undersigned,
rjlHE
JL Honorable

having Wen appointed by the
Judge of Prolate for the County ot
of Maine, Commission, ] * t0
ceive ami deride upon all claims against tl»e estate
of
James K. Doekrav. late of Portland, in said Countv
deceased, hereby give notice that they have unpointsixteenth
ot
ed the
October. November »nd Deday
cember next, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon <m each
ot
said days, for meetings for the purposes
aforesaid to
l>e held at the office of Kingsbury A .Iordan m MUl
*
1

Cumberland, Sta’e

die Street, Portland.
LEONARD G. JORDAN,
ALFRED M. BURTON,

places

West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine passenger accommodations.
Fare including Berth and Meals $12.50.

gel1_

j

i Commissioners.
illlillT

I OK SALE.
PINE
FLOORING ami STFP
SOUTHERN
BOARDS, hi lots to suit purchasers,
salelow
close

Excursion Tickets $20.
For flirther information apply to

SAMPSON, Agent.

Kobbiuson,

SACCA KAPPA.
Ceuta nl ISoia-e— Alvin Allen, Proprieto

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washing tou
D. C. Steamship Line.

33 Central Wharf, Boston.

A

etor.

fow

E.

Adams

Preble ISonse, Cougreas St.Gibson AC#.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. H aul, Proprietor.
IJ. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sis. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walh«rll,nar,Opp. Ko.iou Urpsl, li,..
IfridghU'it ,lr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn A Co.,
Pi opt icier*.

ntcrcoloniai Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Pietou, snd steamers for Prince Kdward
sland; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
for St. Johns, N. F.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. 31. on day oi sailing.
Excursion Tickets to Halifax and return good until October 1st, $10.00
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aeeut.

]une2tf

House,

Proprietors

and Green St.
J. H. Marian, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

The Steamship FALMOI TH,
Capt. W.A. Colby, will leave Railroad W’ arf,Port land,every Sat urday at 5.30 p.m. for IlALlFAX,dl__

Harden

praetor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress

DIRECT1
connection* to Prince Edward laland, C'ape If ret on and St. Joliu«, N. V,

With

making?

Thru try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on tbe
secretive organs as to impart, vigor to all tbe vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r

PITTSFIELD.
Lnnry IIou »e—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie-

«_OIII-

Halifax Nova Scotia,

_t4w
UN WHITTEN HISTORY.

Drake, Proprietor.

PEAR’S ISLAND.
Cniou House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

run one

UilE

E. R.

prietors.

Niemnrr f•
Inland only, leaving
Wg&*&gmh&^tbe end of Custom House Wharf
at 9 and 104 a. m. and 2 and 34 p. m.; returning,
leave Scott’s'Landing at PJ and 1JJ a. m. and 24 and
p. ni.
selld3w
Mill-

published by ns.

Ol UdIII

ORCHARD BEACH.'

nouse,

__

»e!6_

PROFITS per week
e;,7I eOAeKHITS>
Will prove tt or forfeit $503. New artifpo
cles are just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CAIDESTER, 267 Brood way,New York.

l.'HIIMl

Hilton, Propr

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Sc Co. P

aftci Sept. 12th the

On an<l
-* CilIV B

Article, in the World. $2 00 worth of samples
given away to those who will become agents. J.
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.
sel6t4w

NORBIDGE1VOCK.
House, D. Dan forth. Proprietor

Somerset Hotel. Browu A
etors.

Ocean

For Peak’s Island.
W
J

Dnu'orth

NORTH ANSON.

J

At

Weak, Nervous,

—

AUGUSTA.
Augusta Iloune, Stole St. HnrrUon Bull
er, Proprietor.
Couy House, G. A. Ac H. Cony. Proprie

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deertng, will
leave Railroad Wharf toot of
'State St., every tTnenday
and Friday Evcuiug. at
tO o’clock, or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, commencing May 19th, 1874.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and

Co.

OUB

samples sent tree.

TO

Eake Hotel—J. B. Martin, Pro pi i* ter.

SPIRIT

stamp, C.

Co.

tor*.

Two

SAMPLE to Agents. JLadics’CombimiUoa
Necillr- Book, with
Chromos. Send stamp. Dean & Co.
Mass.
sel5d4w

13 University Place, New York,
Want Agents everywhere for the following:
OF THE HOLY BIBLE. Edited by Frank Moore. An elegant 8vo. 6l0 pp.,
500 Engravings—from the Old Masters. Price, $5.00.
FIRST HUNDRED YEARN. The
Life of the Republic. By C. Edwards Lester. 12monthly parts. 90 pp.each. Royal 8vo 50 cts.caeh part.
and public serviced of
UHARLEM SUMNER. By C.Edwards Lester. 5th Edition,revised and enlarged.8vo,700pp,$3.75.
NEW Y’ORK TOMBS). By Warden
Sutton. A complete history of Noted Ciiminals of
New York, aud the Romance of Prison Lite. Svo, 670
pp, $3.50.
Circulars, specimen pages, and terms to agents ou
application as above.
sel6t4w

CAN

MACHIAS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

For Best aud Latest Map of Un ted States and
World ever published, together with Charts and Pictures.
Large wages made with certainty. Send
lor terms at once to D, L.
GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.
selt4w

Wftrk
TV VI14.

&

Steamboat Company.

selt4w

The United States

NEW

change Street.

Harry Hill, the Champion Wrestler, 26 East
Iloustou St., says GILES’

New' Bedford,

Steamship
—

Steamship Co.

jul2dtf

by Druggists,

AGENTS

Maine

TRI WEEKLY LINE

Will until further notice run as
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
1IKIED AND NUKE REMEDY
Sold

Street.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iate».
Freight taken at low rates.
J. B. COVLF, Jit., (lencral Agent. mclttOtf

Steamers Elcanora aud Franconia

Tablets.

ARE

Return, $4.00.

Maine

o’clock P. M.

Use

Winnepiseogee. JURUBEBA
YOU

Tickets to Wolfboro’ anil Centre Harbor

--

Rond

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Carbolic

change

_86

—

For

Wells’

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, (Mnnriay* excepted)at 7 o'clock I*.71.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Pot*ton, tamo
Fare i*£l.f>0.
days at 5 P. M.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtaiued at 22 Ex

Windsor and Halifax.

Premium
THE

Leaving

Office on the Wharf.
CLARK & SEAMAN.
West street. New York.

or

GOING

JOHN UROOKM AND EOKKmT CITY
will, until further notice, run alternately us follows :

J. N. MAGNA, Agent.

j>28tf

NIEEHIOR
ME A
8TEAHEBI

THE

The first class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON”
and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1POO tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line,leaving Boston & Maine R. R. Wliarf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at. 4 P M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleaus aud other ptindpal lines to the
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births included),$3.50.
For freight or passage apply to

BUY A

SVEBt BONO
purchased previous to October 5th will participate.
Address tor Bonds and full particulars,
Id«RR£Itrn.UJ. BRUNO A I I)
Financial Agents, 23 Park Row, IV. Y
P. O. ©rawer 21).
Applications for Agencies received.
Belflw

DAILY EXCURSION'S.

and

OF

—

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

M. Y. Industrial Exhibition Co.
Authorized by the Legislature of the State of N. Y.
2d Serie Drawing,
OCT. 5, 1874.

St.
Exchange dtf&Sup

For Lake

AND

Eastport, Calais
WILL.

Full

Agency, and needfn

—

NEW YORK.

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

STJre

Kew

PORTION'D

Machiusport.

_

Manager.

are

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

se22eod9t

CHANGE

CHARLES F. HATCH,

For

FOR BOSTON.

Return Tickets issued at reduced
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
New^England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
I^Night Nterliug Check* ittsued for 41
and Upward*.
an26dtf

Treasurer.

1874.

(Pull-

Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. in.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. 31.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. 31.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at tSXO A. M.. returning at 5.00 P. 31
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York
by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through h.v either route.
The 9.10 A. 31. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. 31. in season to connect wilh the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. 31.
(steamboat) trains for Now York via Fall River
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. 31. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 I*. 31
The 9.10 A. 31. and 3.15 P. 31. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tbeGreat Falls and

rail route to

_

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

C«JIMKP(CIN« ACO. 3, 1874.

Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta,

f.

BEMI-WKEKLY LINE.

on

man

Monday,

at

Tuoday,
L_Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
sail trom Halifax
every other Tiieuday, fo I checked
through.
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown. Passage
Tickets procured at depots of Bcston A Maine and
(first-class) $70 and $80 gold or its equivalent; thirdEastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams ^Exclass $20 U. S. currency to British ports, $26 to Denchange St., ami W. D. Little A Co., 4!H Exchange St.
mark aud Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
L.
FI LKINS.
D. S. BARCoCK.
The Cilnugow Line of steamers sail from
Gen. Paeenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
Quebec evejy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
dir
passage $60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and-from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

JOSEPH HICKSON,

EASTERN & MAINE CENWill be taken
the
TRAL RAILROAD.
EASTERN
RAILROAD.

"!era for

JOHN T,
Sept. 15, 1874.

September

daily.

Loan, Sept.

28th. 1884. are rewment. at tlic CumW
berland Nationri
Bank m Portland, or at the Treasurer s Office in
Windham, ns no Interest will be paid
ou them after Oct.
1st, 1874.

i!!!-a,CI!

The last Broad Gauge Train from Portland to
Lewiston will leave Portland on Friday, the 23th

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s

land’with

Windham,

Lewiston Branch.

Passenger trains will leave Port-

Passenger trains leave Per Hand* for
Rochester and intermediate stations at
7.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.15 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Kailroadg. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad tor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Hcense

from the Hon. Judge of
PURSUANT
Probate for the County of
Cumberland, 1 shall

AUff™ holding Bonds

September.

__

daily.

Provider^*

rates.
for

from Montreal at 4 p. m. on Friday, the
September, will only run as far as Island Pond.
The last Through Broad Gauge Train from Poitlaud to Montreal will leave Portland at'7. a. m., on
Friday the 25th September.
The Traiu from Portland at 1.20 p. m on Friday,
the 25th September, will
only run as lar as Island
Pond.

Septemlier lfeth,

laud for JBomIou, at 6.i5, 9.10 a. in.
_p-—-^^53.15, C.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bomlou at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.30,6.00 p. m.
For Ncnrboro, Blue Point, Old Orcnard
Beach, Naeo and Biddeford at 6.15, 9.10,10.25
a. in.; 1.15, 3.15, 6.00 p. m. Retnruiug leave Biddeford at 7.51, 11.20, 11.55 a. m., 4.35. 7.26, 9.25 p. m.
For Breat Falla at 6.15, 9.10 a. w„ 3.15, 6.00
p. m.
For Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15,9.10 a. m.t
3.15 p. m.
For PortMmonth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For Concord awl lflancheater (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at 9.10 a. m.
For Bocheater, Alton Bay, Wolfborouteh and Centi*c Harbor (via Dover & Winnipiseogee R. R. and Steamer Mt. Washington) at
9.10 a. m.. 3,15 p. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.; Boston 8.15 a. in., 6.00 p. m.
All trains stop at Old Orchard Beach.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
aul
t

Voi-k

sen

n

MAINE

Ou and after Monday, Aug. 3, 1874.

S_-..

Searnboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston &
R. R. Denot tlailv, except Sunday
at 5.30 1*. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new ami superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with th«? elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York aiw«r" *u advance of all other line*, Baggage

Prepaid and

Portland District.

The Train

RAILROAD.

Guardian Sale of Real Estate.

that the subscriber has
and taken upon biuisell
of the estate of

Administrator
PETER AUSTIN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
LEWIS PIERCE, Administrator.
sel8dlaw3wF*
Portland, Sept. 15,1874.

Sc

&

Jgfp*Tickct« to New
reduced rate*.

MAINE

gen nine without the trade-mark
every pair. Manuiactured by
one

hereby given,

NOTICE
been
duly appointed

BOSTON

information cheerfully furnished.

Jeweler and Optician. Solo A gent, lot

Fellow., Holme.

to

SPICER, Su,pe> titendent.
Portland. September 19. 1874.
se21dtf

at lower rates than any other

ABNER LOWELL,

on

responsible tor baggage

Travelers

now
Spectacles
Public are guaranothers in the marand distinctness ol
rivaled, the total ab-

superior
Tor clearness

to

Wfl.

that the sniwn'h
b~

appointed

Administrator1

Crescent
offered to the
THE
teed
to all

er

dtl

not

W. J.

R. t.

Improve Your Sight.

ot
ry rays

are

At New Castle for

CRESCENT SPECTACLES

they are

*.

Company

FRIDAY the 25th

Southwest

and Liberty daily.

WHEELER,

PROVIDENCE.

vision
sence

points in the

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
one passeuger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treas.

No. 5 Washington Building,

aet.

Rates!

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with lirst-class rolling
stock, anti is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
J3P*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. w.
Baggage cnecked irom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The

following will be the necessary arrangement of

Passenger Trains

OTHEK».

ALL

1 his is the only inside route Avol
ing Point Judith.

Voyage.

Liverpool, touching

YORK,

NEW
OF

25th

TIIE

NEWSPAPEBADVERTlSlNfi.lCENT

OLIVER DITSON& CO., CHAS. H. DITSON & CO
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York
is hereby given, that the subscribNotice
has been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust

DYER,

ap2

cent*.

Colleges,

& Oo.

C. J.

The Must Popular Method ever issued; 250.000 already sold, and the book is received, if anything,with
Increasing lavor from year to year. Teachers anil
Pupils buy
125,000 COPIES ANIVIJAELV !!

grades of

H I 1.1,1 A TI

!

Pettengill

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD
—

WHARF,

..

S. M.

SINGING CLASSES,

Price 75

LOCKE.

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

34

w43ti

Academies,

&

Newspaper Advertising Agent.,

whether in the form of Singing Schools,or in Nor-

mal

The

Instants,

treal to

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

P.

By H. R. Palmer, of Chicago, with tlio distinguished assistance of Prof. L O. Emerson of Boston.
These gentlemen in the Song Monarch, present to
the public a book unrivalled for the use of

have taken the stand formerly occupied by

and all

^5rr75So3i7555S,,I>;f6c

FOB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Manager

Song Monarch !

PRINTING

the change of gauge of the RailIN consequence ofMontreal,
Portland, Quebec and

The last Through Broad Gauge Train from MonPortland will leave Montreal at 9 a. m. on

—

Northwest, West and

10(1

Exchange Street.

oct24

«

on

WAS BIN G TON S TREE T, £ OS TON.

121

uirccior- utncrai.

Secretary•

Robert A.* Bird

DYER

copartnership for the carrying
the business o

Tremont Street, Boston.

6 30

S.

AGENT.

all cities and towns of the
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6

1 05

Baker’s and standing timber,
2200 23 10
Portland & Ogdensburg R.K. Co, 36 acres
land and buildings, Sebago Lake, land
and buildings Steep Falls,
7000 73 50
100
1 05
Smith, Hugh, Buxton, 10 acres land,
Strout, Moses. Buxton, land bought of
D, A. Maddox and I. Libby,
75
79
Tate. Augustus. Westbiook, land near
Aarou Parker’s.
1 58
150
Waterhouse, Sam’l S. Gorham, 25 acres,
near A. Parker’s
200
2 10
Wrebsfer, James. Limington, land near N
M Richardson’s,
200
2 10
Strout, Stewart A, Portland, E Strout’s
farm 40 acres,
745
7 83
JOHN 1>. HIGGINS, Treasurer of Staudish.
sel8dlw&w3w39
Standish, Sep. 1G, 1874.

IpU.

Cm

ADVEK'TIilNG

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

L. CAMPBELL,

C%,

S. It. MILES,

CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY

Arts, Manufactures, and Products

■% Hiig

AGENCIES

In accordance with tlie several Acts of the Congress of the United States, Providing lor the celebration ot the

Fairmouxt Park, Philadelphia,

mt mu • »y

*W

ray*_

of the

Independence, there

WHOLESALE BY

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

U. S. CENTENNIAL COMMISSION,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1 58

Magnesia.

FOR SALE AT

•

J.

young children, the

Try it once and you would
not be without it.

EXHIBITION.

To

IHarrhtea,

will be found invaluable.

of American

A*D

Ocean
i'or

way between
Riviere Du Loup,

AHEAD

SERVICE.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail Ironi Quebec
every Saturday Moruiu^,

East of Montreal.

On the 26th and 28th

"

SUMMER

OF GAUGE

BOSTON & MAINE

FOR CHILDREN

with

STONINGTON LINE!

many.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwau
kee. Ciiueiunnti, At. Ijouifi, Omaha,
iaginaw, (At, Paul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer. Nan Fraaccueo.

hheumatism and Gout.

1876

{Office

CHANGE

Montreal and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Mills
At

Dyspepsia,

jutwly23

of

of the

Headache,

LAXATIVE

allanT line.

DURING

Limington, daily.

Stomach,

Summer Complaints and

ain

Offices

HI MiUER ARRANGEMENT.

“SUPERIOR TO CALCINED OR CARBONATE
OE MAGNESIA, WITH.
OUT THEIR DANGEROUS ASSOCIATIONS.’’

secure.

STEAMERS.

Shortest

arrangement of trains

the

—

Acidity

AND

au312aw3w2ndn

Coal and Wood Dealers
and

a. m.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

MAGNESIA.

FEARS

WITH TABLE

OF

—

patented attachments.

WARRANTED FOR 5

d3m

mTTk

THE
a

PORTLAND, ME.

finished

div.

land formerly

numerous

Complicated Machinery to be
stantly getting out of order.

3

150

Merrill, Nelson, Gorham, 40 acres, 2d
No. 70, 50 acres 3d div. No. 25,

and

1776

Book, Card and Jo!

Copartnership Notice.

During
Eilgar Lnthrop bad a
year
and peculiar drug, from the interior of Africa,
brought prominently under his notice by the very

TREADLE^

SO EAST TO LEARN THAT A CHILD CAN
RUN IT, will do all kinds of Sewing, from the finest
to the coarsest, will liern, Fell, Tuck, Braid, Cord,
Gather, Embroider, etc., uses seli-adjustiDg straight
needle, uses all descriptions ot Cotton, Silk and
Thread. Makes the strongest stitch known, the cloth
will tear, before the seam will rip, uses the thread
direct from the Spools The Machine is beautifully
aud highly ornamented, and

dlwtTSTtf

Libby, George H, Buxton,64

....

...

So

Joseph,

....

have formed

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train tor Auburn and Lewiston 5 45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

Tickets sold at Reduced

18«5 Dr. G.

Only Ten Dollars.
New

Grand Trunk Railway

a. in.

—

Cordial Balm of Syricum.

so common

The following list of Taxes on Real Estate of non
resident owners in the town of Staudish, tor the
vear 1873, in bills committed to Allred S.Cousins, Collector oi said Town on the 21st day of June, 1873, has
been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on
the 19tli day of June, 1874, by his certificate of that
date, and now remain unpaid; and notice is hereby
given that, if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said
Town within eighteen months from the date of the
commitment of the «aid bills, so much of the Real
Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor including interest and charges,will without further notice be sold at public auction at the
Selectmen’s Office, in said town on the Uitli day of
January, A. D. 1875. at ten o’clock iu the forenoon.
Value. Tax.
Owner.
Description of property.
Alley, Enoch W. Cornish, 50 acres land
near Josh Pain’s,
$150 $1 58
Boorhby, Asa Limington, 30 acres, 3d div.
100
1 05
No, 18,
Bradbury, Nelson, Buxton, 25 acres 3d
1 58
150
div. No. 28,
Colburn A B, Milford Mass., 25 acres, 3d
100
div. No. 111.
105
1 31
125
Buxton, 25 acres.
Elwell,
Piles David, Gorham, Land bought of
125
131
M»nchetter, 3d div. No. 2
Files, Edward, Gorham, 25 acres 3d div.
No. 23,
100
1 05
Hancock, John, Limington, 100 acres, 3d
div. No.50,
300
3 15
Lane, John VV, Hollis, land formerly
owned by B. B. Lan
2 0
2 10
Libby, Diiiiel J, West brook, 1G acres near
I. L Chase’s,
2C0
2 10

Nervous Diseases
AND THE

—

The most Simple and Compact! The moat
A modDurable aud Economical!
el of combined ^implicit)*
Strength au.l Beauty!!

Non-liesident Taxes in the Tow n
of Slautlish, in the County of
Cumberland, for the year 1873.

..

$10'

FIRST CLASS FULL-SIZED

SEWING

PLEASE SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jull

Gold,.10! ft... 109}
Government 6's, 1881,. 117}.,.. 117}
Government 5~20’a, 1862,.112}... .112}
Government 5-20’s, 1864,.114}. ...115
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.115}.., 1152Government 5-20’s, duly, 1K63,. 115}. ...115|
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.11(§. ...116}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.11C|
116}
Government 10-40’s,.. ...
111}. ...Ill}

First National Bank,.100.*137 ....138
Casco National Bank.100.*137 ....138
Mercb ants’ National Bank,.. .75.98
loo
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.137
138
Portland Company.. 80
85
Portland Gas Company,.50.68
70
Ocean Insnrance Company,... 100.100
102
Atlantic & St. Lawrence K. R.90
95
A. «fc K. B. K. Bonds,. 85
87
Maine Central B. R. Stock,
100. 40
50
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s.96
97
North American R.R bonds. .70
European
75
Leeds & F’riu’gton R. R. Bonds,100.85
87
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 85
87
Portland &
80
IK)

any purpose furnished at

Manufacturers’ Trices.

For the week ending Sept. 23, 1874.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions

....

TO

greatest amount of power
THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CON-

SUMED—thus proving the fact—well known to |nen
ot science—that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanical forces, generated in the combustion of fuel, to the production of motive power.

42
33
55
50

91f

condensation.

The iesult is—tile

K-ortland Daily PrieM KlockLiti

...,

or

The third point was, to combine and make the
whole a mechanically and scientifically correct machine; all its parts being provided with means to
take up lost motion, so that it may be used for any
number of years, and always run smoothly. In all
these particulars as much care has been taken as in
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.

1 75
5 50
2 £0

State of Maine Bonds.101}.... 101}
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,... 97
97}
Bath City Bonds,.91
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 92}.... 93
Calais City Bonds,. 95
96
Cumberland National Bauk,... 4n.59
60

Engineering.
secure a perfectly philo-

in Steam

The first point was, to
Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the
most perfect combustion, and to take up the greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.

75

..

good

sophical

10}

Coach,. 2 25 @
125 @
Furniture,
Wool.
Fleece washed ‘40 @
do. unw ashd 30 @
Pulled,Super 50 ®
1 25@1
Pelts, large

AGENTS.
deodaw

Wo Danger from Fxplosion—Wo liability
to get out of Order.

none

2 50
2 75
2 00

8
23
15
Medium,.. 55®
7
50 @
Common,
12 HaK lbs.,
50 ®
Nat’l Leaf,.80 ®

15}®16

lb

Houghton,

A

87*

Tobacco.
Fives and Tens,
Best Brands, 65 @

12

ESTABLISHED 1770.

jul7

STATE

...

l,ni d.

Tierces,

AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHEN LAMPSARE USED

Portland, Maine,

9*

5} Navy lbs.,.50®
Vacnifdi.
6}® 6}
17}® 1*} Damar,.1 25 @

Pail.
Caddies.

BY

7*(g 9

4" Zinc
7}

10®

IfJSURANCECOd/i
p^f^pj^cOli lSSlDNFD^
THROUGHOUT

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

5®

Kegs, |*lb,..

First

CHS.PRATT & CO-

*.

Russia.
Galv,.

SALE

FOR

noue Eagle Sugar Retiuery:
NewVal.#*lb
CLemons,box 8 00@9 00
@9J
C C..
none
@9§
Oranges •#* box,..
Ex C....
Grain.
@10
Hav. Brown
107 @
Corn, Mixed,
Nos. 12 «& 16 10 @ 10*
Kollow,...
108®
Meal.1 0o@
Relining,...
7j{@
8*
Teat*.
@ 130
Rye,.
25 @ 45
Barley........ 75 @ 85 Souchong,...
35 @ 50
Oats. 65 @ 68 Oolong,.
Fine Feed,
@ 35 00 Oolong, choice 55 @ 80
Shorts,.
@ 30 00
Japan,... .45 @70
Do. choice... 70 @100
Gnnpoirdfir,
Tiu.
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00
Sporting,.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Straits,,. 27 @ 28
2G @ 27
Hay.
English,.
Pressed,$tonl6 00 @18 00 Char. 1. C.,.. 11 75@ 12 25
Loose,.16 00 @ 20 90 Char. I. X. ,..14 25 @14 75
Teine****... 11 25@13 00
Straw,.17 00 @
Coke. 9 75 @11 00
Irou.

H.C.

aud

AND BEST.

THE CO UN TRY

....

Sheet Iron,
Common,

1871;

SAFEST

AS THE

Premiums whenever fairly
put in competition.

**

German Steel
Shoe Steel
Spring Steel

flairs,

8tate

50 Clever lb.,
.10$ @ 11
25 Rod Top bag, 4 75®
75 H.Grass, lmsh.3 00 @ 3 25
50
do Canada,
none
25
Moap.
50 Ex St’rn Ref’d
8
@
75 Family,.
7
@
00 No. 1,.
@
G*
00
Mpicen.
00 Cassia, pure,. 40 @
45
Fruit.
Cloves,. 55 @ 60
Almonds,....
Ginger,. 20 @
Sott Shell,.. 21 @ 22 Mace,.1 75 @
Shelled,.... 40 @ 55 Nutmegs,.... 135@ 140
Pea Nut*,.... 2 50 @ 3 00 Pepper,.
25 @ 25
30 @ 31
Starch.
Citron.
9
9 @
8$@
Pearl,.
10$
Currants,
9 @
J bites,
10
Sugar.
Figs. 14 @ 18 Granulated,.
@11|
14 @ 15 Coflee A,
@11
Prunes,
Extra C,.
Raisins,
10f@10$
3 25@3 50
C,.
(glu
Layer,
L. M. new
4 0U@4 1U Syraps.
Go @
75

..

THE ASTRAL HAS NOW
A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

Awarded Fir»t Preminm by American
Institute, 1869, 1870 aud 1871s Gold
Medal by Louisiana aud Texas

n».

Salcratus, #*lb,

5 00 @5
6 25 @7
xx,.., 7 00 @ 7
tticb. 7 00 @ 7
u
xx 7 75 @ 8
Family 8 00@ 8
6 75 @7
Illinois x,.
xx,.... 7 75 ® 9
St. L*nisx,.. 8 25 @ 9
xx, 9 00 @ 10

®
7}®
20 @
14®
6} ®
tf ®

5TrAL OILTHAT HAVEBEEN THFiO^N

UNSUCCESSFULLYqnTHE MARKETisFURTHFRPRIIDF

Cmler Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1868, April 13th and
20th, 1861), and June 28th, 1870.

14*@15

Mai era

Supertine,....
8pring x,...

3}@

WHILEnoACCIDENT DIRECTLY oh INDIRECTLY
HASEVER OCCURED FROM BURNING.
STORING OR HANDLING IT.
THE MANY IMITATIONS8COIINTEWEITS

factoring Co.,

Rice*

Rice,

on

new

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mann

27 50@28#00
Clear,.
Mess,. 28 50@30 UO
Prime,.... none

25

AND ITS PERFECT BURNING

ARE PROVED BYITS CONTINUED USE IN OVER

oa sn'T.oa nn

L’ge Bank, 4 25 @4 50
Small,. 3 00 @3 25
Pollock,. 2 25 @ 3 00
H addock,.... 2 00 @ 2 62
Hake,. 2 50 @ 2 75
lierriug,
Shore.-#* bbl 4 00 @ 4 75
Scaled,#* bx 30 @ 35
25 @ 30
No. 1,.
Mackerel, #* bbl.,
12
No.
50@14 00
1,
Bay
9 00@10 50
Bay No. 2,
8
9 50
3.
UU@
Large
Shore No 1,..13 00@15 00
No. 2,. 9 00@11 00
Medium..7 00@ 8 50
Clam Bait.4 50@ 5 50
Flour.

Refined,.
Swedish.
Norway,.
Cast Steel,-

.[in On and alter Monday, September 21st.
*rfgglS74, trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. ior Montreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train ior Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

—

Treatise

STEAMERS.

FOR

ARRAN GEMENT.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

tbe

15 00 @ 16 50
17 75 @18 00

Plate,-

2$

BV

MANUFACTURED

Beef,.. 12 00 @13 50
Mess,.. 13 00 @ 15 00

Mess
Ex

2$

@5

WINTER

Passenger

DANGEROUS OILS.

Russia,.
16$ @17$ Lard,. 1 05
Mauila,.
Mauila B'ltr’p
18$ @
Olive,.1 25
l>rug* and l)je». Castor,. 2 00
2
30
20
®
*)gal,2
Alcohol,
Neatsfoot,.... 1 25
55 Elaine,
25 @
Arrow Root,
58
Bi-Carl> Soda,
Puiuls.
6® 8
20 ®
Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Borax,.
Camphor. 35 ® 37 PureCr’ddo 11 00 @11 25
Cream.Tartar 44® 48 Pure Dry do 11 00 ®
12
ludigo,.125 @150 Ain. Zinc.... 10®
3®
3$
Logwood ex., 11$@ 12 Rochelle Yell
13 ® 15
4
3$@
Madder,....
Eng.Ven.Red
12
11®
Naptha, *)gal 18® 20 Red Lead,...
9
00
25
9
li
12
®
Litharge.
@
Opium,.
75 ® 1 00
Plaster.
Rhubarb,....
3 ®
Sal Soda....
3$ White, *) ton,..
@2 75
10 @
i7 Blue,.
2 25
Saltpetre....
8
bis
00
5$
4$@
Ground,in
@9 00
Sulphur,...
Vitrol,. 12 @ 13 Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 00
l>uek.
Produce.
9 @ 13
No. 1.
@ 42 Beef Side,*) lb
No. 3,.
® 38 Veal,.
8@ 10
12 @
14
No. 10,.
@ 21 Mutton,
Chickens,.... 18 @ 22
Ravens,
20
8 oz.,.
Turkeys,. 18 @ 20
26
10 oz.,.
Eggs, *) doz., 23 @ 25
60 @ 65
Potatoes,
D) ewoods.
bbl... 3 25® 3 50
3®
Onions,
Larwood,....
7 Craub’s*)bbl.l5 00@16 50
5®
brazilVVcod,
7 Round hogs....8 ®
9
8®
Camwood,..
2 $®
3
Provisions.
Fustic,.

1$@
1$®
5$@
2$@

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

^NUFACTUREDEXPRESSiyToDlSPLAcg js£0f

yu

wnaie,.

13$ ® 14 Boiled do.,..

St. Domingo,
Peach Wood,

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

BURNS IN ANY LAMP WITHOUT DANGER
OF EXPLOOINGORTAKING FIRE

HIGHLYVQIATILEAND
STEAM ENGINE, lTSS*FEFyuNI1EHEVEByraSSIBiET£ST
QUALITIES-111

RAILROADS,

Express trom Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p n».
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

absolutelySAFEperfectly ODORLESS.

none

American,*) lb, 11$ @12$ Linseed,.

Logwood,
Oampeacby,

Price75c,s-

IOa Federal (It.

Je23eodtf

PRATT’S ASTRAL OIL

Muscovado.... 45 @ 48
70 @85
ltio. 214 @ 22J New Orleauu..
Mus tart. none
Cooperage.
Uhd. Shooks and Heads, Sagua new..,.... 48 @ 50
Nails.
@2 62
Mol. City....
Cask.4 @
Sug. City-2 30 @
1
65
.1
60
Naval
Stores.
@
Sug. C’try..
Tar,** bbl.... 5 50 @5 75
Country Ki Mol.
1
Pitch
h’tl
Sh’ks
H
75@
(C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Wi) Pitch-5 50 @ 5 75
Ilh’d Headings,
28
in.
35
@
Kosin,.4 00 @ 7 00
Space
28 @
40 @ 43
Soft Pine,..
Turpentine,gl
Oil*
Hard Piue, 30 @
@ 174
Hoops,(14lt),28 00@33 00 Kerosene.
Port.Kef. Petr
It.OakStaves 50 00 @
@ I24
Devoe brilliant
Copper.
@ 27
35 @
Cod. Bolts.
Sperm.1 90 @ 1 95
33

m

I11CKS & CO.,

4 00 @ 4 75
2 50 @ 3 25
4 00 @ 6 50
4 50 @ 7 00
Spruce.. 1 75 @ 2 00
Laths, Spruce 2 00
Piue. 3 00 @ 3 50
matches.
1 95
Star, ** gros.
molasses.
Porto Kico new 65 @ 75

.8

Cotlee.

that

tads to cure.

CATARRH.

Ceuar ex...
Cedar No 1.
do Shaved
Pine do...

Coal—(Retail.)

Java,*>ft.

important

Shingles,

Cement.

** bbl.2 25 @
Cheese*
Vermont,** ft. 13 @ 14
14 @

is

It needs only a trial
to satisfy (he most
skeptical. No humhug about it. Money given buck it it

m

__

_

—

■■■■■■■

=========

people should
know it.
Dr. Evans’ Remedy will cure

....

...

Factory.

I

THAT

New Torn,

pe;,.275 @300
Midiams.- 12i©2 37*
JLime.
Yellow Eyes.. 3 ou@3.25
Rockland c’sk.
Box Nliook*.
@120
Cumber.
pine.60@75
Clear Pine,
Bread.
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @60 00
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00
No. 3.40 00 @4500
Pilot ex.lOOft 70 @ 800
No. 4.30 00 @35 00
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50
35
40
@
Crackers**100
Shippiug. .20 00 @25 00
Butler.
Spruce.15 00 @17 00
32 @ 37 Hemlock
..12 00 @15 00
Patnily, **ft
Store. 25 @ 30 Clapboards,
00 @35 00
CuudScM.
ex.30
Spruce
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
@13
Mould, *)ft....
JO @60 00
33
Piue.45
@ 374
Sperm.

N. Y. Dairy..

I I D C*
w II t

Lend.

Apples*
Green,. 2 25@3
Dried,western 12@

RAILROADS.

_MEDICAL

■■ I. ■

to

*

a

®J*!l

i,,r

cousigumeui

RYAN $ KKI.SFY

No. 191

1

Commercial Struct,

